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Resumo
O presente trabalho destina-se ao estudo de dano superficial em flancos de dentes
de engrenagem, em particular micropitting, uma forma de dano superficial por
fadiga de contacto. Como se demonstrara´ mais tarde, e´ quase imposs´ıvel obter
micropitting sem que ocorra desgaste, pelo que ambos devem ser estudados ao
mesmo tempo.
Tanto a simulac¸a˜o de micropitting quanto a de desgaste necessitam que se conhec¸a
com rigor as tenso˜es de contacto que se desenvolvem entre dentes de engrenagem
durante o engrenamento, incluindo o efeito que a rugosidade das superf´ıcies tem na
lubrificac¸a˜o e nas presso˜es de contacto, que se sabe serem determinantes na gerac¸a˜o
de micropitting.
O presente trabalho constroi-se enta˜o a` volta desses eixos principais:
• Estudo de lubrificac¸a˜o elasto-hidrodina´mica em filme completo, em filme
misto e em filme limite de forma a avaliar correctamente o efeito da rugosidade
superficial nas cargas de contacto;
• Desenvolvimento de um modelo de micropitting utilisando um crite´ro de
fadiga de elevados ciclos;
• Comparac¸a˜o do modelo de micropitting com ensaios reais de micropitting em
engrenagens de dentes paralelos;
• Desenvolvimento de um modelo de desgaste baseado na lei de Archard;
• Comparac¸a˜o das previso˜es do modelo de desgaste com os resultados dos mes-
mos ensaios de micropitting.
xi

Re´sume´
L’objectif de ce travail est d’e´tudier l’endommagement de surface sur les flancs de
dent d’engrenage, en particulier le micropitting, un endommagement par fatigue
de contact. Il sera de´montre´ par la suite qu’il est presque impossible d’obtenir
du micropitting sans qu’il y ait de l’usure, raison pour laquelle les deux types
d’endommagement doivent eˆtre e´tudie´s.
Aussi bien la simulation du micropitting que celle de l’usure exigent que les con-
traintes de surface qui se de´veloppent entre les dents d’engrenage durant l’engre`nement
soient connues avec rigueur, en incluant l’effet de la rugosite´ des surfaces sur la
lubrification et les pressions de contact, dont on sait qu’elles sont extreˆmement
importantes pour la ge´ne´ration de micropitting.
Ce travail est donc construit autour des axes principaux suivants:
• E´tude de la lubrification e´lastohydrodynamique en filme complet, en film
mixte et en film limite de manie`re a e´valuer correctement l’effet de la rugosite´
des surfaces sur les contraintes de contact;
• De´veloppement d’un mode`le de micropitting en utilisant un crite`re de fatigue
de cycles e´leve´s;
• Comparaison du mode`le de micropitting a des essais re´els de micropitting sur
des engrenages;
• De´veloppement d’un mode`le d’usure a` partir de la loi d’Archard;
• Comparaison du mode`le d’usure aux re´sultats des essais de micropitting.
xiii

Abstract
The present work is intended to study surface damage on gear tooth flanks, in
particular micropitting damage, a form of surface contact fatigue damage. As will
be shown later, it is nearly impossible to dissociate micropitting from wear, so that
both must be studied at the same time.
The simulation of micropitting, as well as that of wear, demand that the con-
tact stresses that develop between teeth during gear meshing be known with some
accuracy, including the effects of surface roughness on lubrication and on contact
pressure, which are known to be extremely important for the generation of micro-
pits.
These are then the principal axes around which the present work is constructed:
• Study of full film elastohydrodynamic lubrication, of mixed lubrication and of
boundary lubrication so that the effect of roughness on surface loading may
be properly assessed;
• Development of a micropitting model using a high-cycle fatigue criterion;
• Comparison of the predictions yielded by the micropitting model with actual
spur gear micropitting tests;
• Development of a wear model based on Archard’s wear law;
• Comparison of the wear model’s predictions applied to the same micropitting
tests.
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1. General introduction
Gears have been used for power transmission since antiquity, and their importance
and usefulness has only grown since; so much so that one would be hard pressed to
mention a single industry were devices containing gears are not used.
Because of the near omnipresence of gear transmissions in mechanical devices,
improvements to gears or a better understanding of them could potentially bring
benefits to many domains of human endeavour.
A typical gear arrangement can consist in a reduction stage in which the driving
gear (pinion) is also the smallest and the driven gear (the wheel) is the largest
of the pair. The gears are generally oil lubricated: the lubricating oil is used to
diminish the coefficient of friction between gear teeth and to evacuate both solid
particles and heat from the contact area.
The correct understanding of the phenomena arising from contact between gear
teeth therefore demands that the following issues be considered: the kinematics
of gear tooth meshing, the tooth surface conditions (roughness), the properties of
the lubricating oil, the actual lubrication conditions during the meshing between
gear teeth, the stresses transmitted from one tooth surface to the other through
the lubricating oil layer and the way in which theses stresses act to cause surface
damage.
The present work is intended to study micropitting on the surface of the tooth
flanks of spur gears. According to Hohn et al. [5], it is now the single most limiting
factor of gear performance and competitiveness. Micropitting, widely acknowledged
to arise through surface contact fatigue of the tooth, materialises as a multitude of
microscopic pits, with sizes ranging in the tens of micrometres in width and depth,
scattered mostly below the pitch line on the tooth flank surface.
This document is divided into three main parts. A first part, entitled “State
of the art”, introduces the subject of gear surface damage and attempts to give
an overview of the state of the art regarding the many sub-fields whose results
must be considered. A second part, entitled “Friction properties of gear oils”,
presents results regarding the study of friction in lubricated contacts, be it in full
film elastohydrodynamic, mixed or boundary lubrication. A third part, entitled
“Gear tooth flank damage” addresses the simulation of surface damage on a spur
gear tooth by micropitting and by wear.
The first part contains Chapter 2, where the problem of gear surface damage in
general and of micropitting in particular is discussed, Chapter 3, which gives an
overview of the history and current state of knowledge of lubrication with particular
stress on gear lubrication, and Chapter 4, where stresses and fatigue in spur gears
are discussed.
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1. General introduction
The second part is composed of Chapter 5, where full film elastohydrodynamic
lubrication is studied, in particular with regard to the rheological properties of
oils and their coefficient of friction, and of Chapter 6, where mixed and boundary
lubrication is studied and a new parameter for the comparison of oils in Stribeck
curves is introduced.
The third part comprises Chapter 7, which presents models for mixed film lu-
brication, for micropitting and for wear. It also comprises Chapter 8, where the
micropitting model is correlated with a gear micropitting test, and Chapter 9, where
the wear model is correlated with the same experiment.
The present work was realised mainly at the Faculdade de Engenharia da Uni-
versidade do Porto but the experimental work of Chapters 5 and 6 was performed
at the Laboratoire de Me´canique des Contacts et des Structures, INSA de Lyon and
the residual stresses measurements of Chapter 8 were performed by Prof. Anto´nio
Castanhola Batista at the Centro de Estudos de Materiais por Difracc¸a˜o de Raios-
X, Departamento de F´ısica, FCTUC, Universidade de Coimbra.
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Part I.
State of the art
3

2. Gear wear and gear Micropitting
The present work is concerned with micropitting, a type of damage caused by
surface rolling contact fatigue. To put it in its proper frame, it is useful to discuss
briefly the wider class of gear damages to which it belongs.
Contacting surfaces which undergo relative motion are subject to alterations
which often receive in the literature the generic designation of “wear”, a catch-all
term which often stands for many distinct physical and chemical phenomena. In
line with Faure [6], it was decided in the present work to call the generality of
surface alterations under load “surface damage” rather than “wear”, keeping the
latter term for a specific sub-class of surface damage. Although most types of
surface damage have indeed detrimental effects on gear mechanisms, thus earning
their name of “damage”, some cases exist in which these alterations are benign, as
is the case with running-in.
Because rubbing surfaces exist in every mechanism, the study of surface damage
is of great technological importance. However, this phenomenon is complex in
the extreme, which has prompted researchers to separate wear in different sub-
classifications to allow easier study, thus following the age-old strategy of “divide
and conquer.”
Faure [6] offers a catalogue of kinds of surface damage suffered in use by gear
tooth flank surfaces, which he calls “tooth flank damage” :
wear The progressive removal of matter from the surface of a tooth with use. This
term covers a multiplicity of phenomena:
running-in New gears, when used with light loads will see their roughness
decrease in the first few hours. This has a beneficial effect on gear life.
mild wear The unavoidable wear that comes from the mutual sliding of sur-
faces. It is presumed that it comes about through a combination of
brittle fracture, plastic failure and fatigue as roughness features collide.
scoring Salient roughness features of one tooth dig into the opposite con-
tacting tooth leaving a score mark. This is not relevant in the case of
spur gears because their roughness is markedly anisotropic: it consists
in roughness ridges that run across the width of the tooth.
adhesive wear Micro-welding or adhesion can occur because of the high con-
tact pressure between the tooth surfaces. When the surfaces separate,
material is torn from one surface by the other. Faure includes in this
class of damage both hot and cold scuffing.
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three bodies wear Scratches and abrasion caused by solid particles in the
lubricant.
corrosion Water or other corrosive agents in the lubricant can react chemically
with the gear tooth flank surface, thus corroding it.
overheating or burning An excessive temperature in operation can cause an acci-
dental heat treatment that lowers the surface hardness of the gear tooth.
erosion by cavitation In some cases, in particular under high alternating loads,
the lubricant can cavitate. Implosion of cavitation bubbles and projection of
high speed droplets cause shock-waves that produce impact craters with cir-
cumferential cracks. Due to the near-instantaneous duration of these events,
the material response is very brittle so that no real progressive fatigue is
involved.
electric erosion Removal of matter through the application of electric arcs result-
ing from high friction between the surfaces.
plastic deformation This covers the permanent deformations of the surfaces caused
by excessive contact pressure.
contact fatigue Damages caused by the cyclic nature of the loads on the surface
of a tooth, further subdivided into:
case crushing In surface treated gears, the maximum Hertzian shear stress
can sometimes be located below the surface treatment layer. In such
cases, a fatigue crack may develop that, on reaching the surface, causes
the surface treated layer to be removed. Surface roughness plays little
or no part in this since the stresses of a rough tooth at the initiation
depth are indistinguishable from those predicted by Hertzian theory.
spalling A crack originates at the depth of maximum Hertzian shear and
propagates to the surface. In consequence, a flake is removed from the
tooth, leaving a large crater of several hundred micrometres in depth
and width. As in the case of case crushing, and for the same reason,
roughness plays no part in this type of damage.
pitting A crack originates from the surface and propagates downwards to a
depth of over 100 μm before rejoining the surface, at which point a pit
is formed. Since the crack originates on the surface it depends on the
complex, roughness induced, surface stress state.
micropitting As in the case of pitting, a crack originates from the surface
and propagates downward but only to a depth of around 20 μm. Thus,
the greatest difference from a pit is its scale.
As mentioned above, micropitting consists in cracks originating from the surface
of a tooth and rejoining it instead of propagating in depth, thus forming a small
6
Figure 2.1.: Photograph of a micropit in a surface hardened steel gear tooth section.
crater or pit. A photograph of a polished sample of a gear tooth that underwent
micropitting is displayed in Figure 2.1, where a micropit can be plainly observed.
While an ordinary pit or spall may often originate near the maximum shear stress
depth in the sub-surface, its shape is similar to that of micropits; the latter differ
from those by their extremely small size: while typical dimensions of a pit are of the
same order as that of Hertzian contacts, a micropit’s dimensions are of the same
order as roughness features, a few micrometres.
When performing a longitudinal cut of a gear tooth, the surface fatigue cracks
always intersect the cutting plane in well defined directions, as shown in Figure 2.2:
they progress downward in the direction opposite to sliding. This is consistant with
the widely held view that sliding ~U2 − ~U1 is most harmful for the pinion in the
direction of rolling ~U2 + ~U1.
Micropitting fatigue cracks also follow this pattern, although micropitting spreads
preferentially from the pinion tooth surface, near its dedendum where sliding is at
its most negative, and only in more extreme cases does it spread above the pitch
line.
Portions of tooth surface affected by micropitting take a dull grey coloration,
which is the reason why micropitting is sometimes called “frosting” or “grey stain-
ing” in the gearing industry [7]. Witness to this is Figure 2.3, where the pho-
tographed surface of a micropitted tooth flank surface is shown, with added red
lines surrounding the micropitted areas of the surface. These dull patches consist
in fact in many closely arrayed micropits.
Once a micropit is established it may act as a concentrator for larger defects,
possibly giving rise to full blown pits: Olver suggested that entrapment of the
7
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~U1 − ~U2
driven gear tooth
~U2 − ~U1~U1 − ~U2
~U2 − ~U1
driving gear tooth~U1, ~U2
Figure 2.2.: Orientation of surface fatigue cracks according to their position on the
tooth flank surface. The directions of rolling and sliding velocities, as
well as gear rotation are shown.
Figure 2.3.: Photograph of the surface of a surface hardened steel gear tooth where
micropitting has occurred. The micropitted areas are surrounded by a
red line. It is seen that micropitting is mainly restricted to the part of
the flank below the pitch line.
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lubricating fluid in the micropit could be a mechanism for this [8].
Even when pits are not produced, the presence of numerous micropits have been
associated with increased noise and vibration, with the accompanying deteriora-
tion in the transmission smoothness in terms of load and kinematics. Osman and
Velex [9] demonstrated through their simulations of gear transmissions dynamics
the interaction between contact fatigue and increased vibration.
Olver comments [10] on the competition between micropitting and wear: mild
wear tends to suppress micropitting. In fact, Torrance et al. [11] and later Laine´
et al. [12] demonstrated that anti-wear additives ease micropitting by impeding
mild wear. The relationship between wear and micropitting can be observed in the
present work as well.
Micropitting is normally associated with the surface stress concentration that
accompany the high roughness of ground and hardened steel gears [8].
Because of this high roughness, the lubricating film thickness is often smaller than
the combined average roughness of the surfaces, particularly when gear operate
with high loads and low speeds. Lubrication ceases to be elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) under these conditions and becomes mixed film lubrication or even boundary
film lubrication: a significant part of the contact load is borne by direct contact
between roughness features of the meshing teeth surfaces. Adequate consideration
of mixed film lubrication is therefore of primordial importance when dealing with
micropitting.
Another vital component of any attempt to make sense of micropitting is the
application of an appropriate fatigue criterion. Qiao et al. [13] proceeded to com-
pare several multi-axial fatigue criterion only to conclude that they are essentially
equivalent for rolling/sliding contact fatigue.
Several numerical models of micropitting have been made public. Antoine and
Besson published a simplified gear micropitting model [14]. Instead of applying a
three dimensional fatigue criterion, the authors elected to simply compare to the
fatigue endurance the maximum Tresca stress that occurs in each material point.
More recently, Morales-Espejel and Brizmer [15] presented a numerical model
which includes both the effect of surface contact fatigue and wear, so as to account
correctly for the competition between these two phenomena. However, the authors
were mostly interested in the application of this model to rolling element bearings,
and selected their operating conditions accordingly: low roughness and low sliding,
at least when compared to typical gear operating conditions.
Oila and Bull [1, 16] and Oila et al. [17] have studied the microstructural al-
terations that precede micropit formation and arrived at the conclusion that a
micropitting crack develops along the interface between a plastic deformation re-
gion (PDR) and a dark etching region (DER) that form because of the high cyclic
loads applied to the gear tooth surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, reproduced here
from [1, Figure 11]).
The factors that influence micropitting, their range of influence and suggestions
for preventing it, according to Cardis and Webster [18], are listed in Table 2.1 in
descending order of importance. Interestingly, the factors can be grouped in three
9
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Figure 2.4.: Shematic representation of micropitting initiation (a) and micropitting
popagation (b) (taken from [1, Figure 11]): micropitting fatigue cracks
propagate along the boundary between the plastic deformation region
(PDR) and the dark etching region (DER). WEB stands for white
etching band.
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Table 2.1.: Factors that influence micropitting and suggested remedies.
influencing factor range of influence suggested remedy
grear surface roughness 1→ 3 (from 6 μm to 3 μm) reduce to 0.3 μm
material, heat treatment 1→ 2.8 retained austenite
lubricant viscosity 1→ 2 use highest practical
vicosity
lubricant additive chemistry 1→ 2 (equal viscosity of base oil) use properly selective
additives
coefficient of friction 1→ 1.7 reduce the coefficient
of friction
speed 1→ 1.3 run at high speed
oil temperature 1→ 1.3 (∆T = 20 K) reduce oil tempera-
ture
main categories with some overlap:
a) specific film thickness: the surface roughness, the lubricant viscosity, the speed
and oil temperature;
b) fatigue behaviour: the material, the heat treatment—or, in other words, the
initial residual stresses in the gear flank surface;
c) friction coefficient: overall friction coefficient, speed, oil temperature, additive
chemistry, known to be felt mainly at the level of boundary film lubrication.
Conspicuously, nowhere in Table 2.1 is the maximum Hertzian pressure men-
tioned. This is significant because Oila and Bull [16] singled out the maximum
Hertzian pressure as the most important factor in the initiation of micropitting,
otherwise broadly agreeing with the findings of Cardis and Webster [18].
In view of the preceding paragraphs, successful modelling of micropitting must
take into account the kinematics of gear meshing, the roughness of the surfaces, the
oil lubrication, be it EHD, mixed film or boundary lubrication, and fatigue arising
from a complex, multi-axial stress history. To this, as will be shown as the present
work unfolds, must be added the modeling of mild wear, a damage mechanism con-
stantly competing with micropitting: it is nearly impossible to engineer conditions
in which micropitting happens but not wear, although the reverse is quite easy.
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3.1. Reynolds’s equation
It could be argued that the science of lubrication was born in 1886, the year that
Osbourne Reynolds presented his famous article on the hydrodynamic theory of
lubrication [19] before the Royal Society of London. In it, he established the famous
equation that bears his name. That equation governs the lubrication of two surfaces
in parallel relative motion separated by a lubricant film of thickness h that varies
with position and time as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
∂
∂x
Ç
h3
∂p
∂x
å
+
∂
∂y
Ç
h3
∂p
∂y
å
= 6η
®
(U1 + U2)
∂h
∂x
+ 2
∂h
∂t
´
(3.1)
where U1 and U2 are, respectively, the velocities of the upper and lower surface and
η is the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant. The unknowns to be found by solving
this differential equation are the hydrostatic pressure field p(x, z, t) and the film
thickness field h(x, z, t) of the lubricating fluid.
Equation (3.1) was derived by Reynolds from the Navier-Stokes equations of
fluid dynamics and from the law of conservation of mass by applying a number of
simplifications:
1. The supply of lubricant is abundant.
2. The lubricant is an incompressible Newtonian fluid.
3. The lubricant’s viscosity η is constant within the film.
4. The lubricating film separates completely the lubricated surfaces or, equiva-
lently, h never falls to 0.
5. The roughness of the surfaces is negligible compared to the lubricating film
thicknes h.
6. The lubricating film thickness h is small compared to other dimensions.
7. The lubricant flow is laminar.
8. The lubricated surfaces are rigid.
9. Dynamic and body force effects are small compared to the intensity of the
stresses within the film.
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x
y
z
h(x,y,t) U1
U2
Figure 3.1.: Hydrodynamic lubrication of two surfaces in relative motion.
10. The velocity of the fluid in direction of the thickness w is small compared to
the transversal velocity v, in the direction yy, and to the longitudinal velocity
u, in the direction xx.
11. The variation of the velocities u and v of the lubricant with z is much greater
than the variation of these velocities with the remaining coordinates.
12. There is no slip between the lubricant and the surfaces.
It is remarkable that many of the advances made in lubrication science since
Reynolds’ days can be mapped to the lessening or the removing of some of the
assumptions listed above. Studying cases where assumption 1 is not guaranteed to
hold has led to the study of starvation. EHD lubrication was discovered because in
highly non-conformal contacts, such as occur in rolling element bearings and gears,
lubrication could only be explained by accepting that the lubricated surfaces deform
elastically, thus dropping assumption 3, and by realizing that the pressure gradient
in the contact is high enough to make assumption 8 untenable, since viscosity varies
with pressure. In many cases, particularly that of gears, assumptions 4 and 5 cannot
be guaranteed: surface roughness can be large enough to ensure that lubrication
veers towards the mixed or even the boundary film lubrication regime, in which
part or all of the contact load is born by direct contact between the lubricated
surfaces. The hypothesis of a Newtonian behaviour of the fluid (assumption 2)
is incompatible with the low friction coefficients observed in highly loaded, non-
conformal and lubricated contacts.
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All of the above mentioned aspects are relevant to micropitting, as was explained
in Chapter 2 and will be the subject of attention of the remaining of this chapter.
3.2. Lubricating oil rheology
3.2.1. Newtonian viscosity
In deriving his equation, Reynolds described the lubricant as Newtonian. The term
“Newtonian fluid” was coined because of Newton’s discussion, in the ninth section
of the second book of his Principia [20], of a fluid’s resistance to motion that is
“proportional to the velocity, by which the parts of the fluid may be separated from
each other.”
It was in fact Stokes who presented in 1845 [21] a fully thought out description of
the Newtonian rheology of fluids and who then derived the Navier-Stokes equations.
The mathematical description of the rheology of a Newtonian fluid is:
σx = −p+ 2η∂u
∂x
+
Ç
ζ − 2
3
η
å
·
Ç
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
å
σy = −p+ 2η∂v
∂y
+
Ç
ζ − 2
3
η
å
·
Ç
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
å
σz = −p+ 2η∂w
∂z
+
Ç
ζ − 2
3
η
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·
Ç
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
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τxy = η
Ç
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
å
τyz = η
Ç
∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
å
τxz = η
Ç
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
å
(3.2)
This equation gives the stress tensor at any point as a function of fluid pressure p
and velocity u in the x direction, v in the y direction and w in the z direction. Two
properties of the fluid mediate the dependency: shear viscosity η, usually simply
called viscosity or dynamic viscosity, and bulk viscosity ζ, generally disregarded. It
follows from the equation that the units of viscosity are FL−2T , which become Pa·s
in S.I. units. Viscosity is often expressed in centipoise (Cp) with 1 Cp = 10−3 Pa · s.
In lubrication, the term shear rate is often used for the quantities that follow:
γ˙xy =
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
γ˙yz =
∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
γ˙xz =
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
(3.3)
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So that the last three lines of Equation (3.2) can be replaced by:
τxy = η γ˙xy
τyz = η γ˙yz
τxz = η γ˙xz
(3.4)
Viscosity η depends on the thermodynamic parameters of state of the fluid. Any
parameter of state can be defined in relation to only two, hence η can be defined as
a function of any two parameters of state, usually pressure and temperature. The
simplest, and to this day still widely used, expression of this dependency is Barus’s,
proposed in 1893 [22]:
ln
ηT,p
ηT0,0
= αp− β · (T − T0) (3.5)
where ηT,p is the viscosity at pressure p and temperature T , ηT0,0 is any known
viscosity at ambient pressure and reference temperature T0 and α and β are re-
spectively the piezoviscosity and the termoviscosity coefficient, both independent
of pressure and temperature. α is usually given in GPa−1 and β in K−1. For lu-
bricationg oils, it is found that α and β are always positive in value, which means
that viscosity increases exponentially with rising pressure and decreases exponen-
tially with rising temperature. While Barus’s equation is satisfactory for modest
variations of pressure and temperature, it becomes inaccurate when used for highly
loaded non-conformal lubricated contacts, such as is the case for gears, where pres-
sure variation is in the order of gigapascals.
Roelands [23] gathered other researchers’ measurements of the viscosity of many
lubricating oils under pressures up to 700 MPa and temperatures up to 200 ◦C and
elaborated his formula from their analysis:
ln
ηT,p
ηR
= G0
(1 + p/pR)
Z
(T/TR − 1)S0
(3.6)
where ηT,p is as before the viscosity at pressure p and temperature T , which must
be given in kelvin, and where G0, Z and S0 are dimensionless material parameters
of each oil: as was the case with Barus’s equation, only three material parameters
are needed. In particular, the constants Z and S0 determine the rate of variation
of viscosity with pressure and temperature, respectively. Z and S0 are always
positive and less than 1 for lubricant oils; hence Roelands’s equation predicts a
sub-exponentional increase of viscosity with pressure.
Notice the presence in Equation (3.6) of the universal constants ηR = 6.31 ·
10−5 Pa·s, pR = 196 MPa and TR = 138.15 K.
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are the most widely used in lubrication literature,
although other equations have been proposed [24], always with a greater number
of material parameters.
Bair [25] has been vocal in his criticism of the use of Roelands’s viscosity equation.
He argues that since Bridgman’s pioneering measurements of material behaviour
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ln
 η/
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Figure 3.2.: Typical curve of the variation of the logarithm of viscosity with pressure
for liquids.
under very high pressure [26] it has been observed that for many liquids, a graph
of the logarithm of their viscosity against pressure, such as is shown schematically
in Figure 3.2, displays a less than exponential increase of viscosity up to a certain
pressure—which corresponds to an inflection point in the graph and is usually
greater than 1 GPa—a pressure above which the increase of viscosity becomes
greater than exponential. The Roelands equation is well suited to describe the
viscosity behaviour of these liquids under pressures less than the inflection pressure,
but not so for greater pressures.
Bair’s proposed solution to this problem is an equation with five parameters that
only account for pressure effects on viscosity:
ln
ηT,p
ηi
=
N
p∞ − p −
M
p− p−∞ (3.7)
where N , M , p∞ and p−∞ are material parameters with units of pressure and ηi
is a parameter that is different for each temperature and has units of viscosity.
While this expression is an improvement on Barus’s and Roelands’s, it has failed
to gain adoption from the tribological community, essentially because it needs vis-
cosity measurements on both sides of the inflection point. It is very challenging to
obtain viscosity measurements under high pressures approaching the 1 GPa mark:
laboratories were such measuerements are made [27, 28, 29] have had to develop
their own high pressure viscometers, since no commercial solution is available.
As will be seen in Section 3.4, the piezoviscosity coefficient α is very important
in EHD lubrication, since the calculation of lubricant film thickness relies on it.
In Barus’s description of viscosity the definition of the piezoviscosity coefficient is
straightforward:
α =
∂(ln η − ln η0)
∂p
=
ln ηT,p − ln ηT,0
p
(3.8)
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In this case, the piezoviscosity coefficient α is a material constant independent of
both pressure and temperature.
For more complex descriptions of viscosity, several competing definitions [27]
have been proposed:
• The tangent piezoviscosity coefficient.
α(T ) =
∂(ln ηT,p − ln ηT,0)
∂p
∣∣∣∣∣
p=0
(3.9)
• The secant piezoviscosity coefficient.
α(T ) =
ln ηT,p − ln ηT,0
p
(3.10)
where p is a chosen characteristic pressure, so that there are as many defini-
tions of secant piezoviscosity coefficients as there are choices of characteristic
pressure.
• The reciprocal asymptotic isoviscous piezoviscosity coefficient.
1
α(T )
=
∫ +∞
0
ηT,0
ηT,p
dp (3.11)
As indicated by the mathematical notation, every one of these piezoviscosity
coefficient definitions makes it dependent on temperature. In Barus’s description of
viscosity, every one of these definitions of the piezoviscosity coefficient computes to
the same value. This is not so for Roelands’s and most other proposed descriptions
of the dependence of viscosity on pressure and temperature. The exact definition
to be employed is still debated but most tribologists tend to ignore the debate,
acting on the supposition that the differences between the several definitions of
piezoviscosity are small enough to be ignored.
3.2.2. Non-Newtonian viscosity
The preceding discussion of viscosity has been predicated on the idea that lubri-
cating oils behave in a Newtonian fashion. This is how physicists describe them,
as they do most other low molecular weight liquids, and this is largely true in or-
dinary conditions. However, ordinary conditions are not what is encountered in
highly loaded, non-conformal contacts such as between gear teeth: the lubricant
will easily have to sustain 1 GPa of pressure in its travel through the conjunction.
If its behaviour during the journey were truly Newtonian, and given a nearly expo-
nential increase of viscosity with pressure, very high shear stresses and consequently
coefficients of friction would have to be observed in this type of contacts; indeed,
lubrication would not be at all effective. This is manifestly not the case: 0.05 is a
typical value of coefficient of friction for such conditions.
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This is in essence what Crook [30] observed in his experiment with rollers; in fact
the observed viscosity, what he called effective viscosity, fell with increasing shear
rate. This behaviour is described by Hamrock [31] as that of a non-Newtonian
pseudoplastic liquid. It is more common among the lubrication community to refer
to this as shear-thinning behaviour.
To distinguish between the Newtonian and non-Newtonian range of behaviour
it is common to speak of low-shear viscosity and high shear viscosity, the former
referring to the Newtonian viscosity of the oil under relatively low shear rate, the
latter referring to viscosity when the effect of shear rate cannot be ignored.
Several models of non-Newtonian viscosity have been proposed for oils over the
years. Most share a feature in common: they model the non-Newtonian range of
behaviour as generalized Newtonian. This means that Equations (3.2) remain valid
but the Newtonian viscosity η is replaced by its high shear counterpart η∗, which,
in addition to varying with pressure and temperature, now also depends on the
second invariant of the tensor:
∂u
∂x
− 1
3
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
+ ∂w
∂z
)
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2
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1
2
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− 1
3
(
∂u
∂x
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+ ∂w
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2
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1
2
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1
2
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− 1
3
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
+ ∂w
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)

(3.12)
From this invariant can be constructed another invariant, a representative shear
rate:
γ˙∗ =
Ã
2
3
[Ç
∂u
∂x
− ∂v
∂y
å2
+
Ç
∂v
∂y
− ∂w
∂z
å2
+
Ç
∂w
∂z
− ∂u
∂x
å2]
+ γ˙2xy + γ˙
2
yz + γ˙
2
xz
(3.13)
The modified Carreau-Yasuda [27] equation makes use of this invariant:
η∗
η
= [1 + (λγ˙∗)a]
n−1
a (3.14)
where the material constants a and n are dimensionless and λ has units of time.
Alternatively, researchers may define the shear rate dependency of non-Newtonian
viscosity in terms of viscous stresses, so that η∗ is made to depend on the second
invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor: σx + p τxy τxzτxy σy + p τyz
τxz τyz σz + p
 (3.15)
In effect, a representative shear stress is computed:
τ ∗ =
√
(σx − σy)2 + (σy − σz)2 + (σz − σx)2
6
+ τ 2xy + τ
2
yz + τ
2
xz (3.16)
It is then found that η∗ = η∗(p, T, τ ∗). In most proposed models of non-Newtonian
behaviour of this type, high shear viscosity is specified in proportion to low shear
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or Newtonian viscosity as a function of τ ∗ and of a limiting shear stress which
is in its turn a material property depending on pressure and temperature. The
Ree-Eyring [32] model is probably the one used most often [33, 34].
η
η∗
=
Ç
τ ∗
τE
å−1
sinh
Ç
τ ∗
τE
å
(3.17)
Another much employed model is Bair and Winer’s [35]:
η
η∗
= −
Ç
τ ∗
τL
å−1
ln
Ç
1− τ
∗
τL
å
(3.18)
The latter is not strictly a viscosity model, since it incorporates a hard bound for
the shear stress τL which corresponds to a limiting plastic behaviour of the oil.
3.2.3. Kinematic viscosity
The most common viscometers, capillary viscometers, do not measure a fluid’s
Newtonian dynamic viscosity η but rather its kinematic viscosity ν by timing the
fall of a prescribed quantity of lubricant through a tube. The kinematic viscosity
is related to the dynamic viscosity through the equation:
ν =
η
ρ
(3.19)
where ρ is the fluid’s density. The kinematic viscosity, with SI units of m2/s is
usually given in centistokes ( 1 cSt = 1 mm2/s).
Since capillary viscometers are so widespread and simple, manufacturers often
supply the kinematic viscosity instead of dynamic viscosity in their oil datasheets.
3.2.4. Elasticity
In non-conformal contacts, the time that any given oil molecule spends traveling
through the conjunction is measured in μs, an astonishing short time. Because of
this, the contribution of an oil’s elasticity to its behaviour may become significant.
Johnson and Tevaarwerk [33], as well as Hirst and Moore [34] dealt with this by
treating the lubricant as a Maxwell viscoelastic liquid:
γ˙xy =
τ˙xy
G
+
τxy
η∗
γ˙yz =
τ˙yz
G
+
τyz
η∗
γ˙xz =
τ˙xz
G
+
τxz
η∗
(3.20)
where G is the liquid’s elastic shear modulus, with units of pressure.
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3.2.5. Density
Density, the mass per unit volume, is a state variable in the thermodynamic sense;
an equation of state must hence exist for each material, relating density to pressure
p and temperature T . Hamrock [31] recommends the empirical expression:
ρ = ρ0
Ç
1 +
0.6p
1 + 1.7p
å
(3.21)
where p must be expressed in GPa.
3.3. Hetzian contact
3.3.1. Point contact
The Hertzian theory of dry contact between elastic solids, as expounded in the
foundational article [36] of 1881, is discussed here. While it may seem odd to
consider a theory of dry contact in a chapter about lubricated contacts, much of
Hertz’s theory of what is often called “Hertzian contact” is relevant to the study
of the lubrication of non-conformal contacts. As a sign of this, one often hears
the severity of the loading between contacting gear teeth evaluated in terms of
“Hertzian pressure” instead of the actual contact load. This is because the contact
pressure distribution in a lubricated, non-conformal contact is often very similar to
that which would be encountered in a hypothetical dry contact between the same
surfaces.
When two convex bodies are brought into contact, they may initially touch at a
single point, in which case the application of a contact load will cause the bodies
to touch in a finite area, the contact area. This is termed “point contact.” They
may instead initially touch along a line, in which case they will deform under load
so that they will then touch along a band of finite width. This is termed “line
contact.” An example of point contact is that of the balls and tracks of a rolling
element bearing. An example of line contact is that of the meshing of a pair of spur
gear teeth.
Hetzian theory was established in order to determine the shape and size of the
contact area, as well as the distribution of pressure within the contact area. It
is applicable to cases in which the contact area is small when compared with the
dimensions of the bodies so that they may be considered infinite for practical pur-
poses. As a consequence, it is allowable to replace the actual body surfaces in the
vicinity of the contact area by quadratic approximations; it is also reasonable to
treat the “infinite” bodies as elastic half-spaces.
Under these conditions, Hertz found that a point contact’s contact area is bounded
by an ellipse centred on the initial contact point. If the contacting bodies are solids
of revolution to begin with, then the contact area is a disc with radius a given by:
a =
3
 
3
8
FNR∗
E∗
(3.22)
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where FN is the normal contact force between the bodies and R
∗ and E∗ are re-
spectively the effective radius of curvature and the effective elastic modulus.
The effective radius of curvature is obtained from the individual radii of curvature
of each undeformed body, R1 and R2, at the point of initial contact:
1
R∗
=
1
2
Ç
1
R1
+
1
R2
å
(3.23)
The effective elastic modulus is obtained from elastic properties of each body:
their Young modulus, E1 and E2, and their Poisson ratio, ν1 and ν2:
1
E∗
=
1− ν21
E1
+
1− ν22
E2
(3.24)
If the origin of a coordinate system is placed at the center of the contact area,
with the xy plane coinciding with the common osculating plane of the bodies, the
pressure distribution on the surfaces is as follows:
p(x, y) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p0
√
1− x
2 + y2
a2
when x2 + y2 < a2
0 otherwise
(3.25)
The maximum Hertzian pressure, often called simply “Hertzian pressure” is given
by:
p0 =
3
2
FN
pia2
(3.26)
3.3.2. Line contact
The previous results pertain solely to point contact, but Hertz’s theory can readily
be extended to cover the case of line contact [37].
In such cases, the contact area is approximately shaped as a rectangular band
of width 2a along the length b of the cylinders, except very near their extremities,
where this approximation no longer holds. Because of this, it is reasonable to
consider that the cylinders are infinite in length and the problem then becomes
two-dimensional: pressure and film thickness are constant along the y direction
(paralel to the cylinders) except for the narrow areas near the borders of the bodies.
While the shape of the contact area is already known, its half-width a needs to
be computed:
a =
 
2
pi
FN
b
RX
E∗
(3.27)
where FN is as before the contact load, RX the effective radius of curvature in the
plane of the problem and E∗, the effective elastic modulus, retains the definition
given in the previous section. For line contact, the effective radius of curvature is
given by:
1
RX
=
1
2
Ç
1
RX1
+
1
RX2
å
(3.28)
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where RX1 and RX2 are the radii of curvature of the bodies within the plane of the
problem.
The pressure is distributed along the surface of the bodies as follows:
p(x, y) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p0
 
1−
Åx
a
ã2
when |x| < a
0 otherwise
(3.29)
In this case, the maximum Hertzian pressure becomes:
p0 =
4
pi
FN
2ab
(3.30)
3.4. Elastohydrodinamic lubrication
In the years following Reynolds’s publication [19] of his hydrodynamic theory, it
proved remarkably apt at predicting and explaining the behaviour of such machine
elements as thrust and journal bearings. However, its application to machine ele-
ments with non-conformal contacts such as cams, gears or rolling element bearings
was by no means so successful: for example, the theory predicted a load capac-
ity much below that which was effectively sustained by gears. This remained a
puzzling mystery until the 1940s when Grubin [38] conceived that the deforma-
tion of the contacting elements could not be neglected under the high loads of
non-conformal contacts. Indeed, he would later show that this deformation could
exceed many times the film thickness. This is the reason for the term elastohydro-
dynamic (EHD) lubrication: it concerns contacts that combine hydrodynamic flow
of the lubricant with elastic deformation of the contacting surfaces.
As Grubin demonstrated, it is not sufficient to describe an EHD contact solely
by the Reynolds equation, even in its more general form [31]:
1
12
®
∂
∂x
ñ
ρh3
η∗
∂p
∂x
ô
+
∂
∂y
ñ
ρh3
η∗
∂p
∂y
ô´
=
∂ρh
∂t
+
∂
∂x
ñ
U2 + U1
2
ρh
ô
+
∂
∂y
ñ
V2 + V1
2
ρh
ô
(3.31)
where no suppositions are made about the compressibility of the lubricant and
where it is accepted that its viscosity is non-Newtonian and that it varies with
pressure and temperature.
It is also necessary to take the deformation of the surfaces into account. Ac-
cording to Johnson [37], contacting surfaces can be considered elastic half spaces
under most practical conditions. In cases such as depicted in Figure 3.1, where
the contact area initiates as a single point (this is the meaning of the term “point
contact”), Johnson gives the following formula for the gap h between the surfaces
after they have been brought into contact and hence deformed:
h(x, y, t) = h0(x, y) + δ(t) +
1
piE∗
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
p(x− ξ, y − η, t)√
ξ2 + η2
dξdη (3.32)
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Figure 3.3.: Hydrodynamic lubrication of two cylindrical surfaces in relative
motion.
where h0(x, y) is the gap between the surfaces before any deformation has taken
place, δ is a constant that depends on the central film thickness. The effective
elastic modulus E∗ has already been defined in Equation (3.24).
Naturally, the normal contact force FN must be recovered after one integrates the
pressure distribution p(x, y), which retains the same meaning as in Equation (3.31),
over the contact area:
FN(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
p(x, y, t) dxdy (3.33)
With adequate lubrication, the gap h should be filled with oil and hence h is also
the film thickness.
In cases where a hypothetical Hertzian contact would take place along a line
instead of a point (line contact), as shown in Figure 3.3, it is commonly accepted
that pressure and film thickness are constant along the y direction except for narrow
areas near the borders of the bodies, provided that the length of contact b be
sufficiently long compared to the radii of the surfaces. Spur gears fall into this
category of contact, where the gap is then calculated by the following formula
taken as before from Johnson [37]:
h(x, t) = h0(x) + δ(t)− 2
piE∗
∫ +∞
−∞
p(ξ, t) ln |x− ξ| dξ (3.34)
FN(t) = b
∫ +∞
−∞
p(x, y, t) dx (3.35)
High shear rates give rise to heat dissipation within the lubricating film, and may
not permit it to remain isothermal as it travels through the conjunction. These
differences in temperature change the properties of the lubricant and thus affect
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Figure 3.4.: Comparison between the Hertzian and EHD distributions of pressure
(pHertz and pEHD) and gap (hHertz and hEHD).
the solution of the Reynolds equation. The principle of conservation of energy is
the proper tool to evaluate the temperatures; disregarding compressive heating, the
work of elastic deformation and any field potential, it may be written:
ρCp
dT
dt
=
∂
∂x
Ç
λ
∂T
∂x
å
+
∂
∂y
Ç
λ
∂T
∂y
å
+
∂
∂z
Ç
λ
∂T
∂z
å
+ φ (3.36)
with d/dt the substantial time derivative, Cp the specific heat capacity (S.I. units of
J·K−1·kg−1), T the oil temperature (S.I. units of K), λ the oil’s thermal conductivity
(S.I. units of W·m−1·K−1) and φ the volumetric viscous shear dissipation (S.I. units
of W·m−3), approximately given by:
φ ≈ η∗ Äγ˙2xy + γ˙2yz + γ˙2xzä (3.37)
These equations, whose unknown are the film thickness h and the pressure field
p from which all other quantities may be derived, Grubin set about solving ana-
lytically. This is clearly not possible in the general case unless some reasonable
simplifications are assumed. Grubin concentrated on the problem of two contact-
ing smooth cylinders under isothermal conditions lubricated by a Newtonian oil
whose viscosity follows Barus’s equation (Equation (3.5)). He also applied a judi-
cious simplification: that the deformation of the cylinders under highly loaded EHD
lubrication (EHL) resembles closely that of the same cylinders under a Hertzian
contact of the same intensity. This may be explained by Figure 3.4, which enables
the comparison between the gap in the Hertzian (hHertz) line contact and the one
in EHD (hEHD) line contact, as well as between Hertzian (pHertz) and EHD (pEHD)
pressure distribution. It is clear that the EHD gap is nearly flat and horizontal in
the area of Hertzian contact and that it closely resembles the Hertzian gap it the
latter were shifted upward by an amount corresponding to the central EHD gap.
Armed with this insight, Grubin was able to elaborate a formula for the film
thickness that is remarkably close to the formula in use nowadays. He also managed
to predict an idiosyncrasy of EHD contacts: the gap constriction at the outlet
and the accompanying pressure spike, which would later be confirmed by direct
observation.
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This initial success marked the flowering of research efforts on the subject of EHL.
A decade after Grubin’s groundbreaking work, Dowson and Higginson [39] solved
the same isothermal line contact problem with the aid of computer simulation and
confirmed Grubin’s insights. They derived formulas for the central and minimum
(at the constriction) film thickness from numerous computer simulations, meeting
a success easily gauged from the fact that they are still in use today. The central
film thickness h0 is given by:
h0 = 0.975 (αη0 (U1 + U2))
0.727R0.364X
Ç
FN
bE∗
å−0.091
(3.38)
The minimum film thickness hm is given by:
hm = 1.186 (η0 (U1 + U2))
0.70 α0.54R0.43X E
∗0.091
Ç
FN
b
å−0.13
(3.39)
In the previous equations, η0 and α stand for the viscosity and piezoviscosity co-
efficient of the lubricant at ambient pressure and inlet temperature; RX , for the
effective curvature in the xx direction (calculated as in Section 3.3.2); E∗ for the
effective elastic modulus of Hertzian theory.
Clearly, the piezoviscosity coefficient is very important in the calculation of film
thickness: its exponent is the highest (h0) and second highest (hm) in the formulas
of film thickness.
Nearly simultaneously, Crook [40, 41, 42, 30] began experiments with lubricated
rollers in rolling/sliding contact (what would nowadays be called disc machine ex-
periments) measuring their coefficient of friction and film thickness, the latter by
capacitance measurement, an important innovation in EHD experimentation. His
observations agreed with the theoretical predictions of Dowson and Higginson: the
film thickness is mostly independent of viscosity inside the high pressure area of the
contact but highly dependent on viscosity and piezoviscosity in the inlet zone of
contact. As was mentioned when discussing oil rheology, the analysis of coefficient
of friction measurements led him to deduce that viscosity within the high pressure
area of contact is dependent on shear rate.
Another important experimental innovation in those years [43] was Gohar and
Cameron’s measurement of a lubricant film optical interferometry, a method in
wide use today which has allowed the observation not only of central film thickness
but also the exact height distribution of the film in the conjunction.
The beginning of the 1970s witnessed the numerical solution of EHD point con-
tacts by Dowson and Higginson [44, 45, 46, 47]. Calculation of numerous simulations
of varied operating conditions allowed them to obtain empirical formulas for central
(h0) and minimum (hm) film thickness, similarly to what Dowson and Higginson
had done for line contact. These formula, still in use today, are given here for the
special case of a circular contact:
h0 = 0.8300 [η0 (U1 + U2)]
0.67 α0.53R∗0.464F−0.067N E
∗−0.073 (3.40)
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hm = 0.7239 [η0 (U1 + U2)]
0.68 α0.49R∗0.466F−0.073N E
∗−0.117 (3.41)
The numerical methods employed until the late 1980s to solve the Reynolds
equation lacked stability when used to simulate contacts under operating conditions
leading to very high pressure or very thin films. The advent of multigrid methods in
the late 1980s, originally put forward by Venner and Lubrecht [48], proved a boon
for EHL simulation: remarkably accurate simulations of film thickness became
possible. More, recently Habchi et al [49] devised a new numerical method, the
so-called full system approach, whereby the Finite Element Method is employed
for elastic solid calculations thus enabling the strong coupling of the elastic and
hydrodynamic problem and their resolution with faster convergence rates.
However, success in predicting the coefficient of friction in an EHD contact has
remained elusive. While film thickness is mostly dependent on lubricant properties
in the inlet zone of the conjunction, where the conditions of temperature and pres-
sure remain modest enough for oil behaviour to be well understood, such is not the
case with regard to the coefficient of friction. Most of the friction is generated in the
high pressure zone, where a combination of high pressure and high shear rate turn
lubricating oils into non Newtonian fluids whose behaviour is poorly understood,
as was already discussed in Section 3.2.2.
The usual remedy for the difficulty in measuring directly the stresses, and tem-
perature under these severe conditions has been to conduct friction tests using disk
machines or ball-on-disk machines and try to fit the resulting traction curves to
rheological models, like Wu and Cheng [50].
It may be interesting to pause briefly here to discuss traction curves, which have
been so prominent in the study of EHL since Crook’s pioneering work [40, 41, 42,
30]. A traction curve is obtained from coefficient of friction data obtained from
a rolling/sliding test. The test is either performed on a disk machine or on a
ball-on-disk machine.
A disk machine consists, as the name indicates, in lubricated, rotating disks
brought into contact with controlled force. Because their rotational speed may
be set independently, both rolling and sliding can be provided in the conjunction.
This is the situation already portrayed in Figure 3.3. The first step in obtaining a
traction curve is to select the operating conditions: contact load FN (or, alterna-
tively, maximum Hertzian contact pressure p0), oil bath temperature T0 and rolling
speed U , the average velocity of the surfaces U = (U1 + U2)/2. With these fixed
parameters, several measurements of coefficient of friction are performed at varying
slide-to-roll ratios (SRR). The slide-to-roll ratio is a parameter used in gauging
the amount of sliding in the contact, computed by:
SRR =
U2 − U1
(U2 + U1)/2
(3.42)
Once the measurements are performed, the coefficient of friction is plotted against
the slide-to-roll ratio. An example is shown in Figure 3.5, where six curves are
shown, each corresponding to a different oil (marked as P1, M1, E1, E2, E3 and T1).
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Figure 3.5.: Example of a traction curve: the coefficient of friction µ is plotted
against the slide-to-roll ratio for oils P1, M1, E1, E2, E3 and T1.
They were obtained from tests conducted under operating conditions T0 = 120
◦C,
U = 100 mm/s and p0 = 1.3 GPa.
With the wider availability of traction testing devices (disk machines and ball-on-
disk machines) the experimental study of the friction in an EHD contact has become
more commonplace (see for example [51, 52, 53]). However, it is still difficult to
obtain traction curves for fully-formulated gear oils in the open scientific literature.
A ball-on-disk machine operates along a similar principle, apart from the fact
that the contacting elements are now a horizontal disk on which a ball is pressed.
It does offer an advantage over disk machines: by replacing the steel disk by a
saphire one, it becomes possible to photograph the contact area and to obtain an
accurate film thickness map by optical interferometry [54].
Much recent EHL research has been dedicated to mixed and boundary lubrica-
tion, which is the object of the next section.
3.5. Mixed film and boundary lubrication
It is very common for machine elements such as cams, rolling bearings or gears to
operate in mixed or even boundary film lubrication; these regimes of lubrication
are therefore of great interest when studying the behaviour of those mechanical
components.
In order to discuss these regimes of lubrication, it is useful to introduce the notion
of specific film thickness (Λ), developed by Tallian [55]:
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Λ =
h0
σ
(3.43)
where h0 is the lubricant centre film thickness and σ is the combined root mean
square (RMS) roughness of the surfaces.
Spikes [56] describes the evolution from full-film EHD to boundary film lubrica-
tion by describing events as Λ is progressively lowered:
• thick film EHD lubrication – film thickness is much greater than roughness
(Λ > 5): no direct contact occurs between the surfaces; oil entrainment and
thus film thickness and pressure distribution are undisturbed by the rough-
ness.
• thin film EHD lubrication – film thickness is still much greater than rough-
ness (Λ > 3): although some very infrequent direct contact may occur, its
contribution to load bearing is negligible; variation in the inlet geometry
due to roughness is nevertheless sufficient to affect lubricant entrainment and
therefore film thickness and pressure distribution.
• mixed film lubrication – the film is not thick enough to prevent frequent
collisions between surface asperities (Λ > 0.5): the load is borne through
both direct contact and film pressure; the coefficient of friction is caused by
both EHD and boundary traction.
• boundary film lubrication – a load bearing film does no longer form (Λ very
low): the load is integrally supported by asperity contact and the coefficient
of friction is caused by boundary traction.
The Stribeck curve is another way to describe the change in lubrication regime.
Developed by Stribeck [57, 58, 59] at the outset of the 20th century, it was used
to represent the evolution of the coefficient of friction with the rolling speed in
journal bearings. Figure 3.6 shows an example of an ideal Stribeck curve in its
modern form, in which the product of the rolling speed (U , the average speed of the
surfaces) with the oil viscosity (η) divided by the normal contact load (FN) is used
as the abscissa variable. The boundary film lubrication region, the plateau on the
left corresponding to low rolling speed, and the (elasto)hydrodynamic lubrication
region, the gently rising slope in the high rolling speed region, are clearly separated
by the mixed film lubrication region, the steeply descending slope corresponding to
intermediate rolling speeds.
It can be deduced from the above that mixed and boundary film lubrication are
strongly influenced by: oil type and oil additives, roughness type and magnitude
and surface material. Starting in the 1960s, the study of these lubrication regimes
has gained momentum and many of these aspects have been the object of published
research.
There is an abundant literature on the effect of oil additives on mixed and bound-
ary film lubrication. Additives have been studied for their role on the formation of
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Figure 3.6.: Example of an “ideal” Stribeck curve: the curve progresses from full-
film (elasto)hydrodynamic, to mixed, to boundary film lubrication as
the rolling speed decreases.
a boundary layer [60], for their contribution to the coefficient of friction [61] and
for their influence on fatigue phenomena [12].
Many researchers have proposed numerical models of mixed film lubrication
through the concept of load sharing between oil film and asperities. Naturally,
the type and intensity of the roughness are important considerations in these stud-
ies. In the early 1970s, Johnson presented a statistical model [62] to determine
the load distribution in mixed film lubrication. The idea of load distribution has
been particularly fertile, it has more recently been used for the prediction of the
coefficient of friction as well as the pressure distribution [63, 64, 65]. Holmes et
al. [66, 67], on the other hand, developed a fully transient numerical simulation of
mixed film lubricated contacts with real measured roughness. There is also a grow-
ing body of work on manufactured surfaces and their effect on mixed and boundary
film lubrication [68].
In much of the literature on mixed and boundary film lubrication, it is assumed
that the contacting elements are made of steel. Although this is almost always true
in the case of cams, bearings and gears, a significant number of applications make
use of other materials (e.g. bronze for worm wheels). There have been studies on
the use of polymers and other metals under these lubrication conditions [69, 70].
It is surprisingly difficult to find a direct comparison between different oils in
mixed or boundary film lubrication conditions. Lafountain et. al. [71] studied the
Stribeck curves of several unadditivated base oil blends but concentrated mostly on
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the transition from mixed to full film EHD lubrication. Costello’s study [72] of the
effect of basestock and additive chemistry on the Stribeck curve comes close but it
emphasizes the design and formulation of the oils.
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4. Surface stresses and fatigue in
rolling/sliding contact of spur
gears
4.1. Stresses in a spur gear
The stress state of a spur gear tooth flank may be decomposed into residual stresses
and load induced stresses:
[σ] = [σini] + [σela] + [ρ] (4.1)
Initial residual stresses (σini) are permanent, independent of the applied loading
and were induced during manufacturing. On the other hand, load induced elastic
stresses σela are transient and entirely dependent on the loading. Finally, residual
stresses ρ are due to permanent plastic deformation induced by the loading history
and account for plastic yield and stress variations at microscopic level.
4.1.1. Residual Stresses
During its production process, a typical spur undergoes cutting, a surface treat-
ment at high temperature, such as carburization, nitruration or carbo-nitruration,
and grinding. All of these steps induce plastic deformations that translate into
important initial residual stresses σini, which attain easily values in the order of
several hundred MPa. On the other hand, loading may also induce permanent
plastic deformations within a gear tooth that give rise to residual stresses ρ due to
the incompatibility of the displacement field upon unloading.
It is well understood that these residual stresses can be of great importance in
gear contact fatigue. This was shown by Batista [73] who systematically measured
residual stresses in gears (both initial residual stresses and those induced by load-
ing) by the method of X-ray diffraction. This method consist in shooting X-rays
toward the surface of a gear tooth, which has previously been cut from its gear,
and measuring their angle of diffraction. This angle gives information about the
distortion of the crystalline mesh of the material within a very thin layer under the
surface. This allows the estimation of the deformation of the solid under study and
hence, through the use of Hooke’s Law, of the residual stresses. In the case of steel
irradiated with Cr-Kα X-rays, the first 5 μm or so of depth are penetrated
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Figure 4.1.: Elastic half-space coordinates and surface loads: p is the surface pres-
sure, τ is the tangential surface traction.
4.1.2. Elastic stresses
As explained in Chapter 3, gear teeth are generally considered to be elastic half
spaces for the purpose of computing contact stresses and displacements of the tooth
flank surfaces. In particular, spur gear tooth flanks, with their negligible roughness
in the direction that is transversal to rolling, can be considered half-spaces in plane
strain.
The same holds true when computing elastic stresses in the surface and sub-
surface of a gear tooth flank. It may be useful to introduce the concepts of surface
and subsurface at this point. Sub-surface means the volume of tooth that lies at a
depth less than the Hertzian radius (or half-width) of contact. Surface means the
volume in the immediate vicinity of the actual boundary, that is to say the volume
within the first 30 μm or so. Pitting is mostly associated with fatigue cracks orig-
inating from the deeper parts of the sub-surface, micropitting with fatigue cracks
in the surface volume.
A spur gear can then be considered an elastic half space in plane strain loaded by
tangential and normal tractions as in Figure 4.1 where the pressure p and tangential
traction τ are constant in the yy direction and where the boundary coincides with
plane xy and the tooth lies in the positive direction of zz.
Johnson [37] gives the formulas for computing the stresses in such cases:
σx (x, z, t) = − 2
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
p (ξ, t)
(x− ξ)2 zÄ
(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 + τ (ξ, t) (x− ξ)3Ä(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 dξ (4.2)
σz (x, z, t) = − 2
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
p (ξ, t)
z3Ä
(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 + τ (ξ, t) (x− ξ) z2Ä(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 dξ (4.3)
τxz (x, z, t) = − 2
pi
∫ +∞
−∞
p (ξ, t)
(x− ξ) z2Ä
(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 + τ (ξ, t) (x− ξ)2 zÄ(x− ξ)2 + z2ä2 dξ (4.4)
σy (x, z, t) = ν (σx + σz) (4.5)
τxy = τyz = 0 (4.6)
where E is the gear material Young’s modulus and ν its Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 4.2.: Ratio τoct/p0 of the octahedral stress to the maximum Hertzian stress
in a tooth submitted to a Herzian pressure distribution and a coefficient
of friction 0.05.
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Figure 4.3.: As in Figure 4.2 but with rough surfaces.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 contain examples of stress distribution within the sub-surface
of a tooth flank directly under the loaded part. The octahedral shear stress τoct
is an invariant of the stress tensor and is proportional to the elastic deformation
energy. It figures prominently in the Von Mises yield criterion and is therefore
reasonably representative of the overall stress state in a material point.
Figure 4.2 contains a contour map of the octahedral stress field (in proportion
to the maximum Hertzian pressure) caused by a contact between perfectly smooth
spur gear tooth flanks, which correspond approximately to a Hertzian pressure
distribution. By contrast, Figure 4.3 shows the same information with regard to
the contact between rough surfaces. It is noticeable that the subsurface stresses
are similar but that considerable differences arise in the surface, where the rough
contact causes complex and localized peaks (secondary maxima) in the stress field.
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This is very typical and is one of the reasons why so much attention must be given
to mixed film lubrication in connection with tooth surface damage of gears.
4.2. Elastic shakedown in rolling and sliding contact
The loads on a gear tooth surface occur cyclically. Consider, for example, a tooth
of the driving gear: during each rotation of the gear, the tooth meshes exactly once
with a tooth of the opposing gear. As the meshing progresses, the accompanying
surface pressure and traction travel along the surface of the tooth flank. This cycle
is repeated each time the tooth completes a rotation and enters again into contact
with a tooth of the opposing gear.
How the stresses in the tooth, which undergoes rolling and sliding contact, evolve
under this cyclical loading depends on the intensity of the loads. The possible
outcomes have been described by Foletti and Desimone [74]:
• The elastic limit is not exceeded and once the loads are removed the stresses
go back to their initial level, dictated by the initial residual stresses.
• The loads initially induce plastic deformation but, as cycle follows cycle, the
plastic deformation per cycle decreases until elastic shakedown is attained: no
new plastic deformation is produced per cycle. At that point, a new residual
stress field has been induced, and the loads merely cause elastic stresses which
disappear once the load is removed.
• Plastic shakedown occurs, each new cycle causes plastic deformation, but the
total plastic deformation is bound.
• Ratcheting occurs, each new cycle causes plastic deformation, and the total
plastic deformation increases without bounds.
Naturally, operating conditions conducive to plastic shakedown or ratcheting
lead to premature failure of the component and elastic shakedown is therefore a
necessary condition for a long life.
Two methods may be employed to determine the elastic shakedown limit. The
computationally costly method is to numerically simulate the evolution of the plas-
tic stresses step-by-step as cycle upon cycle is applied, until convergence to pure
elastic stresses is attained (or not, as the case may be). The fast method is to
use the so-called shakedown theorems, which allow the determination of the con-
verged stress state without the need to compute intermediate stress states. There
are two kinds of shakedown theorems. The first kind are the kinematic shakedown
theorems, chief among them Koiter’s theorem [75]. The second kind are the static
shakedown theorems, which have been much more widely used in rolling contact
theory than the kinematic kind.
In the case of elastic-perfectly plastic materials, Melan’s static theorem [76],
applies: “If any system of self-equilibrating residual stresses ρij can be found which,
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Figure 4.4.: Shakedown map of a Hertzian line contact taken from Williams [2].
in combination with the stresses due to the repeated load σij , do not exceed yield
at any time, then elastic shakedown will take place.”
In the case of elastic-linear kinematic hardening materials, materials whose yield
surface both expands and shifts in stress-space, Ponter’s theorem [77] applies: “If
any system of fictitious residual stresses ρ∗ij can be found which, in combination
with the stresses due to the repeated load, σij do not exceed yield at any time, then
elastic shakedown will take place.” Note that ρ∗ij need not be self-equilibrating.
Johnson [78] studied the simple case of a line contact with a Hertzian pressure
distribution and no tangential traction resulting from the rolling of a cylinder on
an elastic-perfectly plastic half-space. By applying Melan’s theorem, he was able to
determine the range of possible ratios p0/k, the ratio of maximum Hertzian pressure
p0 to yield stress in shear k, with which elastic shakedown would occur. The lower
bound of this range is the onset of yielding situated at p0/k ≈ 3 and the upper
bound is elastic shakedown limit, situated at p0/k ≈ 4.
Johnson and Jefferis [79] later extended these results to line contacts with both
Hertzian pressure distribution and coefficient of friction µ. The elastic shakedown
bounds are different for each value of coefficient of friction, which is the reason why
they devised shakedown maps. Such a shakedown map was obtained by Williams [2]
and is shown in Figure 4.4. Its abscissa represent the coefficient of friction µ and
its ordinate the ratio p0/k. The plane thus defined is cut by lines that divide it into
areas corresponding to the regimes of stress evolution already mentioned:
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• below curve A, yielding occurs nowhere in the body;
• between curve A and curve B, elastic shakedown occurs, whether the material
is elastic-perfectly plastic or kinematic strain hardening;
• between curve B and curve C, repeated plastic deformation occurs for elastic-
perfectly plastic materials, but elastic shakedown occurs for kinematic hard-
ening materials;
• above curve C, repeated plastic deformation occurs for both types of material.
Naturally, a machine element operating under conditions corresponding to a point
above line C in the shakedown map will have a short life, either because of fracture
or wear [2]. Conversely, a long life is expected of machine elements whose operating
conditions are situated below the elastic shakedown limit.
Oil lubricated gears operate with coefficients of friction smaller or equal to 0.15
under normal operating conditions, hence only the leftmost part of the figure is of
interest for lubricated spur gears.
The shakedown limit was similarly determined for cases of elliptical Hertzian
contact by Hills and Sackfield [80] and by Ponter et al. [81].
Research into shakedown analysis of rolling contact is still very active, in part
because of its relevance to the railways industry [82]. Some authors have sought to
improve the methods for getting at the converged stress cycle in the classic cases
of Hertzian line and elliptic load [83, 84]. Others have extended the method to
include the use of yield functions more general than the Von Mises criterion [85, 86]
Shakedown analysis has also been applied to Hertzian contacts of anisotropic or
inhomogeneous materials [87, 88, 89, 90].
It is important to note that the works above cited all deal with cases of Hertzian
pressure distribution on the surface which is tantamount to saying that the surfaces
in contact were considered ideally smooth. It was shown in Section 4.1 that the
stresses near the rough surface of a tooth flank are very different from those of a
smooth surface because of the difference in contact pressure distribution, although
the principle of Saint-Venant ensures that stresses in the subsurface are mostly
insensitive to surface roughness. Hence, the shakedown limits computed under the
assumption of a Hertzian pressure distribution are inadequate for evaluating the
severity of the loading on material points in the surface.
4.3. Metal fatigue
4.3.1. Wo¨hler curve
Fatigue, the failure of mechanical structures or parts under repeated loading, has
been studied since the first half of the 19th century, which witnessed the explosive
expansion of railway lines throughout the western world. This kind of large scale
industrial endeavour brought to the attention of engineers a number of problems
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Figure 4.5.: S-N diagram taken from Moore [3]: a) linear scale; b) semilogarithmic
scale.
that had hitherto been ignored. Starting in the 1840s, Wo¨hler [91, 92, 93, 94]
performed extensive fatigue tests trying to make sense of the premature failure of
train axles operating under conditions well within static strength limits.
His specimens were tested under simple cyclic load cases such as rotational bend-
ing, fully reversed bending, rotation or axial load. He arrived at a number of con-
clusions about wrought iron and steel behaviour under fatigue that still stand to
this day:
• A specimen will fail under stresses less than the elastic limit if the loading is
repeated a sufficient number of times.
• There is a limit for the amplitude of stress under which its repetition will
never cause rupture, which is called the fatigue limit or the endurance limit.
Note that this is no true of all metals: aluminium, for example, has no such
limit and will fail at any stress level if subjected to enough load cycles.
• The limiting stress amplitude diminishes with the increase of the average
stress.
Wo¨hler compiled his data in tabular form, it was left to others to devise what is
now known as Wo¨hler curves, otherwise called S-N curves. An example taken from
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Moore [3] is shown in Figure 4.5, where the S-N curves of several steel alloys sub-
jected to reversed axial stress are displayed. The stress amplitude S is represented
in the ordinate and the number of cycles N the specimen endures before fracturing
under that stress amplitude is represented in the abscissa, hence the name S-N
curve.
Analysing S-N curves, it becomes apparent that several regimes of fatigue failure
can be distinguished. Khonari [95] enumerates three such regimes: low cycle fatigue
(LCF), which corresponds to fatigue lives shorter than approximately 104 cycles;
high cycle fatigue (HCF), with fatigue lives longer than 106 cycles; and intermediate
fatigue lives (ILF), for which fatigue lives have durations intermediate to those of
the previous two regimes.
4.3.2. Fatigue crack initiation mechanism
Wo¨hler’s contributions were largely phenomenological in nature, the physical mech-
anism of fatigue failure was unknown and taken for granted. In 1903, Ewing and
Humfrey [4] subjected steel specimens with rectangular cross-section to rotational
bending. Each test was periodically interrupted and a polished and etched surface
of the specimen examined under a microscope.
When planes of atoms shift within a grain along a preferential direction of its
crystalline mesh, discontinuities reach its boundary and can be detected as straight
lines visible on those grains located on the surface of a specimen. This is a well
known mechanism of plastic deformation. Not all grains develop slip-lines, only
those most unfavourably oriented with regard to the stress field.
These very same slip-lines where observed by Ewing and Humfrey [4] on the
surface of their specimens after only a few cycles of loading, well below the static
elastic limit. Then, as the number of cycles increased, they saw that multiple slip-
lines would form in close parallel formation until they took the aspect of slip-bands
rather than individual slip-lines. These slip-lines were also seen to cross from a
grain to its neighbour. This is shown in Figure 4.6 taken from [4]. With continued
repetition of the load cycles, the slip-bands in one or very few grains nucleated
into fatigue cracks, at which point the crack grew and propagated very fast, which
finally resulted in the rupture of the specimen: fatigue failure had occurred. They
also observed that slip bands failed to appear when the experiment was conducted
with a sufficiently low bending stress.
They concluded that the slip-bands appeared in certain grains for two reasons.
The first is the unfavourable orientation of their crystalline mesh with regard to the
overall stresses. The second is that at the scale of a few grains the heterogeneity
of the material cannot be disregarded; in that sense, the ordinary stresses that
are computed with the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy of the material
are merely an “average” taken over many grains and considerable variation around
that average occurs from grain to grain.
Hence, many of the features of fatigue failure observed by Wo¨hler can be ex-
plained by the mechanism of slip-band formation and nucleation into cracks. Fa-
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Figure 4.6.: Micrograph (150 × magnification) of a specimen having endured 60000
stress cycles, taken from [4]. Slip-bands can be clearly seen.
tigue crack initiation is caused by localized accumulation of plastic deformation at
the scale of a few grains.
Although the basic fact that slip-bands originate fatigue cracks is nowadays un-
controversial, Ewing and Humfrey’s explanation of how this comes about, namely
that the friction between slip planes somehow disaggregates the structure of the
mesh, is unconvincing and was later contradicted by experimental evidence [96].
Orowan, Polanyi and Taylor [97] independently discovered in 1934 the mechanism
of plastic deformation, and hence of slip-band formation: the travel through the
crystal lattice of defects termed dislocations. Ivanova [96] seems to favour a theory
of crack initiation as resulting from the anhilation of dislocation in parallel, closely
situated slip-planes, which leave gaps in the crystal mesh. Since a great number
of slip-lines are caused by repeated loading, and these slip-bands tend to pile up
near grain boundaries, this would offer a good explanation of crack initiation. To
this day, there is not yet any certainty as to the precise mechanism of fatigue
crack initiation, although the prevalent view is indeed that cracks are caused by
dislocation pile-ups at grain boundaries [98].
4.3.3. Fatigue crack propagation
A new front of research on fatigue was opened by Griffith, who founded the field
of fracture mechanics in 1921 with a single article [99]. He was attempting to
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S
S
2a
Figure 4.7.: Small crack of length 2a at the geometric center of a much larger rect-
angular thin plate under uniform traction S.
understand why the tensile strength of most materials is much weaker than what
would be expected from the action of intermolecular forces. His insight was that
the overall strength of a material is reduced by the preexistence of small cracks
which become thermodynamically unstable under load and hence propagate.
Paris et al. published in 1961 a seminal work [100] on fatigue crack propagation.
In the vicinity of a fatigue crack tip, theoretical elastic stresses may tend to infinity.
However, the state of stress around the crack may still be evaluated without recourse
to plasticity theory by using the stress intensity factor K. It is simpler to enunciate
the Paris law taking the example of a small crack with length 2a at the geometric
center of a much larger rectangular thin plate under uniform traction S, as in
Figure 4.7. In this case, the stress concentration factor K has the value:
K = βS
√
pia (4.7)
where β is a geometric factor that depends on the position of the crack in the plate.
They found in that case that the rate of growth of the crack is given by the Paris
law:
da
dN
= C∆Km (4.8)
where da
dN
is the rate of growth of the crack per cycle of loading and ∆K is the
amplitude of the stress intensity factor during a cycle of loading and C and m are
experimentally determined material constants.
It became clear that the fatigue life of a crack, and consequently of the element
in which it appears, is composed of two periods: a fatigue crack initiation period
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followed by a fatigue crack propagation period. The number of cycles N to element
failure of the Wo¨hler curve is the sum of these two for the particular crack that
caused failure.
Micropits are very small, in the order of a few micrometres. Hence, once a
micropitting fatigue crack has nucleated, it propagates for only a few micrometres
before it rejoins the surface and the micropit is formed. It is generally assumed
that such a short propagation is nearly instantaneous and that the fatigue crack
initiation period constitutes most of the fatigue life of a micropitting crack [101].
According to Schijve [102], the fatigue life of a crack is composed of the following
distinct phases:
Initiation period composed of the following sub-phases:
• cyclic slip;
• crack nucleation;
• micro crack growth.
Crack growth period subdivided into:
• macro crack growth;
• finale failure.
The distinction is important because the tools of fracture mechanics are adequate
for modelling the crack growth period but not the initiation period. From this
point of view, a micropitting crack never reaches the crack growth period since
every micropitting crack remains a micro crack for the whole of its life, even if the
resulting micropit may later act as a stress concentrator from which new fatigue
cracks, now of macro size, may originate. Hence, fracture mechanics is not the
most appropriate tool for micropitting modelling; it is more useful to rely on fatigue
initiation criteria.
4.3.4. Fatigue life duration
As was seen in Section 4.3.1, a S-N diagrams correlates any life duration of a tested
specimen with the corresponding maximum stress amplitude. However, this is only
true if the amplitude is constant, and no longer true in cases of variable amplitude
loading.
This problem was first addressed by Palmgren [103], who devised the linear rule
later perfected by Miner [104]. Consider a constant amplitude loading, which will
receive index i, lasting for ni cycles. If Ni is the total fatigue life for this level
of stress amplitude, then the Miner rule dictates that a damage level Di has been
accumulated, and it is calculated as follows:
Di =
ni
Ni
(4.9)
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If the load history consists of several such constant amplitude stretches, then fatigue
failure occurs when: ∑
Di =
∑ ni
Ni
= 1 (4.10)
In many, if not most, cases the load history is much more complex, devoid of
the well ordered constant amplitude stretches previously described. In such cases
it is even difficult to determine the number of cycles and the stress amplitudes
to use with the Miner rule. The solution ordinarily offered is the use of rainflow
counting [105, 106, 107], which defines load cycles as closed stress/strain hysteresis
loops.
4.3.5. Fatigue criteria
S-N curves, which were discussed in Section 4.3.1, represent the very first attempt
at a fatigue criteria, but a S-N curve is directly usable only for the specific loading
under which it was obtained, most often either fully reversed torsion or bending.
The study of fatigue had to be extended to cover more complex loading cycles.
The first such extension was the study of simple stresses alternating around a mean
stress. It was found that the presence of a mean shear stress has no influence on the
fatigue limit in torsion [3]. On the other hand, it was determined that the mean
normal stress has a significant influence in cases of alternate bending or tension
and high cycle fatigue [108].
Gerber [109] proposed an equation to determine whether a certain mean stress
and stress amplitude will lead to fatigue failure:
σa
f−1
+
Ç
σm
σu
å2
= 1 (4.11)
where σa is the stress amplitude σa = (σmax − σmin)/2, σm is the mean stress
σm = (σmax + σmin)/2, σu is the ultimate tensile strength of the material and f−1 is
the fatigue limit read from a S-N curve for the desired number of cycles.
Goodman [110] proposed another equation that simplifies Gerber’s:
σa
f−1
+
σm
σu
= 1 (4.12)
Soderberg [111] proposed the substitution of the tensile yield strength σY for the
ultimate tensile strength in Goodman’s equation:
σa
f−1
+
σm
σY
= 1 (4.13)
These are the earliest fatigue criteria and are still commonly used by engineers,
particularly so the Goodman rule. However, they are difficult to use in situations in
which complex, multiaxial, often non-proportional stresses occur. Many multiaxial
fatigue criteria have been proposed. They generally consist in setting a limit to a
combination of some representative shear stress with some representative normal
stress. They can generally be classified in one of three classes [112]:
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Criteria based on stress invariants: the stress invariants are used as represen-
tative stresses, typically the hydrostatic stress and the second invariant of
the deviatoric stresses. Among these criteria are the Sines [113], the Cross-
land [114] and the Deperrois [115] criterion.
Criteria based on stress averages: representative stresses are obtained by inte-
gration in a representative volume. Among these is the Liu and Zenner cri-
terion [116].
Criteria based on the critical plane concept: a crack will form through shear in
a particular plane, the critical plane, and the shear and normal stresses are
evaluated in that plane. Among these can be found the Findley [117], the
Matake [118], the Dang Van [119, 120] and the Papadopoulos [121] criterion.
Among the stress invariant criteria, the Sines criterion and the Crossland criterion
deserve special mention because they are the multiaxial fatigue criteria most widely
used by engineers because of their relative simplicity.
The Sines criterion [113] consists in the following equation:»
J2,a +
Ç
3
t−1
f0
−
√
3
å
σH,m ≤ t−1 (4.14)
where J2,a is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress amplitude, σH,m is the
mean value of hydrostatic stress, t−1 is the fatigue limit in fully reversed torsion
and f0 the fatigue limit in repeated bending.
The Crossland criterion [114] is very similar:»
J2,a +
Ç
3
t−1
f−1
−
√
3
å
σH,max ≤ t−1 (4.15)
where J2,a and t−1 retain their meaning of Equation (4.14), σH,max is the maximum
hydrostatic stress during the load cycle and t−1 is the fatigue limit in fully reversed
bending.
The critical plane criteria are particularly interesting because they give an ad-
ditional information: the plane of crack initiation. In particular, the Dang Van
criterion is of interest because its elaboration follows closely the physical processes
of fatigue: the plastic flow in the grains, which must lead to shakedown if fatigue
is to be kept in check. This is the reason why the Dang Van criterion was selected
for modeling fatigue in the present work and why it is discussed in some detail in
the next section.
4.3.6. Dang Van high cycle fatigue criterion
Mesoscopic stresses
As outlined by Constantinescu et al. [122] and already discussed in Section 4.3.2,
three scales must be distinguished when discussing fatigue: the microscopic scale of
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dislocations within crystals, the mesoscopic scale of crystal grains and the macro-
scopic scale of the studied component as a whole, with typical distances of:
scale typical lengths physical domain
macroscopic 10−3 m nominal geometry
mesoscopic 10−6 m crystal grain
microscopic 10−10 m inter-atomic distance
At the macroscopic scale, the material properties vary smoothly and the material
is continuous. At the mesoscopic scale, the material properties cannot be said to
vary smoothly because of the difference in orientation of the grains. Nevertheless,
the material may still be considered continuous because a grain contains a suffi-
ciently large number of atoms and it thus still makes sense to talk of stresses and
strains. At the microscopic scale, the material is an aggregate of atoms, and no
continuity of any kind exists.
The stresses discussed up to this point are all macroscopic stresses. On the other
hand, it was seen in Section 4.3.2 that the initiation of a fatigue crack is widely
held to be a consequence of the nucleation of dislocations within crystal grains. It
is therefore necessary to be able to evaluate the mesoscopic stresses. It must be
said that the macroscopic stresses may be seen as an average of the mesoscopic
stresses over a representative volume element (RVE) of the size of many grains.
Hence, the mesoscopic stresses are the sum of the macroscopic stress and of a
perturbation due to the difference in elastic properties caused by the difference in
grain orientation, phase etc...
In the general case, the mesoscopic stress tensor is related to the macroscopic
stress tensor by the expression:
Σ˜ = ˜˜A : σ˜ + ρ˜ (4.16)
where Σ˜ is the mesoscopic stress tensor, σ˜ the macroscopic one, ρ˜ is the stabi-
lized mesoscopic residual stress tensor, constant in time, and ˜˜A is the fourth order
localization elastic tensor.
Dang Van [120], proposed a method of obtaining the mesoscopic stresses based
on the elastic shakedown concept without computing the localization tensor. As
he argued, it is possible to eliminate the localization tensor from Equation (4.16)
by making a few reasonable assumptions. Namely, it is assumed that at least one
grain, within the RVE centred on each material point considered, is so unfavourably
oriented that it will slip under the stresses and that the material suffers isotropic and
kinematic hardening at the mesoscopic level. Finally, it is supposed a priori that
the material around each point will shakedown elastically at the local mesoscopic
level, in a manner similar to global elastic shakedown. Thus Equation (4.16) reduces
to:
Σ˜ = σ˜ + ρ˜ (4.17)
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This happens because, as the cycle progresses, the yield surface grows and shifts
to encompass all the stress states through which the considered material point
has travelled. Once more, this is valid because of the assumption that elastic
shakedown does occur locally—this is similar to conducting elastic calculations to
check for yield—and that the material, at the mesoscopic scale, undergoes isotropic
and kinematic hardening—a very general description of the plastic behaviour of a
material and therefore a very reasonable one. In these circumstances, the stabilized
mesoscopic residual stress tensor ρ˜ is simply the fictitious residual stress tensor of
Ponter’s theorem already discussed in Section 4.2.
The yield criterion used is the Von Mises criterion, and therefore the yield surface
is a hypersphere in the axes sxx/
√
2, syy/
√
2, szz/
√
2, sxy, syz, sxz, whose radius
expands—this is isotropic hardening—and whose centre moves— this is kinematic
hardening.
The final position and radius of the yield hypersphere is then such that the
hypersphere is the smallest one that encompasses all the stress states in the cycle for
the point under consideration. The stabilized mesoscopic residual stress associated
with the local shakedown (ρ˜) is then the centre of the yield sphere. From this
process of obtaining ρ˜ it follows necessarily that it is a purely deviatoric stress
tensor. Mathematically, the yield limit is determined by solving the optimization
problem:
K2 = min
ρ˜′
Å
max
t
Ä−J2 (σ˜ (t) + ρ˜′)äã
ρ˜ : K2 = max
t
Ä−J2 (σ˜ (t) + ρ˜)ä (4.18)
This is the well known geometric problem of the “smallest enclosing ball.”
As an illustration of the principle, consider a body in which the external loads
only induce pure shear stress, with all the stress components null except σxz and
σyz, at a given point in the body. The macroscopic elastic stress history of the point
in the body may be conveniently represented in two dimensions, as in Figure 4.8.
Because of this the yield surface collapses into a circle.
At the start of the cycle, the stress is equal to an initial stress σ0 = −ρ0 and
the yield radius is the initial one. The cycle progresses to instant t1, at which the
elastic stress tensor is σ1. Because in reaching this instant, the elastic stress tensor
has moved outside the initial yield surface, it has pulled it along so that the yield
surface centre has shifted to ρ1 and its radius has dilated to R1 in order to envelop
both σ0, σ1 and every intermediate stress state. The very same thing happens when
the cycle progresses to σ2. Finally, when the full cycle has been gone through, the
yield surface settles into its final shape and position and need no longer change
with the application of further cycles.
Dang Van multi-axial high-cycle fatigue criterion
The mesoscopic stresses evaluated by the method presented in the previous section
are those necessary to ensure the existence of elastic shakedown locally—in fact,
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Figure 4.8.: Stress cycle and hardening of a material point in pure shear stress.
to ensure near infinite life to fatigue. Whether the material has the capacity to
sustain these stresses or not is another matter.
Since a fatigue crack in its initial stage usually propagates along a plane of
maximum shear stress, this stress is a relevant parameter of the initiation of a
fatigue crack. On the other hand, a negative hydrostatic stress—a hydrostatic
pressure—has been observed to benefit the resistance to fatigue of materials by
closing cracks, while a positive hydrostatic stress causes the reverse effect. From
these considerations, Dang Van formulated [120] the simplest possible criterion that
relates these parameters:
τmax + αDV · pH ≤ βDV (4.19)
where τmax and pH are the maximum shear stress and the hydrostatic stress—not
pressure—of the mesoscopic stress tensor and αDV and βDV are fatigue material
properties that can be derived from the fatigue limit in fully reversed torsion (t−1)
and alternating bending tests (f−1) as follows:
αDV = 3
Ç
t−1
f−1
− 1
2
å
(4.20)
βDV = t−1 (4.21)
To avoid crack initiation at some material point, Equation (4.19) must be true
at all times for that material point’s stress cycle. Any point where this is not the
case must eventually be the origin of a fatigue crack if sufficient cycles are applied.
Another interpretation of the criterion can be given from the manner of obtaining
βDV . One can think of the stress cycle at each point as equivalent to a reversed
torsion stress cycle such that its maximum shear stress is:
βeq = max
t
(τmax + αDV · pH) (4.22)
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Figure 4.9.: Position of the mesoscopic stress state of a material point during a load
cycle on the pH/τmax plane. The shaded half-plane represents the area
where the Dang Van criterion is violated. Thus, the parts of the cycle
placed in the shaded area violate the criterion.
Thus, fatigue cracks do not initiate if this equivalent shear stress is less than βDV .
βeq ≤ βDV (4.23)
It is expected that the crack will propagate initially in the direction of maximum
mesoscopic shear stress corresponding to βeq. Because the maximum shear stress
occurs in two mutually perpendicular planes, the orientation of the crack as it
initiates can be either one, or even both.
As an example, Figure 4.9 shows the position of the mesoscopic stress state of
a material point during a hypothetical load cycle on the pH/τmax plane. It is seen
that the path of the stress crosses the straight line delimiting the safety zone.
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Part II.
Friction properties of gear oils
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5. Traction curves and rheological
parameters for gear oils
5.1. Preamble
It was experimentally shown by Martins et al. [123] that the choice of lubricant can
have a great influence on gear micropitting. One way in which this influence can be
wrought is through the EHD friction properties of the lubricant, which translates
into a greater or smaller tangential traction on a gear tooth flank surface, in turn
favouring or inhibiting surface contact fatigue damage. To be able to simulate
the gear EHD friction two things are needed: a numerical model for computing
the friction from the operating conditions, including a rheological model of the
lubricants, and the rheological properties that must be used with the model.
The second requirement is in practice difficult to fulfill for most oils because the
only properties readily available are the kinematic viscosity and density usually
displayed in their manufacturer’s datasheets.
The only avenue open to the researcher is then to conduct traction experiments
on the oil under study and correlate the results with the friction model in order
to deduce the rheological properties of the oil. This is the route taken in the
present instance, where a set of six different, fully formulated oils were studied.
The experimental part of this study took place at the Laboratoire de Me´canique
des Contacts et des Structures, INSA de Lyon.
The experimental procedure and results are first presented, then followed by the
EHL friction model and the deduction of the rheological properties of each oil.
5.2. Experimental procedure
5.2.1. Tested oils
In order to get an overview of the gear oils generally available in practical environ-
ments, a set of fully formulated gear oils, each complying with DIN 51517 part 3
(CLP) standard, was selected:
• 2 paraffinic mineral oil, with references M1 and T1;
• 1 poly-alphaolefin oil, with reference P1;
• 2 fully saturated ester based oils, with reference E1 and E3;
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Table 5.1.: Properties of the gear oils
Gear oil T1 M1 P1 E1 E3 E2
Chemical content
Zn (ppm) n/a ≈ 0 n/a ≈ 0 n/a ≈ 0
Ca (ppm) n/a 40 n/a ≈ 0 n/a ≈ 0
P (ppm) n/a 175 n/a 146 n/a 300
S (ppm) n/a 15040 n/a 180 n/a 5500
Biodegradability and toxicity (standards OECD 101, 202, 301 F)
Ready biodegradability (%) n/a < 60 n/a ≥ 60 n/a ≥ 60
Aquatic toxicity with
Daphnia EL50 (mg/l) n/a > 1000 n/a > 100 n/a > 100
Aquatic toxicity with
Algae EL50 (mg/l) n/a > 100 n/a > 100 n/a > 100
Density at 15◦C
ρ15 (kg/m
3) 900 897 863 925 932 955
Kinematic viscosity
at 40◦C ν40 (cSt) 231.1 150 150 99.4 108.3 114.5
Kinematic viscosity
at 100◦C ν100 (cSt) 18.9 14.6 19.4 14.6 15.9 17.0
Viscosity index V I 90 96 148 152 156 162
Piezoviscosity according to Gold et al. [124]
α0.2 GPa (GPa
−1) at 40 ◦C 21.10 19.87 14.41 12.35 12.49 12.59
α0.2 GPa (GPa
−1) at 100 ◦C 14.90 14.38 10.97 9.51 9.62 9.71
• 1 highly saturated ester based oil, with reference E2.
M1 is a commercial, paraffin based oil with significant residual sulphur content,
as shown in Table 5.1. It was formulated with an additive system designed to
provide protection against conventional wear modes such as scuffing as well as
micropitting fatigue. E1 and E2 were formulated with fully- and highly-saturated
esters, respectively, both highly biodegradable. The lack of unsaturated bonds in
these base oils leads to an excellent thermal and oxidative stability. The additives
used in these oils were selected for low toxicity and environmental compatibility
without, however, sacrificing gear performance. A further characteristic of oil E2 is
that a very high viscosity ester oil (1000 cSt at 40◦C) was mixed into the base ester:
the base ester oil totals 90% of the oil volume and the high viscosity ester, 5%. This
brings to mind the way in which bright stock is used to improve mineral oils. It
is important to note that oils E1 and E3 were formulated with the same basestock
but distinct additive packages. Conversely, oils E3 and P1 were formulated from
diverse chemical bases but share the same additive package.
Table 5.1 displays some of the properties of the lubricants that can be extracted
from the manufacturers’ data sheets. The piezoviscosity coefficient according to
Gold et al. [124] is also included. It is interesting to note that, while no particular
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Figure 5.1.: Mini-traction machine.
relation between the viscosities and the base oil types can be discerned, large dif-
ferences in the piezoviscosity coefficient roughly correspond to changes in base oil
types.
5.2.2. Experimental setup
The traction tests were performed on a mini traction machine (MTM), whose
schematic representation is shown in Figure 5.1.
The basic operating principle of the MTM machine consists in pressing a 1/2 ”
diameter ball against a steel disc, both made of AISI 52100 steel.
The ball and the disc rotate independently, thus permitting the occurrence of
rolling and sliding in the contact. A wide range of rolling speeds and slide-to-roll
ratio may be selected.
The machine performs each traction measurement twice in succession: once with
the ball surface moving faster than the disc surface and again with the disc surface
moving faster.
The normal contact load and the oil bath temperature (considered to be the same
as the oil inlet temperature) can also be selected.
The machine can thus be made to measure both the contact friction load and
the coefficient of friction that correspond to a set of operating conditions defined
by the following parameters:
• the inlet oil temperature T0;
• the normal contact load FN (or, which is exactly equivalent, the Hertzian
contact pressure p0);
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Table 5.2.: Traction test operating conditions.
Oil temperature Rolling speed Normal load Hertzian pressure
T0 (
◦C) U (m/s) FN (N) p0 (GPa)
40 0.1 6 ≡ 0.73
80 0.2 16 ≡ 1.0
120 1 35 ≡ 1.3
• the rolling speed U = (U1 +U2)/2, where U1 and U2 are in this case the speed
of the disc and ball surfaces, respectively.
• the slide-to-roll ratio SRR
The roughness of the disk and ball test specimens was measured: the measured
roughness was isotropic and the combined RMS roughness varied between 9 nm
and 13 nm.
The parameters independently controlled by the machine are the disc rotating
speed, the ball rotating speed, the contact force between ball and disc and the
temperature of the oil bath.
Table 5.2 shows the operating conditions used in this work: each traction test
is defined as one particular combination of the independent parameters listed in
the table. As an example, the very first traction test for each oil is performed at
T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 6 N and SRR varying from 0 to 0.6. The very last
traction test for each oil is performed at T0 = 120
◦C, U = 0.1 m/s, FN = 35 N and
SRR varying from 0 to 0.6.
The testing of each oil was preceded by cleaning operations as follows:
• The receptacle of the MTM machine was cleaned with heptane.
• Using heptane, the detachable parts of the machine that receive the specimens
(pot, seals, nuts, bolts and washers) and the tools used for the assembly of the
specimen were rinsed, plunged into an ultrasonic bath for 5 min and rinsed
again.
• Using N-heptane, unused specimens where rinsed, plunged into an ultrasonic
bath for 5 min, rinsed again, plunged again into an ultrasonic bath for 5 min
and then rinsed again.
Following the cleaning, the unused specimens were assembled into the machine,
and the pot was filled with the oil to be tested until the disc was fully immersed.
After closing the receptacle of the machine where the specimens had been placed,
the testing began with a preliminary step that consisted in running the test for
10 min under steady operating conditions: T0 = 40
◦C, U = 0.1 m/s, SRR = 0,
FN = 0.
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Table 5.3.: Specific film thickness of the oils under different operating conditions
T0 U T1 M1 P1
(◦C) (m/s) Λmax Λmin Λmax Λmin Λmax Λmin
40 1.0 52.4 37.2 38.6 29.0 31.9 24.3
40 0.2 18.6 16.0 13.5 11.7 11.1 9.7
40 0.1 11.7 10.3 8.5 7.5 7.0 6.2
80 1.0 13.4 11.2 10.7 9.1 10.3 8.8
80 0.2 4.6 4.1 3.7 3.2 3.5 3.1
80 0.1 2.9 2.6 2.3 2.0 2.2 2.0
120 1.0 5.3 4.6 4.4 3.9 4.7 4.1
120 0.2 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.4
120 0.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9
T0 U E1 E3 E2
(◦C) (m/s) Λmax Λmin Λmax Λmin Λmax Λmin
40 1.0 23.5 18.6 25.1 19.7 26.6 52.4
40 0.2 8.2 7.1 8.7 7.6 9.2 18.6
40 0.1 5.1 4.5 5.5 4.9 5.8 11.7
80 1.0 8.1 6.9 8.7 7.4 9.3 13.4
80 0.2 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.6 3.2 4.6
80 0.1 1.7 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.0 2.9
120 1.0 3.9 3.4 4.1 3.6 4.4 5.3
120 0.2 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.8
120 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.1
5.3. Experimental results and comparison of the oils
The experimental traction curves are shown in Figures 5.2–5.4. In Figure 5.2, which
contains the experimental traction curves obtained at T0 = 120
◦C, each subfigure
plots the coefficient of friction (µ) versus the slide-to-roll ratio (SRR) for all 6 oils
and for a certain combination of operating conditions. The leftmost column shows
the traction curves of the oils measured at U = 0.1 m/s, the middle column those
at U = 0.2 m/s and the rightmost column, those at U = 1 m/s. The bottom row
shows the traction curves of the oils measured at FN = 6 N (p0 = 0.73 GPa), the
middle row shows those at FN = 16 N (p0 = 1.0 GPa) and the upper row, those
at FN = 35 N (p0 = 1.3 GPa). Figure 5.3 and 5.4 are organized in the same way,
except that their curves were obtained at T0 = 80
◦C and T0 = 40◦C, respectively.
The film thickness was computed from Hamrock and Dowson’s formula for central
film thickness of a point contact [125] and corrected for inlet shear heating [126],
as will be described in Section 5.4.3. This permitted the elaboration of Table 5.3,
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Figure 5.2.: Experimental traction curves of the 6 oils at T0 = 120
◦C.
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Figure 5.3.: Experimental traction curves of the 6 oils at T0 = 80
◦C.
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Figure 5.4.: Experimental traction curves of the 6 oils at T0 = 40
◦C.
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which gives the calculated specific film thicknesses Λ.
The calculations reported in Table 5.3 show that for an operating temperature
of 120◦C and a rolling speed of 0.1 m/s, the specific film thicknesses lie between
0.7 and 1.1, suggesting that the corresponding lubricant traction curves might have
been obtained under mixed film lubrication conditions (Λ < 3). A similar situation
is observed for 120◦C and 0.2m/s as well as 80◦C and 0.1m/s, where the calculated
specific film thicknesses are below 3, 1.2 ≤ Λ ≤ 1.8 and 1.5 ≤ Λ ≤ 2.9, respectively.
The Λ values calculated for these two last cases, however, are significantly higher
than those calculated for the first case.
Some persistent trends emerge from the analysis of Figures 5.2–5.4. The first is
that these lubricants could be classified in three groups, according to the similarity
of their full film EHD traction curves. For example, the traction curves of the
mineral oils (T1 and M1) are very similar under any of the test operating conditions.
The grouping is as follows:
• group 1: M1 and T1, with higher coefficients of friction;
• group 2: P1, E1 and E3, with intermediate coefficients of friction;
• group 3: E2, with the lowest coefficients of friction.
This general trend and grouping is not so clear at 120◦C and 0.1 m/s, possibly
because of the smaller specific film thickness at which these traction curves were
measured, when compared with the other traction curves.
The fact that the minerals (M1 and T1), members of the first group, are markedly
distinguishable from the synthetic oils in almost all the figures is very striking.
The second group comprises two ester oils and a PAO oil, which can be said to be
essentially equivalent as regards their traction curves. This is somewhat surprising
because of the presence of two very different chemical bases in the group.
Finally the third group comprises only oil E2, which displays consistently the
lowest coefficient of friction of any oil tested, provided that the conditions are
sufficiently distant from boundary lubrication.
This broad classification is confirmed by Figure 5.5, which shows coefficient of
friction µ plotted against the LP lubricant parameter [127] which is widely used in
industrial contexts [128] LP is defined here as:
LP = α (patm, T0) · η (patm, T0) (5.1)
This figure, plotted only for operating conditions FN = 16 N (p0 = 1 GPa),
U = 1 m/s and SRR = 0.4, still maintains roughly the same grouping observed in
Figures 5.2–5.4.
It is thus possible to sort the lubricants by decreasing level of coefficients of
friction: T1, M1, P1≡E1≡E3, E2; where T1 and M1 have very similar coefficients
of friction. This sorting was found to be valid for the generality of test operating
conditions.
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Figure 5.5.: Friction coefficient µ vs. LP parameter at p0 = 1 GPa, U = 1 m/s,
SRR = 0.4. Each ellipse groups data points from tests performed at
the same inlet temperature.
The fact that the grouping by traction curves more or less follows the grouping
by base oil types shows that the influence of the base oil must be acknowledged to
be crucial. The fully formulated gear oils used here illustrate the point: additives
make a difference to the traction curves, but the base oil type has at least an equal
influence under full film EHD lubrication conditions.
Another interesting point is that the traction curves grouping does not respect the
values of kinematic viscosity as shown in Table 5.1. The properties that correlate
well with the grouping are the viscosity index and the piezoviscosity coefficient.
Thus it appears that the variation of viscosity with pressure and temperature is
more important than the actual values of viscosity.
Figures 5.2–5.4 also allow the observation of the influence of the operating con-
ditions on the traction curves: it can be seen that an increase in the normal load
causes an increase in the coefficient of friction. On the other hand, an increase in
oil temperature causes a decrease in the coefficient of friction.
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5.4. Simplified model for the EHD lubrication of a circular point contact.
Table 5.4.: Constants for piezoviscosity calculation
T1 M1 P1 E1 E3 E2
s 9.904 9.904 7.382 6.605 6.605 6.605
t 0.139 0.139 0.1335 0.136 0.136 0.136
5.4. Simplified model for the EHD lubrication of a
circular point contact.
5.4.1. Low shear viscosity
In the rheological model used here, it is assumed that the low shear viscosity follows
the Roelands [23] equation, Equation (3.6), reproduced here in a slightly different
form:
ln
η
η0
= (ln η0 + 9.67)×
{Ç
T − 138
T0 − 138
å−S0 Å
1 +
p
0.196
ãZ
− 1
}
(5.2)
where η0 is now the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s at the reference temperature and
atmospheric pressure. The material constants η0, Z and S0 can be deduced from
the properties listed in Table 5.1, by using the method here described.
It follows from Equation (5.2) that three dynamic viscosity measurements would
be needed to determine the material parameters Z and S0. However, the only
available measured properties relating to viscosity were the kinematic viscosity at
40 ◦C (ν40) and 100 ◦C (ν100) and the density at 15 ◦C (ρ15). The density at 40 ◦C
(ρ40) and 100
◦C (ρ40) can be evaluated by applying the following expression:
ρ(T ) = ρ(T0) ·
Ç
1− T − T0
1250
å
(5.3)
Then, from the definition of kinematic viscosity, one can obtain the dynamic
viscosity:
η = ρν (5.4)
This gives the dynamic viscosity at 40 ◦C (η40) and 100 ◦C (η100), from which
the material parameter S0 can be deduced by substituting in Equation (5.2) the
known values of viscosity:
ln
η100
η40
= (ln η40 + 9.67) ·
¶
1.34256−S0 − 1© (5.5)
For the determination of the Z material parameter, at least one measurement of
dynamic viscosity at non-atmospheric pressure would be needed or, alternatively,
at least one measured value of piezoviscosity coefficient. Unfortunately, neither
measurement was available during the elaboration of the present work.
The piezoviscosity coefficient was evaluated by following the method described
in an article by Gold et al. [124], where an empirical formula for the determination
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of the piezoviscosity coefficient α0.2 was developed:
α0.2 = s · ν t (5.6)
where s and t are numerical constants that depend on the basestock of the oil and
are given in Table 5.4; and where α0.2 is defined as:
α0.2 =
ln η(T, 0.2 GPa)− ln η(T, patm)]
0.2 GPa
(5.7)
In the context of the Roelands equation, this becomes:
α0.2 =
(ln ηT + 9.67)(2.02041
Z − 1)
0.2 GPa
(5.8)
Since ν40 and ν100 are available, it is possible to evaluate α0.2 at 40
◦C and 100 ◦C
by applying Equation (5.6). Two different values of Z are therefore obtained, Z40
and Z100, one for each measurement of kinematic velocity; and although they are
always similar, as can be seen in Table 5.5, they are not exactly the same: this
is in contradiction with the definition of Z by Roelands as a material parameter
approximately independent of pressure and temperature conditions. The Z chosen
here is an average of the Z40 and Z100 values, defined as follows:
2.0204Z =
2.0204Z40 + 2.0204Z100
2
(5.9)
The resulting values of Z and S0 are shown in Table 5.6.
5.4.2. Non-Newtonian viscosity
It has already been observed in Section 3.2.2 that knowledge of the low shear viscos-
ity is insufficient to fully determine the rheology of an oil within an EHD contact,
because the extreme conditions lead to a non-Newtonian behaviour of the lubricant.
The oil was modelled as a viscoelastic Maxwell liquid (see Equation (3.20)), with
the viscous part corresponding to Bair and Winer’s visco-plasticity equation [35]
(see Equation (3.18)):
γ˙ =
d
dt
τ
G
+
τ
η
· − ln (1− |τ/τL|)|τ/τL| (5.10)
Table 5.5.: Alternative values of Z
T1 M1 P1 E1 E3 E2
Z40 0.5975 0.5953 0.4568 0.4160 0.4156 0.4145
Z100 0.6133 0.6196 0.4764 0.4364 0.4342 0.4313
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Table 5.6.: Roelands low shear viscosity parameters.
oil T1 M1 P1 E1 E3 E2
η0 (mPa · s) at 80 ◦C 31.2 23.0 27.5 21.5 23.6 25.8
Z 0.605 0.607 0.467 0.426 0.425 0.422
S0 1.29 1.27 1.09 1.07 1.06 1.04
As was the case in [129], it is supposed that the dependency of the limiting shear
stress τL from pressure and temperature follows an exponential law:
ln
τL
τL0
= ατ · p+ βτ ·
Ç
1
T
− 1
T0
å
(5.11)
where τL0 is the limiting shear stress at atmospheric pressure and reference tem-
perature T0 , ατ and βτ parameters that account for the influence of pressure and
temperature, respectively.
Likewise, in the case of the elastic shear modulus, it is supposed that [130]:
G = (G0 + αG · p) · exp
ñ
βG ·
Ç
1
T
− 1
T0
åô
(5.12)
where G0 is the elastic shear modulus at atmospheric pressure and reference tem-
perature T0, and αG and βG parameters that account for the influence of pressure
and temperature.
Parameters τL0, ατ , βτ , G0, αG and βG fully characterize the rheology of a lubri-
cant oil subject to the above equations. With a set of these parameters and applying
the EHD model described in the following sections, it is possible to compute the
coefficient of friction resulting from an EHD contact and, in turn, to compare this
prediction with a test conducted under the same operating conditions.
5.4.3. Friction shear stress
Calculation of the coefficient of friction in full film EHD lubrication follows the
method already developed by Seabra et al. [131], Sottomayor et al. [132, 133] and
Campos et al. [129]. For this reason, the underlying EHD model will only be briefly
described.
The EHD lubrication model comprises the following, Grubin like, simplifications
illustrated by Figure 5.6.
• The contact is an almost Hertzian circular contact: the film thickness is
constant above the Hertzian contact area, a disc with a radius computed
from Equation (3.22), and an elliptic pressure distribution with a maximum
equal to the maximum Hertzian pressure of Equation (3.26). Equations (3.22)
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Figure 5.6.: Film thickness h and contact pressure p according to the simplified
EHD lubrication model.
and (3.26) are reproduced here, slightly manipulated to take into account the
fact that the contact is between a sphere and a plane of the same material:
a =
3
√
3
2
RFN
1− ν2
E
(5.13)
p0 =
3
2
FN
pia2
(5.14)
p(x, y) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 ;x2 + y2 > a2
p0
√
1− (x/a)2 − (y/a)2 ; otherwise
(5.15)
where E is the Young modulus, ν the Poisson’s ratio and R the sphere radius.
• The film thickness is computed from Hamrock and Dowson’s formula for
central film thickness of a point contact [125]. It is reproduced here in a
slightly different form than in Equation (3.40), again to take into account
the fact that the conjunction is spherical and that both the disk and ball are
made of the same material:
h0 = 1.93 · (η0U)
0.67 α0.53R0.464
F 0.067N
Ç
1− ν2
E
å0.073
(5.16)
The film thickness is also corrected due to inlet shear heating according to
Ghohar’s prescription [126]:
1/φT = 1 + 0.243 ·
Ä
1 + 8.33SRR0.83
ä · Çβη0U2
Kf
å0.64
(5.17)
h0c = h0φT (5.18)
where β is the thermoviscosity coefficient of the oil and Kf its thermal con-
ductivity.
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• The only components of the shear strain field considered are those in the xz
plane, all other components are disregarded. Additionally, the shear strain is
considered constant within the Hertzian contact area and negligible elsewhere:
γ˙ = γ˙xz =
U2 − U1
h0c
= SRR
U
h0c
(5.19)
• The only components of the shear stress field considered are those in the xz
plane, all other components are disregarded. Additionally, the shear stress is
considered constant along the film thickness:
τ = τxz = τ(x, y) (5.20)
With these simplifying assumptions, the determination of the coefficient of fric-
tion becomes the determination of the shear stress in mutually isolated “slices”,
parallel to that shown in Figure 5.6, by the solution of Equation (5.10). This equa-
tion is rewritten here considering that the contact is in steady state and that, as a
simplifying assumption, the oil flows at a uniform speed equal to the rolling speed
U :
γ˙ = U · ∂
∂x
τ
G
+
τ
η
· − ln (1− |τ/τL|)|τ/τL| (5.21)
The boundary condition is that the shear stress in the upstream boundary (the left
side in Figure 5.6) is zero.
The differential Equation (5.21) is solvable as long as the oil properties η, G and
τL within the contact are known. In turn, Equations (5.2), (5.11), (5.12) demand
that both the pressure and temperature fields be known.
5.4.4. Temperature within an EHD film.
Calculation of the temperature field is necessary to determine the lubricant prop-
erties within the contact and hence to determine the coefficient of friction. The
method used here differs significantly from that in the works cited in the previous
Section [131, 132, 133, 129]. For this reason, it will be described in some detail.
It is assumed that the heat transfer to and from the contact area is exclusively
effected by conduction in the zz direction and convection in the xx direction, in the
nomenclature of Figure 5.7. This means that, as was the case with the shear stress
and strain, each plane parallel to xz, or slice, as it will be called from now on, can
be isolated and treated separately from all others. Figure 5.7 poses the thermal
problem by displaying the relevant differential equations and boundary conditions.
In short, the balance of energy, already enunciated in Equation (3.36), must be
respected by the solution in both the lubricant film and the solids 1 and 2. There
must also be continuity of temperature and heat conduction at the interfaces.
Disregarding the shear stress in both inlet and outlet, it follows that the corre-
sponding dissipation is also negligible and that the temperature does not change
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Figure 5.7.: Schema of the thermal problem. (1) disc; (2) sphere; the oil flows in
the gap. ρ∗ is the density of the body (∗), Cp∗ its heat capacity, λ∗ its
heat conductivity and U∗ its velocity. θ is the temperature difference
above the inlet temperature and Φ the viscous dissipation in the oil
film. w is the contact half-width in this plane: w =
√
a2 − y2.
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appreciably in the inlet. With these assumptions, one can dismiss the zones outside
the Hertzian contact area and keep the analysis entirely within the bounds defined
thus:
|y| ≤ a (5.22)
|x| ≤
»
a2 − y2 = w (5.23)
An analytical solution can be found in Carslaw and Jaeger [134], but it comes
not as a closed form solution but as an infinite series of convolutions, generating
some numerical problems. In order to avoid this, the energy equations are solved
analytically in the frequency space of their Laplace transform with regard to the
x direction. The actual solution is then computed by numerical inverse Laplace
transform.
Partial solution in the film.
It is convenient to transform the equations so that they refer to the non-dimensional
variables:
X =
x+ w
w
(5.24)
Z = z/h0c (5.25)
It is useful to introduce the following derived quantities:
κ =
λw
h20c ρCpU
(5.26)
K = λ/h20c (5.27)
The energy equation in the lubricant and its boundary conditions thus become
non-dimensional under the following reformulation:
∂2θ(X,Z)
∂Z2
− 1
κ
∂θ(X,Z)
∂X
= −Φ(X)
K
(5.28)
0 < X < 2 (5.29)
−1/2 < Z < 1/2 (5.30)
θ(0, Z) = 0 (5.31)
θ(X,−1/2) = θ1(X) (5.32)
θ(X, 1/2) = θ2(X) (5.33)
For the method to be applicable, it is necessary to consider Φ constant across
the film thickness.
As stated earlier, Carslaw and Jaeger’s analytical solution is an infinite series
of convolutions: this naturally suggests that the treatment by integral transforms
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should prove fruitful thanks to the convolution theorem. To this end, the Laplace
transform L[∗] is used on the X dimension so that Equations (5.28)–(5.33) become:
∂2θ˜(p, Z)
∂Z2
− p
κ
∂θ˜(p, Z)
∂X
= −Φ˜(p)
K
(5.34)
θ˜(p,−1/2) = θ˜1(p) (5.35)
θ˜(p, 1/2) = θ˜2(p) (5.36)
where:
θ˜(p, Z) = L [θ(X,Z)] (p, Z) (5.37)
θ˜1(p) = L [θ1(X)] (p) (5.38)
θ˜2(p) = L [θ2(X)] (p) (5.39)
The equation has become a second degree ordinary differential equation in Z,
with solution:
θ˜ =
cosh(tZ)
cosh(t/2)
[
θ˜2 + θ˜1
2
− 1
p
κΦ˜
K
]
+
sinh(tZ)
sinh(t/2)
θ˜2 − θ˜1
2
+
1
p
κΦ˜
K
(5.40)
where
t(p) =
»
p/κ (5.41)
The Laplace transform of the heat flux q˜ is obtained by taking the derivative of
the temperature with respect to Z:
−h0c
λ
q˜ =
∂θ˜
∂Z
= t
sinh(tZ)
cosh(t/2)
[
θ˜2 + θ˜1
2
− 1
p
κΦ˜
K
]
+ t
cosh(tZ)
sinh(t/2)
θ˜2 − θ˜1
2
(5.42)
In particular, the heat fluxes across the boundaries are computed thus:
q˜1 = q˜(p,−1/2) = − λt
h0c
{
− tanh(t/2)
[
θ˜2 + θ˜1
2
− 1
p
κΦ˜
K
]
+ coth(t/2)
θ˜2 − θ˜1
2
}
(5.43)
q˜2 = q˜(p, 1/2) = − λt
h0c
{
tanh(t/2)
[
θ˜2 + θ˜1
2
− 1
p
κΦ˜
K
]
+ coth(t/2)
θ˜2 − θ˜1
2
}
(5.44)
Partial solution in upper solid (2)
Similarly to what was done for the domain of the lubricant, the equations for the
upper solid (solid 2) are rendered non-dimensional:
∂2θ(X,Z)
∂Z2
=
1
κ2
∂θ(X,Z)
∂X
(5.45)
0 < X < 2 (5.46)
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Z > 1/2 (5.47)
θ(0, Z) = 0 (5.48)
lim
Z→+∞
θ(X,Z) = 0 (5.49)
θ(X, 1/2) = θ2(X) (5.50)
where:
κ2 =
λ2w
h20cρ2Cp2U2
(5.51)
The Laplace transform is applied in order to obtain the following set of equations:
∂2θ˜(p, Z)
∂Z2
=
p
κ2
θ˜(p, Z) (5.52)
lim
Z→+∞
θ˜(p, Z) = 0 (5.53)
− λ2
h0c
∂θ˜
∂Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Z=1/2
= q˜2(p) (5.54)
The solution is:
θ˜ =
q˜2h0c
λ2t2
e−(Z−1/2)t2 (5.55)
t2(p) =
»
p/κ2 (5.56)
and the boundary temperature and heat flux are related through:
θ˜2 =
q˜2h0c
λ2t2
(5.57)
Partial solution in lower solid (1).
The solution in the lower solid (1) is derived easily from the preceding one by
considering the symmetries and anti-symmetries of the problem. Thus:
θ˜ =
q˜1h0c
λ1t1
e(Z+1/2)t1 (5.58)
t1(p) =
»
p/κ1 (5.59)
θ˜1 = − q˜1h0c
λ1t1
(5.60)
where:
κ1 =
λ1w
h20cρ1Cp1U1
(5.61)
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Overall solution
Bringing all the previous partial solutions together and applying the principle of
continuity of temperatures and heat fluxes across the boundaries, the determination
of the Laplace transforms θ˜1 and θ˜2 of the boundary temperatures is accomplished
by the solution of the linear algebraic system defined by Equations (5.43), (5.44),
(5.57), (5.60). The solution is:
θ˜1 + θ˜2
2
=
κΦ˜
Kp
· a2 · (cosh t− 1) + sinh t
(1 + a1) sinh t+ 2a2 cosh t
(5.62)
θ˜1 − θ˜2
2
=
κΦ˜
Kp
· a3 · (cosh t− 1)
(1 + a1) sinh t+ 2a2 cosh t
(5.63)
where:
a1 =
Ã
ρ1Cp1λ1
ρCpλ
Ã
ρ2Cp2λ2
ρCpλ
»
1− SRR2/4 (5.64)
a2 =
1
2
ÑÃ
ρ1Cp1λ1
ρCpλ
»
1− SRR/2 +
Ã
ρ2Cp2λ2
ρCpλ
»
1 + SRR/2
é
(5.65)
a3 =
1
2
ÑÃ
ρ2Cp2λ2
ρCpλ
»
1 + SRR/2−
Ã
ρ1Cp1λ1
ρCpλ
»
1− SRR/2
é
(5.66)
Substituting the boundary temperatures in Equation (5.40), the Laplace trans-
form of the temperature field is derived:
(
κΦ˜
Kp
)−1
· θ˜ = 1− cosh(tZ)
cosh(t/2)
· a1 sinh t+ a2 · (cosh t+ 1)
(1 + a1) sinh t+ 2a2 cosh t
− sinh(tZ)
sinh(t/2)
· a3 · (cosh t− 1)
(1 + a1) sinh t+ 2a2 cosh t
(5.67)
Moreno and Ramirez [135] proposed a very simple and efficient algorithm for
the numerical inversion of the Laplace transform that takes advantage of the Fast
Fourier Transform to carry most of the computational burden. Applying the algo-
rithm to Equation (5.67) will then yield the actual three-dimensional temperature
field within the lubricant film.
It is thus shown that as long as the thermal properties of the solids and of the
lubricant are known, and as long as the Laplace transform of the heat genera-
tion function can be determined, be it by analytical or by numerical means, the
temperature in the film can be computed.
As an example, the steady state temperature distribution was computed for the
following case: oil P1, T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N (pavg = 0.86 GPa),
SRR = 0.6. Under these conditions, the film thickness is h0c = 316× 10−9 m, the
Hertzian half-width is a = 113×10−6m and the coefficient of friction is µ = 0.04937.
The thermal properties used were:
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Figure 5.8.: Temperature excess in the section of symmetry (y = 0) for the case: oil
P1, T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N (pavg = 0.86 GPa), SRR = 0.6.
• λ1 = λ2 = 45 W ·m−1 ·K−1
• ρ1 = ρ2 = 7800 kg ·m−3
• Cp1 = Cp2 = 460 J · kg−1 ·K−1
• λ = 0.15 W ·m−1 ·K−1
• ρ = 849 kg ·m−3
• Cp = 2000 J · kg−1 ·K−1
A contour map of the temperature distribution in the section of symmetry (y = 0)
is shown in Figure 5.8. The area where 0.5 < z/h0c < 0.5 corresponds to the
temperature within the film, while the area above corresponds to the fast body
and the area below to the slow one. It can be seen that the surface temperature
of the slow body is higher than that of the fast body. Another contour map,
representing the temperature distribution in the transversal section (x = 0) is
shown in Figure 5.9.
Representative temperature
In the calculation of the shear stress, it is assumed that the rheological properties
can be calculated at a constant representative temperature along the film thickness.
It is therefore necessary to arbitrate a value for this representative temperature. It
seems more reasonable to take the average temperature along the thickness than to
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Figure 5.9.: Temperature excess in the section of symmetry (x = 0) for the case: oil
P1, T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N (pavg = 0.86 GPa), SRR = 0.6.
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Figure 5.10.: Representative temperature excess for the case: oil P1, T0 = 40
◦C,
U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N (pavg = 0.86 GPa), SRR = 0.6.
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choose a particular Z coordinate in order to define the representative temperature
profile.
The Laplace transform of the average temperature along the thickness is itself
the average of the Laplace transform the temperature field along the film thickness.
Defining the temperature average along the thickness as:
θavg =
∫ 1/2
−1/2
θ dZ (5.68)
This means that:
L [θavg] =
∫ 1/2
−1/2
θ˜ dZ (5.69)
Hence: (
κΦ˜
Kp
)−1
· L [θavg] = 1− 2
t
· a1 · (cosh t− 1) + a2 sinh t
(1 + a1) sinh t+ 2a2 cosh t
(5.70)
Here too the numerical Laplace transform is finally applied in order to obtain the
actual bi-dimensional representative temperature field. The representative temper-
ature excess (the difference between the representative temperature and the inlet
temperature) corresponding to the case of Figures 5.8 and 5.9 is shown in figure 5.10.
If all forms of heat generation except viscoplastic shear dissipation are disre-
garded, a reasonable assumption in the case of the mini-traction machine, the heat
generation introduced in Equation (3.37) now becomes:
Φ = τ · γ˙viscoplastic (5.71)
In terms of the Bair and Winer Equation (5.21) this takes the form:
Φ =
τ 2
η
· − ln (1− |τ/τL|)|τ/τL| (5.72)
While this is not necessary for the application of the present theory, an additional
simplification was introduced in the calculations: the dissipation Φ was averaged
over the Hertizan area and then taken as constant in the film:
Φ =
1
pia2
∫
A
τ 2
η
· − ln (1− |τ/τL|)|τ/τL| dA (5.73)
As another example of the method described here, figure 5.11 shows the repre-
sentative oil temperature excess in the symmetry section (y = 0), calculated using
the operating conditions and measured coefficients of friction of several tested EHD
point contacts. The ordinate represent the representative oil temperature excess
(θavg); the abscissa represents a non-dimensional position along the rolling direc-
tion (x/a). Several operating conditions are used, centred around T0 = 40
◦C,
U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N, SRR = 0.6, the exact same conditions used in the elab-
oration of Figures 5.8–5.10: (a) shows the influence of the inlet temperature; (b)
shows the influence of the contact load; (c) shows the influence of the rolling speed;
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Figure 5.11.: Oil temperature in the symmetry section (y = 0) of an EHD point
contact. The ordinate represent the representative temperature ex-
cess above the inlet temperature. The abscissa represents the non-
dimensional position along the rolling direction. Several operat-
ing conditions are used, centered around T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s,
FN = 35 N, SRR = 0.6: (a) shows the influence of the inlet tempera-
ture; (b) shows the influence of contact load; (c) shows the influence
of the rolling speed; (d) shows the influence of the slide-to-roll ratio.
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Table 5.7.: Rheological parameters of the oils.
Oil T1 M1 P1 E1 E3 E2
Elastic shear modulus
G0 (MPa) at T0 = 80
◦C 0.862 1.039 0.0 0.042 0.043 0.003
αG (MPa/GPa) 6.148 3.673 6.979 4.2 4.244 20.93
βG (K) 4156 3848 1800 4107 4128 0
Limiting shear stress
τL0 (MPa) at T0 = 80
◦C 11.09 9.809 8.135 11.30 11.30 6.097
ατ (GPa
−1) 1.655 1.737 1.679 1.640 1.650 1.813
βτ (K) 306 350 262 0 0 344
(d) shows the influence of the slide-to-roll ratio. It can be seen that an increase in
the inlet temperature leads to a lower oil temperature excess; that an increase in
the contact load leads to an increase in the oil temperature excess; that an increase
in the rolling speed leads to an increase in the oil temperature excess and that an
increase in the slide-to-roll ratio leads to an increase in the oil temperature excess.
5.4.5. Coupling of the thermal and friction problems.
Since the shear stress distribution in the film depends on the temperature distri-
bution through the rheological properties of the oil; and since the temperature
distribution itself depends on the shear stress in the film through dissipation, the
friction and temperature problems are coupled. The solution of the coupled prob-
lem employed here is a two-stage iterative procedure. The inner stage solves Equa-
tion (5.21) for a given temperature distribution; the outer stage uses the bisection
method to solve the energy equation for the viscoplastic dissipation.
5.5. Determination of the rheological parameters.
Determination of the actual rheological parameters of each of the six tested oils was
performed with the help of the EHD model described in the previous sections. The
Levenberg-Marquardt [136] minimization algorithm was used to correlate the ex-
perimental and numerical coefficients of friction, through the EHD model. Table 5.7
displays the resulting parameters.
Note that not all experimental values were used. After performing the traction
tests, their corresponding film thicknesses were computed. Because the roughness
of the surfaces was measured, it was possible to estimate the specific film thickness
Λ. Many of the operating conditions led to specific thicknesses lower than 3, as
shown in Table 5.3, suggesting that those tests might have been performed under
mixed film lubrication.
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Figure 5.12.: Measured (test) and predicted (calc) traction curves of the oils with
operating conditions: T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1m/s, FN = 16N (p0 = 1GPa).
In fact, it can be seen that only a rolling speed U = 1 m/s ensures full film EHD
lubrication conditions for all temperatures and loads. On the other hand, as men-
tioned in the introduction, the objective was to use these results in surface contact
fatigue of gear teeth, which seldom endure rolling speeds as low as 0.2 m/s, and
never in the actual applications studied. For these reasons, and because the method
used to predict the coefficient of friction is not valid under mixed or boundary lu-
brication conditions, only the traction test results at rolling speeds U = 1 m/s were
considered for determining the rheological parameters. For example, of the tests
performed with T0 = 120
◦C, only those with U = 1 m/s were used. This is similar
to the approach taken by Wu and Cheng [50], who used only a rolling speed of
1.85 m/s in their disc machine traction tests to determine the rheology parameters
of a SAE 80W-90 GL5 gear oil.
In Figures 5.12–5.15 both the computed and the measured traction curves of each
oil are plotted for a few sets of operating conditions. For example, in Figure 5.12
the coefficient of friction of each oil is plotted against the slide-to-roll ratio for the
set of operating conditions defined by T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s and p0 = 1.0 GPa.
Figures 5.12–5.14 show a good agreement between the predicted and the computed
coefficient of friction. On the other hand, Figure 5.15 shows that at U = 0.1 m/s
the prediction fails, which is to be expected, since the results at U = 0.1 m/s were
not used for determining the rheological parameters.
An interesting aspect of the difference between the oils is illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.16. As in Figure 5.12, the traction curves of the oils are traced when
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Figure 5.13.: Measured (test) and predicted (calc) traction curves of the oils with
operating conditions: T0 = 80
◦C, U = 1m/s, FN = 16N (p0 = 1GPa).
Figure 5.14.: Measured (test) and predicted (calc) traction curves of the oils with
operating conditions: T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 35 N (p0 =
1.3 GPa).
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Figure 5.15.: Measured (test) and predicted (calc) traction curves of the oils with
operating conditions: T0 = 40
◦C, U = 0.1 m/s, FN = 16 N (p0 =
1 GPa).
T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s and p0 = 1.0 GPa. For each oil, a pair of predicted
traction curves is drawn: one with the full elasto-viscoplastic rheology of the oil
and another in which the elastic contribution has been eliminated. Let it be noted,
to avoid any ambiguity, that the rheology parameters of Table 5.7 were used in both
cases. It is obvious that the presence of the elastic component influences greatly
the behaviour of the mineral and PAO oils, while the ester oils are much less influ-
enced. Nevertheless, the elastic effect is restricted to very low SRR, less than 20%.
Unlike axial roller bearings, where SRR are always restricted to values well below
10%, gears will most of the time be experiencing much higher values of SRR. This
is illustrated by the example of Figure 5.17, where the evolution of SRR along the
meshing line of an FZG type C gear is shown. As with the most gears, only a small
portion of the meshing (centred on the pitch point) is accompanied by SRR values
below 20%. In fact, at the beginning and at the end of the meshing of a pair of
teeth, SRR attains values in excess of 100%. Thus, for gear lubrication, the elastic
part of the deformation can be discarded in the majority of cases, whatever the
type of oil.
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Figure 5.16.: Influence of the elastic shear modulus on each oil: predicted curves
for operating conditions T0 = 40
◦C, U = 1 m/s, FN = 16 N (p0 =
1GPa) are drawn including the elastic deformation (curves w/ G) and
neglecting it (w/o G).
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Figure 5.17.: Slide-to roll ratio along the meshing line of an FZG type C spur gear.
The solid line marks the actual relation between the meshing position
and the SRR.
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5.6. Chapter summary
Six fully formulated gear oils (2 minerals, 1 PAO and 3 ester based) were submit-
ted to traction tests, the results of which were presented. Comparison of the oils
with regard to their experimental full film EHD traction curves showed significant
differences between the mineral oils and the ester oils, the ester oils systematically
inducing a lower coefficient of friction than the minerals. In this respect, the PAO
acted as transition oil, with a behaviour and rheological properties in-between those
of the minerals and esters. This suggests that the base oil is at least as important
as the additives as regards its influence on the traction behaviour of the oil.
Some of the experimental results were used to obtain the rheological parameters
of the oils, according to a simplified model of EHD traction in point contact. The
rheological parameters, which define the elasto-viscoplastic behaviour of the oils,
were presented. It was shown that they lead to a good prediction of the friction.
It was also shown that elastic deformation only plays a significant role in EHD
lubrication with the mineral and PAO oils, and only at low (for gears) slide-to-roll
ratios.
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6.1. Preamble
It was discussed in Section 2 that the regime of EHD lubrication, whether full film,
mixed or boundary lubrication, is important with regard to surface contact fatigue.
The present chapter presents inquiries into the behaviour of fully formulated under
mixed EHD and full film lubrication. In particular, Stribeck curves were drawn
from experimental measurements of coefficient of friction under conditions that
ensure shallow film thickness when compared to the roughness of the surfaces.
A natural extension of the work presented in Chapter 5, the present chapter
extends the investigation into full film lubrication to cover the behaviour of the
same oils in the remaining EHL regimes with much the same methodology.
6.2. Materials and experimental procedure
The oils studied in the previous chapter are again the object of focus, except for
lubricating oil T1, which was abandoned.
Their properties can be found in Tables 5.1, 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7 of the previous
chapter.
The mini traction machine was used again for this investigation with the same
specimen size and material, and using much the same procedure. What did change
is that the objective was no longer to obtain full film EHL traction but Stribeck
curves instead. The Stribeck curves obtained from these data are useful in studying
the mixed an boundary film lubrication behaviour of an oil.
The traction tests, called here somewhat improperly Stribeck tests, consisted
in measuring the successive coefficient of friction µ and friction load obtained by
keeping T0, FN and SRR constant while varying the rolling velocity U .
The testing of each oil was preceded by cleaning operations already described in
Section 5.2.2. Following the cleaning, the unused specimens were assembled into
the machine, and the pot was filled with the oil to be tested until the disc was fully
immersed. After closing the receptacle of the machine where the specimens had
been placed, the testing began with a preliminary step that consisted in running
the test for 10 min under steady operating conditions: T0 = 40
◦C, U = 0.1 m/s,
SRR = 0, FN = 0.
Finally, by applying the operating conditions listed in Table 6.1, 27 distinct
curves were obtained for each one of the tested, fully formulated gear oils. The
operating conditions are listed in the order in which they were applied.
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Oil E1 was submitted to this test twice, with an interval of several months, and
no significant differences were found in the results.
At the end of this sequence of operations, the specimens were submitted again to
the cleaning procedure and their roughness was measured. Their combined RMS
roughness varied between 9 nm and 13 nm. This is less than the roughness of 14 nm
advertised for new specimen by the manufacturer, from which it can be deduced
that the alteration of roughness during the tests was slight.
Figure 6.1 shows the estimated specific film thickness for each friction measure-
ment condition. The centre film thickness was calculated using Hamrock and Dow-
son’s formula [125] and it was divided by the measured composite roughness of the
test specimens in order to estimate Λ.
While the correction factor for film thickness alteration due to inlet shear heat-
ing was computed following Gohar’s recommendations [126], it was found to be
negligible at the operating conditions of the tests.
Each subfigure of Figure 6.1 represents Λ for a particular oil. As an example,
subfigure M1 shows Λ for oil M1 as three straight, inclined gray bands. Each of
these bands shows the variation of Λ with U at a particular temperature. The
variation of SRR and FN causes the thickness of the bands. This happens in all
subfigures and the narrowness of the bands demonstrates that FN and SRR have
much less influence on Λ than U and T0 over the ranges of variation that were used
in the tests.
6.3. Modified Stribeck Parameter
It is useful as this point to discuss in some detail the choice of the abscissa variable
in the Stribeck curves. The Stribeck curve was developed for journal bearings [57,
58, 59], so it was originally used to show the transition from hydrodynamic to
mixed to boundary film lubrication conditions. This is reflected in the fact that
the abscissa parameter in the Stribeck curve is usually Uη/FN , in which η is the
dynamic viscosity of the oil at the oil temperature and atmospheric pressure.
Gears very often operate under elastohydrodynamic lubrication in full, mixed or
boundary film regimes, where the piezoviscosity of the lubricant plays an important
part in terms both of film thickness and of coefficient of friction.To account for
this, a new abscissa parameter, the Modified Stribeck Parameter, was developed to
include in its formula the piezoviscosity coefficient (α). Also, as shown in Table 5.1
and remarked by Gold et al. [124], oils of different basestock (mineral, PAO, ester...),
as in the present work, may have significantly different α even if they have the same
kinematic viscosity. The inclusion of α in this Modified Stribeck Parameter is thus
also a way of accounting for the different nature of the base oils of each fully
formulated lubricant considered.
It is also desirable for the parameter to be dimensionless. Any dimensionless
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Table 6.1.: Stribeck tests operating conditions
inlet normal load contact slide-to-roll rolling
temperature (or Hertzian pressure) ratio speed
T0 (
◦C) FN (N) (or p0 (GPa) ) SRR U (mm/s)
steady running at 40 ◦C and U = 0.1 mm/s for 600s
40 6 (or 0.7) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
16 (or 1.0) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
35 (or 1.3) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
80 6 (or 0.7) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
16 (or 1.0) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
35 (or 1.3) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
120 6 (or 0.7) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
16 (or 1.0) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
35 (or 1.3) 0.1 150 to 0
0.3 150 to 0
0.5 150 to 0
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Figure 6.1.: Specific film thickness under different operating conditions.
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group related to the lubricated contact of the ball and disc has the form:
T nTUnuSRRnSRRF
nFN
N η
nηαnαRnR (E∗)nE∗ σnσ ·∏
i
Xnii (6.1)
where T is the oil temperature, U is the rolling speed, SRR is the slide-to-roll
ratio, FN is the normal contact load, η and α are respectively the viscosity and the
piezoviscosity coefficient at atmospheric pressure and test temperature, R is the ball
radius, E∗ is the effective elastic modulus, σ is the composite RMS rougnhess of
the ball and disc and Xi stands for other physical quantities that may influence the
process, such as properties of the lubricant that pertain to non-Newtonian rheology.
All tests where performed on specimens of the same size and material and which
exhibited substantially the same roughness before and after having been submitted
to the tests. What did change, from test to test, where the operating conditions
(SRR, U , p, T ) and the oil. Disregarding the effect of non-Newtonian rheology, the
physical quantities Xi remained the same from test to test, since these hypothetical
parameters are not among those that were altered.
One must therefore conclude that the parameters that drive the difference of
behaviour between tests must be looked for among those that alter from test to
test; and that the relevant dimensionless groups must consequently be constructed
from these parameters: U , SRR, FN , η, α. It is considered that the temperature is
accounted for by its influence on the values of α and η and thus need not be used
explicitly. The formula for a dimensionless group consequently takes the form:
Ua ηb αc F dN SRR
e (6.2)
SRR is already dimensionless and can therefore be isolated from the other quan-
tities. The dimensional analysis of the remaining parameters gives:Ç
L
T
åa
·
Ç
FT
L2
åb
·
Ç
F
L2
å−c
· F d = 1 (6.3)
where L, T and F respectively stand for unit of length, time and force. This
equation can be rewritten:
La−2b+2c · T b−a · F b−c−d = 1 (6.4)
Since every exponent must be 0, the following system of equations must be solved
to find the one dimensionless parameter that can be extracted from the previous
equation:
a ·

1
−1
0
+
−2 2 01 0 0
1 −1 1
 ·

b
c
d
 (6.5)
which yields the solution : b/a = 1, c/a = 1/2 and d/a = −1/2.
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In the end, one is left with two dimensionless groups: SRR and the modified
Stribeck parameter :
Sp = Uηα
1/2F
−1/2
N (6.6)
The modified Stribeck parameter was chosen for the abscissas of the Stribeck
curves. In the context of the present work, where the geometry, the surface rough-
ness and the specimen materials were the same in all tests, it has some interesting
properties: the introduction of α into the formula ensures that the influence of
the film thickness and, through it, that of Λ are included; also, very importantly,
equal values of the parameter correspond to the same lubrication regime. Such is
not the case when using the usual parameter Uη/FN for the abscissa. The differ-
ence is illustrated in Figure 6.2, where the same experimental Stribeck curves are
plotted while using the original parameter Uη/FN for the abscissa of subfigure a)
and parameter Sp for the abscissa of subfigure b). Unlike subfigure a), it can be
seen that the steep slope that marks mixed film lubrication is located within the
same range of x-values for all Stribeck curves in subfigure b): approximately 10−9
to 10−7. This means that each regime of lubrication has a definite position in the
abscissa provided that the shape and size of the specimens remains the same, and
this is true across a wide variation of the operating conditions.
6.4. Experimental results
The experimental Stribeck curves are shown in Figure 6.3. Each subfigure shows
the coefficient of friction plotted against the dimensionless, modified Stribeck pa-
rameter. Each row of subfigures pertains to one particular oil and each column to
one particular value of SRR. As an example, the subfigure in the upper-left corner
of Figure 6.3, labeled “M1, SRR = 0.1” shows the Stribeck curves obtained from
tests performed on oil M1 with SRR = 0.1 and several operating temperatures (T0)
and applied normal loads (FN). In fact, all of the test are represented except those
that were obtained with FN = 16 N. These results are omitted to prevent clut-
ter and because the corresponding curves are always intermediate to those where
FN = 6 N and FN = 35 N.
Although the Stribeck curves are discussed in detail in what follows, some general
comments are in order. As was remarked in the previous section, the transition from
EHD to boundary film lubrication always occurs for similar values of the modified
Stribeck parameter (Sp). It can be observed that the lubrication regimes are located
as follows:
• Sp & 10−7: EHD lubrication;
• 10−9 . Sp . 10−7: mixed film lubrication;
• Sp . 10−9: boundary film lubrication.
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Figure 6.2.: Influence of the choice of parameter for the abscissa of a Stribeck
curve: a) Stribeck parameter Uη/FN ; b) Modified Stribeck Parameter
Sp.
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Figure 6.3.: Experimental Stribeck curves of the oils
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Another interesting aspect is that the shape of the Stribeck curves for oils M1,
P1 and E1 resembles closely that of the “ideal” curve of Figure 3.6. This is not the
case when looking at the curves for oils E3 and E2.
It is necessary to note that the Stribeck curves become erratic under boundary
film lubrication conditions when SRR = 0.1, a behaviour which is not reproduced
at the higher SRR of 0.3 and 0.5. This was interpreted as errors inherent to the
resolution of the testing device in controlling and/or measuring the tests: the last
5 points in each curve correspond to U ∈ [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] mm/s, which means that, to
obtain reliable data, it would have been necessary to ensure sliding speeds as low
as 0.1 mm/s.
It should be added that the results obtained in full film lubrication (Sp & 10−7)
are in total agreement with those reported in Chapter 5 on the traction curves of
the same gear oils [137].
6.5. Influence of the operating conditions in mixed
film lubrication
In this section, the influence of the operating conditions on the Stribeck curves
of the oils is analysed qualitatively. While Figure 6.3 is useful to present the
experimental data, it is a little unwieldy for the present purpose. Figures 6.4 is
offered instead: the subfigures of each row contain Stribeck curves for a particular
oil and each column of subfigures shows the influence of one particular operating
condition parameter. The left column details the influence of SRR, the middle
column, the influence of FN and the right column, the influence of T0. The effect of
each operating condition parameter on each fully formulated gear oil can thus be
ascertained. The influence of the slide-to-roll ratio on the fully formulated oil M1,
for example, can be seen by comparing the three Stribeck curves, obtained at three
different temperatures, in the subfigure labeled “M1, T0 = 80
◦C, FN = 16 N”.
It is immediately apparent that the influence of SRR is essentially confined to full
film lubrication conditions and is very small in mixed and boundary film lubrication,
whatever the gear oil considered. In particular, the Stribeck curves corresponding
to the slide-to-roll ratio of 0.3 and 0.5 almost overlap in the mixed and boundary
film regions. These high SRR are typical of gears and these are thus important
results regarding friction in gears. A similar observation was made by Evans et
al. [138] in their study of the influence of thin-film coatings on friction.
It is noteworthy that, while a rise in FN tends to cause a higher µ in full film
lubrication, it has the very reverse effect in mixed film lubrication. Such a result
underscores the relevance of the interaction between the roughness features of the
contacting surfaces. The friction behaviour of the lubricant film in relation to the
applied load is significantly different from the friction behaviour of solid rough
surfaces in relation to the same load.
Another possible explanation is that the higher load is activating the additives
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Figure 6.4.: Influence of the operating conditions
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in the boundary regime and thereby reducing the coefficient of friction; while the
same load causes an increase in coefficient of friction in the full film regime because
of piezoviscous effects.
When increasing the temperature while keeping the remaining operating condi-
tions constant, the modified Stribeck parameter decreases appreciably: for oil P1
tested at FN = 16 N, SRR = 0.3, U = 23 mm/s, for example, the parameter
drops from Sp ≈ 9 × 10−8 at T0 = 40◦C to Sp ≈ 6 × 10−9 at T0 = 120◦C. The
lubrication regime consequently shifts from light to heavily mixed film lubrication
and the coefficient of friction rises significantly (from 0.04 to 0.07 in the case of oil
P1 at FN = 16 N, SRR = 0.3, U = 23 mm/s).
This is caused by thermoviscous effects, which lower both the dynamic viscosity
and the piezoviscosity coefficient. Insomuch as the viscosity index (VI) quantifies
this effect (lower VI means more pronounced effect of the temperature on viscosity),
it is expected that oils with lower VI will suffer more violent shifts than those with
higher VI; and indeed the described phenomenon is more pronounced in the case of
M1, a mineral oil with a VI of 96 (unlike the other tested oils, with VI approximately
equal to 150).
When comparing results obtained under operating conditions that lead to the
same Sp value, however, the story is quite different. It is difficult to state peremp-
torily what influence the temperature has on the part of the Stribeck curve that
lies in the mixed film lubrication regime.
In the case of oils M1, P1 and E1, there seems to be no influence. On the other
hand, in the cases of E3 and E2, the influence of the temperature is considerable,
the more so as boundary film lubrication is approached (Sp < 10
−8). The trouble
is that this influence acts in markedly different ways for each oil.
For oil E3, the curves at 80 and 120 ◦C are similar and follow a trend that can
be observed in the other oils. The one at 40 ◦C, on the other hand, “takes off”
towards very high µ. A possible explanation for this behaviour is that, at 40 ◦C,
the additives in oil E3 do not manage to fully generate a boundary layer separating
the contacting asperities. As the Stribeck parameter decreases, this phenomenon
becomes more intense, as if the contact were operating in dry conditions.
On the other hand, the curves of gear oil E2 at 40 and 80 ◦C are very similar
to one another and to those of gear oils M1, P1 and E1. At 120 ◦C, µ becomes
progressively lower as the conditions approach boundary film lubrication. This
can only be attributed to the effect of the additives. In fact, this is similar to
what Spikes and Olver reported [139] when discussing the influence of the MoDTC
additive on lubricant friction behaviour.
6.6. Boundary film lubrication
Nearly all of the Stribeck curves for each oil are represented in Figure 6.5, but only
in the range where Sp < 10
−8, roughly encompassing the boundary film lubrication
regime and the end of the mixed film lubrication regime. Even thus, it is difficult
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to distinguish between individual Stribeck curves.
In the case of oils M1 and P1, it can be observed that the envelope of the “data
cloud” becomes progressively narrower as the left hand extremity of each corre-
sponding subfigure is approached, and this regardless of the operating conditions.
It appears that there exists for gear oils M1 and P1 a narrow range of possible values
of the boundary film lubrication coefficient of friction (µBDR), almost independent
of the operating conditions:
• gear oil M1, 0.085 < µBDR < 0.095.
• gear oil P1, 0.095 < µBDR < 0.105.
In the case of gear oil E1, the value of µBDR is in the range of 0.105 < µBDR <
0.115 but at 120 ◦C and low load (FN = 6 N) that value may be smaller (≈ 0.09).
Oil E1 is biodegradable and was formulated with low toxicity additivation (%P =
146 ppm and %S = 180 ppm, see Table 5.1).
In the case of oil E3, the situation is not clear. At 120 ◦C the results seem
to indicate a µBDR in a narrow range (0.090 < µBDR < 0.095). At 80
◦C some
results seem to indicate significantly higher values. At 40◦C, they diverge sharply
and attain a value of 0.14. In fact, the Stribeck curves at this temperature do not
reach into the values of the Stribeck parameter corresponding to boundary film
lubrication. These curves lack the plateau on their left extremity that would mark
the end of mixed film lubrication. As was discussed in the section on mixed film
lubrication, this may indicate that the additives are unable to fulfill their duty at
that temperature, which would lead to a behaviour similar to dry sliding contact.
This marked difference of behaviour between oils E1 and E3 in the boundary film
lubrication regime is particularly significant because, as stated in Section 5.2.1, they
were formulated from the same basestock but with different additive packages. The
difference in their behaviour must therefore be attributed to the additives in their
formulation. It must be remembered that oil E1 is a biodegradable and low-toxicity
fluid, with low content of sulphur and phosphorus.
In the case of oil E2, the Stribeck curves divide into two groups as boundary
film lubrication is approached. The upper group, composed of the curves at 40
and 80 ◦C, converges towards a narrow range of values (0.105 < µBDR < 0.115). The
curves at 120◦C compose the second group and show a general trend of increasing
coefficient of friction from 0.06 to 0.09 as the load increase from 6 N to 35 N. This
unusual behaviour of oil E2 is matched by its unusual formulation: it consists in
a mixture of 90% of low viscosity ester basestock with 5% of high viscosity ester
(1000 cSt at 40◦C) (the remnant is additives), thereby ensuring biodegradability
and low toxicity.
6.7. Comparison of the oils
Figure 6.6 gives every Stribeck curve obtained at SRR = 0.5, an interesting value
in what concerns gear lubrication; the other values of SRR are omitted because
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Figure 6.5.: Boundary film lubrication
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Figure 6.6.: Comparison of the oils
SRR has little effect in mixed and boundary film lubrication conditions, as was
mentioned earlier. Each subfigure correspond to a particular combination of oper-
ating conditions and is labeled accordingly. As an example, the subfigure labeled
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“T0 = 40
◦C, FN = 6 N, SRR = 0.5”, in the bottom left corner, shows five Stribeck
curves obtained under these operating conditions, each curve corresponding to one
of the gear oils. This makes the comparison of the oils easier.
It was remarked in Section 5.3 that, in full film lubrication, the oils could always
be grouped in the same way with regard to their coefficient of friction: oil M1
with a higher µ; oils P1, E1, and E3, mutually very similar, with an intermediate
µ and finally oil E2 with a lower µ. This is confirmed by Figure 6.6: this exact
grouping can be observed when the lubrication regime is undeniably full film EHD
(Sp > 10
−7).
Figure 6.6 also shows that neither the grouping nor the order mentioned above are
maintained as the lubrication regime progresses towards boundary film lubrication.
The Stribeck curves in the central subfigure, labeled “T0 = 80
◦C, FN = 16 N,
SRR = 0.5” are a good example of this: the Stribeck curve of E2, which starts
from Sp ≈ 10−7 on the right with the lowest coefficient of friction ends at Sp ≈
6×10−10 with the second highest; the Stribeck curve of M1, which started with the
highest coefficient of friction, ends with the lowest. In the subfigure labeled “T0 =
120◦C, FN = 16 N, SRR = 0.5”, the curves follow a similar pattern. Although
they start further into the mixed film lubrication regime (Sp ≈ 3 × 10−8), the
seriation inherited from the full film lubrication is still visible but the order is
quickly subverted as the curves progress further into the mixed film lubrication
regime.
One may ask why the coefficients of friction of the ester oils, which are consis-
tently lower in full film lubrication, tend to become higher in mixed and boundary
film lubrication. It is difficult to give a categorical answer without a thorough
knowledge of the chemistry of the oils, but a hypothesis may be advanced: while
ester oils E1 and E2 were designed for biodegradability and low toxicity, the min-
eral oil M1 and PAO P1 were not, which removes a constraint from the choice of
additives. Thus oils M1 and P1 could benefit from the effect of additives which
could not be included in the formulation of the ester oils. This would therefore
give them an advantage in the mixed and boundary lubrication regimes, where the
additives become more preponderant.
6.8. Chapter summary
Five oils, one mineral oil (M1), one PAO oil (P1) and three ester oils (E1, E3, E2),
where submitted to traction tests performed with constant temperature, contact
load and slide-to-roll ratio.
The standard Stribeck parameter was modified in order to include the piezo-
viscosity coefficient of each base oil considered. The modified parameter, Sp =
U ·η·α1/2·F−1/2N , is dimensionless and places all curves with regard to the abscissa
so that there are definite positions in xx for each regimes of lubrication, even when
considering Stribeck curves for different oils.
Stribeck curves were traced from the experimental results and were presented here
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using the modified Stribeck parameter mentioned above. The operating conditions,
namely the oil temperature (T0), the contact load (FN) and the slide-to-roll ratio
(SRR), were discussed regarding their influence on the coefficient of friction in
mixed and boundary film lubrication. It was found that:
• SRR is of little importance in these regimes.
• when T0 is increased on its own while keeping all other operating conditions
fixed, the value of Sp is lowered and the regime of lubrication is shifted towards
boundary lubrication.
• when comparing tests performed with similar values of Sp but distinct tem-
peratures, T0 is irrelevant for M1, P1 and E1 but is of considerable importance
in the case of E3 and E2, probably because of effects on the ability of the
additives to promote a boundary layer.
• FN has an effect on the coefficient of friction that is the reverse, in mixed
film lubrication, of what is observed in full film lubrication: in mixed film
lubrication, an increase in FN leads to a decrease in the coefficient of friction.
It was also found that the relative performance of the oils regarding their coef-
ficient of friction is markedly dissimilar in full film, on one side, and mixed and
boundary film lubrication, on the other. This suggests that the base oil is most
important for friction in full film lubrication, while the additives can be said to
become determinant in boundary film lubrication.
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Part III.
Gear tooth flank damage
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7. Models of surface damage on the
tooth flanks of spur gears
7.1. Kinematics and normal load in spur gear teeth
In the vast majority of cases, the active part of a gear tooth flank profile is manu-
factured as an involute curve; for this reason, the present analysis of the geometry,
kinematics and loading on spur gears will be restricted to involute spur gears.
Figure 7.1 is a schematic representation of such a gear, composed of a pinion
(driving wheel) with Z1 teeth and a wheel (driven wheel) with Z2 teeth. The figure
shows only those teeth that actually participate in contact, at an instant when two
pairs of teeth are meshing at once. The following notable points and characteristic
dimensions are also represented:
• O1 and O2 are respectively the centres of the pinion and of the tooth.
• a′ is the operating centre distance,
• α′ is the operating pressure angle,
• Rb1, Rp1, Ra1 are respectively the radii of the base circle, the operating pitch
circle and the addendum circle of the pinion.
• Rb2, Rp2, Ra2 are respectively the radii of the base circle, the operating pitch
circle and the addendum circle of the wheel.
• ω1, ω2 are respectively the angular velocity of the pinion and of the wheel.
• T1 and T2 are the extremities of the contact line of length T1T2.
• P and P ′ are the contact points of two consecutive pair of teeth and lie on
the contact line T1T2.
• Both pitch circles, the segment O1O2 and the contact line T1T2 intersect at
pitch point C.
It can be shown that the nominal contact point between any two pairs of teeth
at any instant in time always falls on the contact line T1T2: not only P and P
′,
but any contact point must fall on the contact line. Also, for any contact point P ,
the tooth flank profiles are perpendicular to the contact line at P and the radius
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Figure 7.1.: Position of the spur gears
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Figure 7.2.: Coordinates on the surface of the pinion tooth flank.
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of curvature of the pinion tooth profile at P is T1P and that of the wheel tooth
profile is T2P .
Figure 7.2 proposes a local curvilinear reference coordinate fixed on a pinion tooth
flank: x is the arc length on the surface measured from the pitch circle towards the
root of the tooth, z is the depth under the surface and y is perpendicular to the
page and point toward the reader. If the radius of curvature of the tooth surface
is denoted ρ, it can be proved that the tooth flank surface is described by the
equation:
x =
T1C
2 − ρ2
2Rb1
z = 0
(7.1)
In order to clarify further discussions of gear meshing, it is useful to consider the
particular case of a gear for which contact occurs at times between two pairs of
teeth and at other times between one pair: a gear with a contact ratio ε such that
1 < ε < 2. This is the case for the gear transmission that will be the object of the
next few sections.
Figure 7.3 attempts to gives a movie-like account of the meshing of a pair of
teeth by showing in chronological order snapshots of five different instants during
which notable events occur. Because more than one pair can be in contact, two
other pairs of teeth are also represented, one on each side of the pair under analysis;
hence the pair under focus is always the central one.
Figure 7.3a shows the instant when the teeth of the central pair first come into
contact at point A, where the addendum circle of the wheel intersects the contact
line. At this instant, another pair is already in contact on the left-hand side at
point D so that the contact load is shared between the two pairs of teeth.
Figure 7.3b shows the instant when the teeth of the left-hand side pair end their
contact at point E, while the central pair is touching at point B. From this moment
onward, the central pair bears the full contact between the wheels.
Figure 7.3c shows the instant when the teeth of the central pair of teeth touch at
the pitch point C, which lies at the intersection of the centreline with the contact
line.
Figure 7.3d shows the instant when a new pair of teeth comes into contact at
point A, on the right-hand side, while the central pair is touching at point D. From
then on, the contact is borne by two pairs of teeth.
Figure 7.3e shows the instant when the teeth of the central pair end their contact
at point E, while the right-hand side pair is touching at point B.
Every pair of meshing teeth go through the history depicted in Figures 7.3a–7.3e.
Hence, the successive contact points travel along segment AE on the contact line.
This is illustrated in Figure 7.4, where the successive states of the central pair are
superimposed.
The pinion receives a driving torque T and transmits it to the wheel as a normal
contact force equal to T/Rb1. This contact force is shared between all pairs of
teeth simultaneously in contact. Between points A and B, it is shared between two
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(a) the middle pair initiates
contact at A
(b) the left pair ends contact
at E
(c) the middle pair contacts
on the pitch point C
(d) the right pair initiates
contact at A
(e) the middle pair ends con-
tact at E
A
D
D
A
B
E
E
B
C
Figure 7.3.: Notable moments during meshing of a pair of teeth: a) the pair initiates
its contacts while another is already in contact on the left-hand side;
b) the pair now bears the contact alone; c) the pair is in pure rolling;
d) a new pair initiates contact on the right-hand side; e) the pair ceases
its contact.
T1
T2
E
1
3
T
Rb1
2
3
T
Rb1
T
Rb1
D
ABC
Figure 7.4.: Notable moments of the meshing of a pair of teeth: the consecutive
positions of a pair of contacting teeth are shown superimposed, as well
as the share of the normal load borne by this pair of teeth as a function
of the contact position along the contact line.
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pairs of teeth, with the pair under analysis bearing an increasing share. Between
points B and D, the contact load is borne solely by the pair under analysis. Between
points D and E, the load diminishes as the contact load is increasingly borne by a
new pair of teeth come into contact. Hence, the share of the contact force borne
by a particular pair of teeth varies as the meshing progresses from its inception at
point A to its conclusion at point E.
Distribution of contact load between pairs of teeth can depend on the flexibility of
the teeth in bending, on the bending and torsion flexibility of the axles on which the
gears are mounted, on the position of the wheels along the axles, on the clearances
within machine elements and on dynamic loads and vibrations. Determination of
this distribution is hence a difficult problem. Rather than solving it, an empirical
formula is often used, based on the simplifying assumption that the contact force
FN between a pair of teeth only depends on the position its contact point P occupies
along the contact line. This is shown in Figure 7.4 where FN is represented for each
position of the contact point P . This is equivalent to the formula:
FN =
T
Rb1
×

1
3
+ 1
3
AP
AB
A < P < B
1 B < P < D
2
3
− 1
3
DP
DE
D < P < A
(7.2)
The velocity of any material point on a tooth is the sum of a component along the
contact line, the normal velocity, and of a component along its perpendicular, the
tangential velocity. The difference between the tangential velocities of contacting
teeth is the sliding velocity and it causes a friction force to appear. The tangential
velocity of a material point of a pinion tooth that coincides with the contact point
P at a given instant is given by:
U1 = ω1T1P (7.3)
Similarly, the tangential velocity of a material point of a wheel tooth that coincides
with the contact point P at the same instant is given by:
U2 = ω2T2P (7.4)
It can be concluded from Equations (7.3) and (7.4) that tangential velocities on
the teeth can be computed as if a fictitious pair of disks, one with centre T1, radius
T1P and angular velocity ω1 and another with centre T2, radius T2P and angular
velocity ω2 , were enduring rolling/sliding contact. Researchers exploit this fact to
substitute disc contact machines for tests with gears.
The rolling velocity is U is defined as average of the tangential velocities:
U =
U2 + U1
2
=
ω2T2P + ω1T1P
2
(7.5)
The sliding velocity is defined as their difference:
U2 − U1 = ω2T2P − ω1T1P = (ω1 + ω2) ·
Ä
T1C − T1P
ä
(7.6)
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driven gear tooth
~U2 − ~U1~U1 − ~U2
~U1 − ~U2 ~U2 − ~U1
driving gear tooth~U1, ~U2
Figure 7.5.: Direction of sliding on a tooth surface
Hence, there is no sliding at the pitch point C, U2 is faster than U1 when the contact
is inside the pitch circle of the pinion and U2 is slower than U1 when the contact is
outside the pitch circle of the pinion. This is shown in Figure 7.5.
7.2. Mixed film lubrication model
7.2.1. Preamble
It has been shown first briefly in Chapters 2 and then at length in Chapter 3
that the regime of lubrication is of great importance with regard to damage on
tooth flank surfaces. It was in particular indicated that much of the gear meshing
could be performed under mixed or even boundary lubrication. Since the objective
of the present work is the simulation and modelling of some kinds of gear tooth
flank contact damage, it is necessary to simulate contacts operating in mixed or
even boundary regime of lubrication. In particular, it is necessary to evaluate the
normal pressure and tangential traction distributions within the contact to be able
to evaluate the loads transmitted to the tooth gear flank surfaces.
Unfortunately, the Reynolds equation becomes quite intractable when factor-
ing in the possibility of direct contact between the surfaces—not to mention such
niceties as the temperature variation within the contact and the non-Newtonian
rheology of the lubricant oil. Those are all factors that must be taken into account
when trying to model realistically the meshing of gears. For this reason, the model
used here for mixed film lubrication is a modified version of that presented by Cas-
tro [140, 65], which is mathematically much simpler than a direct attack on the
integro-differential governing Equations (3.31), (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36), although
such an attack has indeed been made with success by, among others, Tao et al. [141]
and Holmes et al. [142]. Nevertheless, this approach is computationally onerous,
a fact that imposes a limit on the amount a numerical “experiments” that can be
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thus attempted.
7.2.2. Overall scheme
Normal contact pressure
As was discussed in Section 3.5, authors often classify the regime of lubrication
according to the specific film thickness Λ [56, 143]. It then appears reasonable to
introduce the simplifying assumption that the fraction of the normal contact load
borne by a lubricant film depends mostly on Λ.
The definition of Λ was given in Equation (3.43) of Section 3.5:
Λ =
h0
Rq
(7.7)
In the present case, Rq would be the combined RMS roughness of the pinion and
wheel tooth flank profiles. However, some difficulties present themselves when
trying to apply this definition. The relative positions of the profiles are constantly
changing, so that it is difficult to accept a static value for Rq. Also, in computing
the RMS roughness of each profile, it is difficult to justify using the usual definition
which calls for a sampling length of 4.8 mm: this is an order of magnitude wider
than typical contact widths. Why should the roughness conditions far away from
the contact have any bearing on load sharing?
For these reasons, an alternative definition of the combined roughness to be used
only for load sharing computations was developed: a “local composite roughness”.
At each moment, the limits xa and xb of the active contact zone, which must
encompass the Hertzian area as well as any point where pressures are non null, are
determined. A pseudo-RMS roughness Rq1 of the pinion tooth profile is defined:
R2q1 =
1
xb − xa
∫ xb
xa
(y − y)2dx (7.8)
The pseudo-RMS roughness Rq2 of the wheel tooth is similarly defined. The “local
composite roughness” Rq is then computed in the usual way:
Rq =
√
R2q1 +R
2
q2 (7.9)
The function of Λ that represents the fraction of the normal contact load borne
by the lubricant film receives the designation of load sharing function fΛ (Λ). The
relations between full film EHL, boundary lubrication and overall normal contact
load can then be expressed as follows:
FN (t) = F
EHD (t) + FBDR (t) (7.10)
FEHD (t) = fΛ (Λ) · FN (t) (7.11)
FBDR (t) =
Ä
1− fΛ (Λ)
ä · FN (t) (7.12)
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where FN is as before the normal contact load expressed as a force per unit length,
FEHD is the portion of FN borne by the lubricating film and F
BDR is the portion
borne by direct contact between the surfaces.
From this stems the main idea of the model: that the contact pressure distribu-
tion may be conceived to be an interpolation between the individual solutions of
the perfectly smooth EHL problem and the rough boundary lubrication one (BDR)
and that each separate problem should contribute a fraction of the total normal
pressure distribution.
To clarify the reasoning, let pEHD.T be defined as the normal contact pressure of
the ideally smooth EHL contact pressure and let pBDR.T be defined as the normal
contact pressure of the rough boundary lubrication problem and let pMIX be the
mixed film lubrication normal contact pressure. There must exist a function g (x, t)
such that:
pMIX (x, t) =g (x, t) · pEHD.T (x, t) +Ä
1− g (x, t)ä · pBDR.T (x, t) (7.13)
0 ≤ g (x, t) ≤ 1 (7.14)
This is not very helpful but if one assumes that it is sufficiently accurate for the
present purpose to let g only depend on time t—indeed that it ultimately depends
only on Λ and on the oil properties and the type of roughness of the surfaces—g (Λ)
must obey the same general restrictions that fΛ (Λ) must—namely:
lim
Λ→0
(g) = 0 (7.15)
lim
Λ→+∞
(g) = 1 (7.16)
From this, it is a very short step to accept that g (Λ) and fΛ (Λ) are approximately
equal.
In order to obtain pMIX , one needs to know pEHD.T and pBDR.T , which are
calculated, as well as fΛ, which must have been obtained from traction tests.
The procedure, illustrated in Figures 7.6–7.8, can be outlined as follows:
1. Calculate the film thickness from Dowson and Higginson’s formula [39] (Equa-
tion (3.38)) with correction for shear heating as advised by Gohar [126]
(Equation (5.17) and (5.18)). This, with the measurement of the combined
RMS roughness, allows the calculation of the specific film thickness Λ (Equa-
tion (3.43)) and hence the value of load sharing function.
2. Calculate pEHD.T (x, t) as described in Section 7.2.3;
3. Calculate pBDR.T (x, t) as described in Section 7.2.4;
4. Determine the fraction of the mixed film lubrication pressure contributed by
pEHD.T :
pEHD (x, t) = fΛ (Λ) · pEHD.T (x, t) (7.17)
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Figure 7.6.: Mixed film lubrication model: calculation of the EHD portion of the
normal pressure.
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Figure 7.7.: Mixed film lubrication model: calculation of the BDR portion of the
normal pressure.
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Figure 7.8.: Mixed film lubrication model: calculation of the normal pressure.
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5. Determine the fraction of the mixed film lubrication pressure contributed by
pBDR.T :
pBDR (x, t) =
Ä
1− fΛ (Λ)
ä · pBDR.T (x, t) (7.18)
6. Add the EHL and boundary fractions to obtain pMIX :
pMIX (x, t) = pEHD (x, t) + pBDR (x, t) (7.19)
From the procedure outlined and the approximate equality of g (Λ) and fΛ (Λ)
it can be deduced that pEHD can be taken as an approximation to the actual
portion of the mixed film contact pressure borne by the lubricating film and pBDR
as approximation to the portion borne by the direct contact between the surfaces.
Tangential contact traction
Having determined the mixed film lubrication normal contact pressure pMIX , there
remains to be determined the tangential contact traction. This is done following
the method outlined here:
1. Determine the smooth EHL tangential contact traction τEHD (x, t) as de-
scribed in Section 7.2.5.
2. Determine the rough boundary tangential contact traction τBDR (x, t).
3. Add the two parts to obtain the mixed film lubrication friction contact stress:
τMIX (x, t) = τEHD (x, t) + τBDR (x, t) (7.20)
7.2.3. Normal contact pressure in smooth EHD lubrication
In order to obtain pEHD.T , an approach similar to Grubin’s [38] was taken. It
is assumed, mostly correctly as was seen in Section 3.4, that the contact normal
pressure distribution in a smooth EHL contact is close to the Hertzian pressure
distribution. Hence, pEHD.T is:
pEHD.T = p0
 
1−
Åx
a
ã2
(7.21)
where p0 is the Hertzian maximum pressure and a is the Hertzian half-width com-
puted according to Equations (3.27) and (3.30).
7.2.4. Normal contact pressure in rough boundary lubrication
In boundary film lubrication, the full brunt of the load is born by direct contact
of the surfaces, although still retains some lubricating capacity: it is reasonable to
treat the contact problem as dry disregarding the tangential stress for the purpose
of computing the contact pressure.
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The equations that govern this problem are given by Johnson [37]:
h (x, t) = h0 (x, t)− 2
piE∗
∫ +∞
−∞
ln
∣∣∣∣∣x− x′L (t)
∣∣∣∣∣ pBDR.T (x, t) dx′ (7.22)∫ +∞
−∞
pBDR.T (x, t) dx =
FN (t)
b
(7.23)
∀x, t : h (x, t) ≥ 0 ∧ pBDR.T (x, t) ≥ 0 (7.24)
where the unknowns are:
• h (x, t), the separation between the surfaces;
• pBDR.T (x, t), the contact pressure;
• L (t), an integration constant.
and where the parameters have the meaning:
• h0 (x, t), the undeformed separation between the surfaces, not to be confused
with the central film thickness;
• E∗, the effective elastic modulus.
A number of numerical algorithms exist for solving this problem [144]. The one
used here was proposed by Polonsky and Keer [145]: it is unconditionally convergent
and quite fast.
7.2.5. Smooth EHL part of the tangential contact traction
A method for the determination of tangential contact traction in full film EHL of
a point contact has already been presented in Section 5.4. The method employed
here to the case of line contact is the same. The method of Section 5.4 relies on
the simplifying assumption that side leakage of both lubricant and heat is small
enough to allow the consideration of longitudinal “slice” for analysis. This is even
more true in the case of line contact, where only one “slice” need be considered at
all.
At this stage, the reduced full film EHL pressure field pEHD has been computed,
so that no uncertainties remain as to the influence of pressure on the lubricant
material properties.
As described in Section 5.4, this becomes a matter of solving the coupled problems
of determination of temperature and shear rate in the lubricant film.
Once both temperature and shear rate (or, equivalently shear rate) have con-
verged, the sought result, the smooth EHL tangential contact traction, is the shear
stress in the lubricant film.
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7.2.6. Rough boundary lubrication part of the tangential
contact traction
The rough boundary lubrication regime has until now been treated as if the lubri-
cant had no effect. While it is true in the case of the pressure distribution, it is
very much otherwise when it comes to determining the contact tangential stress.
It was observed in Chapter 6 that the studied gear oils attained a well defined
coefficient of friction essentially µBDR independent of operating conditions. Hence
the boundary coefficient of friction is essentially a property of the lubricant oil and
of the surfaces and must be determined experimentally.
Supposing that the constancy of the boundary coefficient of friction, that concerns
the relation between the overall contact and friction force also holds for the pressure
and tangential traction distribution, we then have:
τBDR (x, t) = µBDR (t) · pBDR (x, t) (7.25)
7.3. Tooth flank micropitting model
7.3.1. Preamble
A numerical model for the prediction of surface initiated damage on gear tooth
flanks caused by rolling contact surface fatigue is presented. This is related to
micropitting because, as was said in Chapter 2, micropitting is widely acknowledged
to be caused by fatigue cracks initiating in the surface.
It is useful at this point to enunciate the assumptions that underly the model:
• Because gear teeth roughness is essentially uni-directional, constituted of
ridges perpendicular to the rolling direction, it is considered that the problem
is two-dimensional and that the teeth are in plane strain.
• It is assumed that any tooth on a gear (driving and driven) is representative
of all other teeth on the same gear.
• It is also assumed that one meshing between a pair of teeth is representative
of all subsequent meshings between the same pair, so that the stress cycle
of one meshing can be used for all subsequent meshings, and the full stress
history of any point is approximated by a ceaseless repetition of the stress
history obtained from the computed meshing.
• It was seen in Chapter 2 that micropitting occurs sooner in the driving gear
teeth than in the driven gear teeth, so that it is generally sufficient to check
for micropitting initiation in the driving gear teeth, which are the weakest
link.
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Figure 7.9.: Diagram of the numerical micropitting model
7.3.2. Numerical Model
As shown in Figure 7.9, where a diagram of the numerical model is shown, it may
be divided into two main parts:
1. The determination of the elastic stresses in each material point under the
surface of a driving gear tooth at each instant of the cycle.
2. The application of the contact fatigue criterion to each of these points.
In the first part of the model the geometry of the contact—which must include
the measured roughness of the gear tooth flanks in the rolling direction—and the
contact force are determined, following which the contact loads between the driv-
ing and driven gear teeth are obtained through the application of the mixed film
lubrication model, already described in Section 7.2. These surface tractions cause
stresses within the bulk of the material, which are computed from Equations (4.2)–
(4.6) to a depth of 30 μm under the surface of the driving gear tooth flank under
analysis, since micropitting occurs in the first few tens of μm of depth. This pro-
cedure must be repeated for every instant of the loading cycle, in this case one
meshing of gear teeth. When each instant has been examined, the entire history of
the stresses induced by contact is known at each point.
In the second part of the model the residual stresses present before the cycle
and the elastic stresses induced by the contact cycle are added. At this point,
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Table 7.1.: Residual stresses.
depth (μm) 5 15 35 55 1000
residual σx (MPa) -287 -366 -463 -164 0
Table 7.2.: Mineral gear oil properties.
Parameter Method Desig. Lubricating Oils
Density at 15 ℃ DIN 51757 ρ15 0.894 g cm−3
Kinematic Viscosity at 40 ℃ DIN 51562 ν40 153.6 cSt
Kinematic Viscosity at 100 ℃ DIN 51562 ν100 14.4 cSt
Viscosity Index DIN ISO 2909 VI 96
Pour point DIN ISO 3106 −27 ℃
the macroscopic stress history of each material point under the tooth flank of the
driving gear is known. Next, the Dang Van criterion, described in Section 4.3.6, is
applied at each material point to verify if fatigue life is infinite at that point.
It was seen in Section 4.3.6 that a smallest enclosing ball problem must be solved
for each material point under analysis in order to apply the criterion. Dang Van
et al. proposed in [120] an approximate method for the solution of the smallest
enclosing ball problem, a method that is also detailed by Ciavarella et al. [146]. A
more recent algorithm, both faster and more accurate, had been made available by
Ga¨rtner [147] in the context of computational geometry and is used in the numerical
implementation of this model.
7.3.3. A simulation of gear meshing
The use of the model is made clearer in the present section where an example is
presented to illustrate the application of the model to a realistic case. The simula-
tion of an actual experimental case, as well as its comparison with the experiment,
will be presented in Chapter 8.
Simulation parameters
In an approach not unlike that of Tao et al. [141], this section presents the results
of a simulation of the meshing of gears with a FZG type C geometry made of DIN
20MnCr5 carburizing steel. The angular velocity of the driving gear is n1 = 2250
RPM and that of the driven gear is n2 = 1500 RPM, and the total contact load to
be shared among meshing pairs of teeth is T/Rb1 = 5073 N.
Values of residual stresses for surface treated gears were taken from Gonc¸alves’
PhD thesis [148] and are shown in Table 7.1. Because of surface treatment, the
residual stresses vary with depth below the surface.
The lubricant simulated is an ISO VG 150 paraffinic mineral oil. Some of its
properties are listed in Table 7.2. Those are nevertheless insufficient to model the
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Table 7.3.: Rheological parameters of the gear oil.
Roelands viscosity Bair and Winer viscoplasticity
T0=363 K τL0=25 MPa
η0=1.56× 10−2 Pa·s 1/ατL=588 MPa
S0=1.28 βτL=0 K
Z=0.608
rheology of the oil with the needed rigour, since it does not provide sufficient data
to model the variation with pressure and temperature of the relation between the
shear stress and the shear rate in the oil. To use the mixed lubrication model,
the parameters for the Roelands viscosity equation, Equation (5.2), must also be
known. The equation is reproduced here:
ln
η
η0
= (ln η0 + 9.67)
{Ç
T − 138
T0 − 138
å−S0 Å
1 +
p
196
ãZ
− 1
}
(7.26)
where Z and S0 are non-dimensional parameters of the oil, T0 is a reference tem-
perature in K, η0 is the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s at the reference temperature and
atmospheric pressure, T is the temperature of the lubricant in K, p is the pressure
in GPa and η is the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s.
In addition, the Bair and Winer viscoplasticity model of Equation (5.10) is used,
whose limiting shear stress also is pressure and temperature dependant, a depen-
dency described by Equation (5.11), reproduced here:
ln
τL
τL0
= ατL · p+ βτL
Ä
T−1 − T0−1
ä
(7.27)
where τL0 is the limiting shear stress at a reference temperature T0 and atmospheric
pressure and ατL and βτL are constant parameters of the oil.
Furthermore, the boundary friction coefficient µBDR must be known, as must
also the load sharing function fΛ. It is assumed that the load sharing function can
be approximated by a formula of the type:
f(Λ) = tanh
Ä
aΛ · ΛbΛ
ä
(7.28)
The members of this family of functions have all the properties required from a
load sharing function as described in Section 7.2, while also allowing a considerable
degree of freedom in the shape of the function, all of this with only two parameters
(aΛ and bΛ).
Neither the boundary friction coefficient, nor the rheological parameters of the
gear oil, nor information that can help determine the load sharing function are avail-
able in the open literature, so that they must be obtained independently. This was
attempted through a least-square data fitting of the friction coefficients, obtained
through the mixed lubrication model already presented, to the estimates of friction
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Figure 7.10.: Some load sharing functions fΛ and their associated boundary friction
coefficients µBDR.
coefficient obtained in gear power loss tests using the same lubricant [140]. It was
possible to estimate the parameters to introduce into Equations (7.26) to (7.27).
These are displayed in Table 7.3.
However, this approach was unsuccessful in determining both µBDR and fΛ. Nev-
ertheless, it was possible to associate a load sharing function to each boundary fric-
tion coefficient, as shown in Figure 7.10, so that the numerical and experimental
friction power loss results fit. The pairings of a few boundary friction coefficient to
the corresponding load sharing function formulas are as follows:
µBDR = 0.08⇒ f(Λ) = tanh Ä1.318 · Λ0.270ä
µBDR = 0.10⇒ f(Λ) = tanh Ä1.614 · Λ0.243ä
µBDR = 0.12⇒ f(Λ) = tanh Ä1.800 · Λ0.213ä
µBDR = 0.14⇒ f(Λ) = tanh Ä1.925 · Λ0.187ä (7.29)
Finally, the gear material parameters to be introduced in the Dang Van criterion
(αDV and βDV ) must be known. A value of αDV = 0.987 found in Gonc¸alves’ PhD
thesis [148] was chosen.
Thus, the values µBDR and βDV are still missing. For the present goal, that of
providing a qualitative understanding of the events associated with surface initiated
tooth flank damage it is sufficient to arbitrate likely values, in this case:
µBDR = 0.14
βDV = 440 MPa
(7.30)
Simulation results
In Figure 7.11, the values of βeq that violate the Dang Van fatigue criterion (βeq >
βDV ) are shown for the whole pinion tooth flank. The figure was obtained by
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Figure 7.11.: Simulation: values of βeq > βDV in the xz plane.
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Figure 7.12.: Simulation: βeq > βDV in the part of the driving gear tooth below the
pitch line.
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Figure 7.13.: Simulation: contour plot of a detail of Figure 7.12.
“straightening” the nominal profile of the tooth until it became a straight line
while conserving the roughness variations. Thus, the xx coordinates measure the
position on the surface of the tooth flank and the zz coordinates the depth within
the tooth. Notable points in the meshing are marked on the abscissa as B, C and
D: the point where the tooth becomes the only one of the driving gear teeth in
the meshing is marked as B , the pitch point is marked as C and the point where
another pair of teeth initiates contact as D.
It is interesting to note that the points where the fatigue criterion is violated
come in patches. It is immediately apparent in Figure 7.11 that the part of the
tooth below the pitch line (from A to C) suffers the most from contact fatigue,
according to the Dang Van criterion: it has a greater concentration of violation
patches and these tend to have higher values of βeq.
Figure 7.12 shows the same information but only for the part of the tooth below
the pitch line. It is puzzling at first to remark that not all salient roughness peaks
give rise to severe contact fatigue initiation, as well as that some valleys do give rise
to contact fatigue initiation. To explain this, one has to remember that the opposing
driven gear tooth also has a roughness. This means that the film thickness above a
driving gear tooth roughness peak is only shallow when a sufficiently salient driven
gear tooth roughness feature opposes the driving gear tooth roughness peak. This
is essentially a matter of chance, although the probability of fatigue initiation under
a roughness peak is much higher than anywhere else, as can be seen in Figure 7.12.
Figure 7.13 shows with greater detail the patch around the point with higher
βeq. This patch is rather atypical in that it is very wide (around 0, 1 mm). It is
composed of a number of patches that coalesced into one, as can be deduced from
the fact that a number of local maxima are present on the surface.
In Figure 7.14 is shown another patch where the Dang Van criterion is violated.
This is a simpler one, were a single maximum is present. This type of patch is far
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Figure 7.14.: Simulation: contour plot of another detail of Figure 7.12. Points Q
and Q′ are singled out for later reference.
more frequent than the one shown in Figure 7.13. In fact, from the perusal of Fig-
ure 7.12, one can conclude that the more complex patches are an agglomeration of
several simple patches such as this one caused by the proximity of several roughness
peaks. Therefore, the patch shown in Figure 7.14, can legitimately be considered
typical. It is interesting to note its dimensions: roughly 10 µm wide by 5 µm deep.
This is very similar to the size of a micropit. The points Q and Q′ are singled out
for later use.
It is most instructive to see what happens in the area of the tooth around this
typical patch of fatigue initiation, and the remainder of this section will be devoted
to this.
The first step is to observe the pressure field when the patch of Figure 7.14
undergoes its most intense contact pressure. This is shown in Figure 7.15, where
the outlines of the patches within which βeq > βDV are represented along with
the pressure distribution on the surface. Note that the tooth surfaces represented
in Figure 7.15 include both the nominal geometry of the teeth and the elastic
deformations, unlike those in Figures 7.11–7.14. It is striking that the pressure peak
over the patch is very intense (around 8 GPa) and very localized: no more than
10 µm in width. The surface shear is not represented in the figure. It is proportional
to the surface pressure and has the same direction as the sliding velocity U2 − U1
depicted in the figure.
It is interesting to turn ones attention to a single point and see what happens to
it during the meshing cycle. The point in question is marked as Q in Figure 7.14.
The point on the surface of the tooth on the vertical of Q is marked Q′ on the same
figure. The history of point Q is shown in Figures 7.16–7.18
In Figure 7.16, the history of the value of τmax + αDV · pH in point Q is shown,
as well as two horizontal lines corresponding to the values of βDV and βeq. Time is
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Figure 7.15.: Surface pressure field when the patch of Figure 7.14 undergoes its
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Figure 7.16.: History of the value of τmax + αDV · pH in point Q plotted against
the position of the contact in the meshing line. Two horizontal lines
corresponding to the values of βDV and βeq are also shown.
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Figure 7.17.: Map of the cycle undergone by point Q that plots the mesoscopic
maximum shear stress against the hydrostatic stress for the whole
meshing cycle.
represented here as the non-dimensional position of the nominal contact point on
the meshing line, and flows from the right of the figure to the left.
It is, at first, surprising to notice that the most severe values of τmax + αDV · pH
do not occur when point Q is in the contact, but rather when it is outside it. In
fact, τmax +αDV · pH = βeq for most of the meshing and only lowers when Q′ enters
the contact: it is actually at its lowest when the loads on Q′ are at the highest.
Of course, this is due entirely to the beneficial action of the hydrostatic pressure,
that suffers a surge when Q′ enters the contact. Thus, one could evaluate βeq with
a high degree of certainty using only the sum of the mesoscopic residual stresses
with the initial stresses, disregarding entirely the transitory effects of the elastic
stresses.
This leads to a further conclusion: the only really beneficial hydrostatic pressure
is that of the initial stresses (e.g. residual stresses due to heat treatment and/or
grinding operation), since the mesoscopic residual stress tensor is deviatoric and
therefore adds no hydrostatic pressure.
All this underlines the fact that the residual stresses are the crucial consideration
when dealing with fatigue initiation in gear teeth.
Figure 7.17 plots the path taken by the stresses in point Q in the pH/τmax plane.
In the figure are also shown some straight lines that correspond to iso-values of
τmax +αDV · pH , most notably the line where τmax +αDV · pH = βDV , which divides
the plane into a damage (on the right) and no damage (on the left) regions, in
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Figure 7.18.: The cycle is shown as in Figure 7.17. The line of the Dang Van limit
is rotated until it corresponds to a value of αDV = α
′
DV = 0.242 such
that β′eq−β′DV = βeq−βDV. The construction lines and points marked
illustrate the geometric reasoning.
regard to the Dang Van criterion.
In Figure 7.18, the cycle is shown as in Figure 7.17, but this time in true pro-
portion. The line of the Dang Van limit is the dashed line that goes through point
T . The line where τmax +αDV · pH = βeq is the dashed line that goes through point
M , the most unfavourable point of the cycle. Consequently, βeq − βDV = MT .
If the dashed line that goes through M is rotated until it touches another point
on the cycle, the dash-dotted line that goes through M and M ′ is obtained. If
another dash-dotted line is constructed parallel to the first but going through point
T , a virtual Dang Van limit, to which correspond values of β′DV = 578 MPa and
α′DV = 0.242, is arrived at that would yield exactly the same value of βeq−βDV . In-
deed, this is true of any line that goes through M and has values of α′DV ∈ [0.242, 1].
There is three reasons that make this seemingly pointless argument become signif-
icant:
• Generally, points where the Dang Van criterion predicts fatigue initiation
correspond to a stress path in the τmax–pH diagram that is similar to the one
shown in Figure 7.18: the envelope of the path will tend to be fairly “flat”
and the stress state of the point when away from the contact will tend to be
near the north-east corner of the diagram.
• Consequently, and independently of the actual value of βDV, the most criti-
cal moment in the load history, when plotted in the τmax–pH diagram, will
generally be very close to the stress state corresponding to instants during
which the material point under analysis is far from the contact provided that
αDV ' 0.25.
• The initial hydrostatic stress is nearly constant in the first 10 µm of depth—
those are, as can be seen in Figures 7.11–7.14, the depths at which initiation
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occurs. In this particular case, it ranges from −191 to −244 MPa, a very
small difference when considering the magnitudes that have been discussed.
As a consequence, in all the points in the first 10 µm below the surface of the
tooth flank, the maxima of τmax + αDV · pH will correspond to points gathered
closely about a vertical line of abcissa pH u −200 [MPa] in the plane τmax–pH .
Let piniH be defined as the initial hydrostatic stress at point Q. Let also p
ini
H be
defined as an average initial hydrostatic stress for every point on the vertical of
Q (every point above and below Q, including Q′) which are in the first 10 µm of
depth.
From these considerations, the Dang Van criterion for any material point within
the first 10 µm of depth can be rewritten as follows:
βeq − βDV = τmax + αDV ·
Ä
piniH − piniH
ä
+ αDV · piniH − βDV < 0 (7.31)
Because piniH −piniH is generally small, it can be disregarded and thus the criterion
becomes:
τmax < βDV − αDV · piniH (7.32)
In cases where the initial stresses are fairly homogeneous across the surface of
the tooth, piniH can be said to be an average for the whole tooth and the initiation
becomes dependent on only one composite material parameter: βDV − αDV · piniH .
Thus it is sufficient to vary βDV while keeping αDV to get the complete range of
possible fatigue responses. That is, of course, provided that αDV ' 0.25.
Planes of maximum mesoscopic shear stress and fatigue crack directions
The Dang Van criterion specifies that the plane of initiation of a fatigue crack
should be one of the planes of maximum mesoscopic shear stress associated with
βeq. In Figure 7.19 a) and b) are shown the intersection of these planes with the
x–z plane superimposed on fatigue initiation patches both above and below the
pitch line. Figure 7.19 c) shows the directions of contact fatigue cracks revealed
when the tooth of a driving grear is cut along the x–z plane. It is striking that, on
the surface, where the contact fatigue cracks originate, the correspondence between
the directions of initiation predicted by the Dang Van criterion and those always
observed on a driving gear tooth is perfect.
This is significant because, “a priori”, the Dang Van criterion does not favour a
particular direction since the process of determining the mesoscopic stress tensor
is more or less one of “extracting” the mean tendency. Thus one would expect the
directions to be aleatory. The reason why they are so regular is because, as was
shown in Figure 7.18, the worse case is always that where the mesoscopic stress ten-
sor is equal to the mesoscopic residual stress tensor, that is to say, the stress tensor
that represents the central tendency of the stress cycle. Thus it becomes logical
that the fatigue initiation directions should reverse when the contact crosses the
pitch line and the tangential shear stress changes its direction. Thus an important
aspect of the fatigue behaviour of gears emerges naturally from the model.
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Figure 7.19.: Comparison of the directions of maximum mesoscopic shear stress
associated with βeq computed by the model with the directions of
propagation of fatigue cracks above and below the pitch line: (a) A
patch above the pitch line and the directions of τmax. (b) A patch
below the pitch line and the directions of τmax. (c) The directions of
propagation of contact fatigue cracks in a driving gear tooth.
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7.4. Model for wear on spur gear teeth
7.4.1. Preamble
A numerical model for the prediction of profile variation on gear tooth flanks caused
by mild wear is presented here. As was said in Chapter 2, wear is one of the forms
of surface damage that can be significant in the evolution of a gear tooth’s surface.
The model uses the following assumptions, the same set that was enunciated in
Section 7.3:
• The problem is two-dimensional and the teeth are in plane strain.
• One tooth is representative of all other teeth on the same gear.
• The pressure distribution history of one meshing can be used for all subse-
quent meshings.
7.4.2. Numerical Model
Archard [149] published in 1953 his famous wear law, which describes wear volume
loss due to the sliding contact between flat surfaces:
∆V
S
=
K
H
FN (7.33)
where ∆V is the volume loss, S the sliding distance, K the dimensionless wear
coefficient, H the softer surface’s hardness and FN the normal contact load.
To use Archard’s wear law in the more complex case of contact between gear
teeth, it must be written in a differential form:
dh(x, t)
dt
= κp(x, t)|U2(t)− U1(t)| (7.34)
where h is the wear depth, p the contact pressure and κ the wear coefficient (with
units of Pa−1), which is presumed to be constant in time and position. The coor-
dinate x is the position on the surface of the tooth shown in Figure 7.2 and t is the
time coordinate. U2 and U1 retain the meaning of tangential velocity respectively
of pinion and wheel tooth.
During one full turn of the pinion, a point situated at coordinate x on its tooth
will then have its height diminished by:
∆h(x) =
∫ tE
tA
κp(x, t)|U2(t)− U1(t)|dt (7.35)
where tA is the instant when the tooth first comes in contact with its counterpart
on the wheel (point A in Figure 7.4) and tE is the instant when the tooth ceases
contact (point E in Figure 7.4). Consequently, the depth worn during Nturns turns
of the pinion will be:
h(x) = Nturns∆h(x) (7.36)
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Figure 7.20.: Diagram of the numerical wear model
Hence, the volume lost by wear ∆V on all pinion teeth during Nturns turns of the
pinion is:
∆V = Z1b
∫ xA
xE
h(x)dx (7.37)
This can be simplified, yielding the following expression:
∆V = NturnsbZ1κ
∫ tE
tA
FN(t)|U2(t)− U1(t)|dt (7.38)
It can be deduced from the previous equation that the precise distribution of pres-
sure in the contact between a pair of teeth has no influence on overall wear mass
loss. On the other hand, the distribution of load between simultaneously contacting
pairs of teeth is important.
The numerical model illustrated by Figure 7.20 is suggested naturally by Equa-
tions (7.34)–(7.38). The simulation of one meshing between a pair of teeth is
performed as follows:
At discrete time intervals, the surface pressure distribution p(x, t) is computed
by making use of the mixed lubrication model described in Section 7.2. Using
a discretized version of Equation (7.34), the increment in wear depth δh is then
computed and added to a running total. After the disengagement of the pinion
tooth under study (instant tE), the wear depth distribution on one pinion tooth
after one full turn of the pinion ∆h(x) has been obtained. Equation (7.36) is then
used to compute the total wear depth distribution h(x).
The wear volume ∆V can be obtained by two methods: by applying Equa-
tion (7.38), in which case there is no need to perform the discrete computations
described in the previous paragraph, since the wear volume can be computed ana-
lytically; or by quadrature of the wear depth distribution, as in Equation (7.37).
Figure 7.21 shows the wear depth distribution on the surface of a tooth obtained
from the application of the wear model to an example of gear meshing: FZG gear
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micropitting test on load stage K9. The spikes in wear depth correspond to places
on the surface that contacted directly with the counter-surface due to the combined
roughness configuration. A base curve from which these spikes issue can also be
distinguished and must correspond to the wear caused by the EHL part of the
contact pressure.
7.5. Chapter summary
A basic description of the geometry, kinematics and contact loads in spur gears was
given. This is useful for the application of the models mentioned below.
A model for mixed and (in the limit) boundary film lubrication was presented. It
allows the calculation of the stresses on the surfaces of tooth flank while taking into
account the roughness of the surfaces, thus yielding more realistic surface loadings
than if only full film EHDL stresses were employed.
A model for micropitting initiation was presented and an example of gear tooth
meshing was simulated from which some remarks were drawn:
1. Within the framework of the Dang Van fatigue criterion, the most unfavourable
mesoscopic load state occurs outside of the contact. This shows that the high
hydrostatic compressive stresses inside the loading have no lasting beneficial
effect. On the contrary, they derive from a stress state that violently distorts
the gear so that the maximum shear strain is increased at the mesoscopic level,
with the consequent harmful effect to the fatigue behaviour of the gear. In
fact, the only really beneficial hydrostatic compressive stress is that provided
by the initial residual stresses.
2. The fact that the most unfavourable mesoscopic stress occurs outside of the
contact also demonstrates the enormous importance of the residual stresses,
both the initial ones and those resulting from the load cycle, in determining
the fatigue damage in the tooth.
3. Another interesting finding is that the model is able to predict and explain
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Figure 7.21.: Example of calculation of the wear depth on the surface of a gear
tooth
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the characteristic orientation of fatigue cracks on each side of the pitch line
of a tooth.
A model for the determination of wear depth on the surface of gear tooth flanks
was presented. It was shown that the total wear volume on a tooth is independent
of the precise pressure distribution in the contact between teeth so long as the wear
coefficient can be considered approximately constant.
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8. Correlation of the tooth flank
micropitting model with tests
8.1. Preamble
The present Chapter contains the results of applying the micropitting model of
Section 7.3 to the numerical simulation of an experiment conducted by Martins
et al. [123], in which a micropitting test was performed with an important mod-
ification: instead of allowing a stage to run to its conclusion, it was interrupted
repeatedly to perform intermediate weighing and roughness measurement opera-
tions. This allowed for a more detailed monitoring of the evolution of tooth flank
damage. It was thus possible to ascertain the adequacy of the model to load dura-
tions shorter than a full load stage.
8.2. Experimental procedure
A full account of their experiment is given by Martins et al. [123]. For that reason,
the experimental procedure will only be briefly summarised here.
The experiments were conducted on an FZG test rig [150], a well known back-
to-back spur gear test rig, with FZG type C spur gears made of carburized DIN 20
MnCr5, lubricated with a highly saturated Ester oil and undergoing a micropitting
test. As mentioned above, the micropitting test was slightly modified, in that
the test was periodically interrupted to perform intermediate measurements. The
testing programme is summarized in Table 8.1, where it can be seen that the gears
were submitted to 4 distinct load stages (K3, K6, K8 and K9) of increasing applied
torque, which were further divided into sub-stages. As an example, load stage K3
was divided into 3 unequal load sub-stages that lasted, respectively, 10, 30 and 50
thousands of driven gear revolutions. Notice that load stage K9, unlike the others,
was run uninterruptedly.
At the end of each load sub-stage, the following operations were performed:
• collection of an oil sample;
• oil sample analysis by Direct Reading (DR III) and Analytical (FM III) Fer-
rography;
• dismounting of the gears;
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Table 8.1.: Micropitting testing programme (rotational speeds are constant across
load stages: 2250 RPM for the pinion and 1500 RPM for the wheel).
load oil Contact Hertzian load kcycles in
stage temperature load pressure half-width sub-stage driven gear
at pitch point
K3 80 ◦C 851 N 514 MPa 75.0 μm K3-1 10
K3-2 30
K3-3 50
K6 90 ◦C 2924 N 953 MPa 139.0 μm K6-1 100
K6-2 400
K6-3 940
K8 90 ◦C 5073 N 1256 MPa 183.1 μm K8-1 100
K8-2 400
K8-3 940
K9 90 ◦C 6373 N 1408 MPa 205.2 μm K9-1 1440
• cleaning of the gears in an ultrasonic bath;
• weighing of the gears (precision ±1 mg).
• gear tooth flanks inspection and photographs;
• gear tooth flank surface roughness and topography measurements.
The lubricating oil was replaced only at load stage transitions: the gear oil was
not changed from load sub-stage to load sub-stage. As an example, the oil was
replaced at the end of load sub-stage K3-3, but not at the end of load sub-stage
K6-2.
Because the number of interruptions of each load stage was fairly modest, their
influence was deemed negligible and no comparative testing without intermediate
interruptions was performed.
8.3. Numerical simulation
8.3.1. Overall procedure
The numerical simulation follows the model already presented in Section 7.3. Some
particularities of the present application of the model are discussed:
• The calculation of the stresses, and subsequent application of the Dang Van
fatigue criterion, was performed on each node in a grid of 1 by 1 μm, spanning
the whole length of the pinion tooth and to a depth of 30 μm.
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• In the mesoscopic stresses are included the effect of the residual stresses due
to the manufacturing process and surface treatment, previously measured by
X-Ray diffraction on gears having undergone the same manufacturing process.
This is discussed in more detail in Section 8.3.2.
• The tooth flank surface roughness was measured on both driving and driven
tooth gear. At each interruption of the test, a 6 mm long roughness profile
was taken from the roughess measurement of the pinion tooth surface; since
the tooth surface is approximately 8 mm long, each roughness profile was
extended to the whole tooth length by the simple expedient of performing a
“mirror” operation at each extremity of the profile, taking care that no spuri-
ous discontinuities were introduced. Care was taken to ensure that roughness
profiles in succeeding measurements were aligned with each other. This was
also performed for wheel gear tooth surfaces. This is discussed in more detail
in Section 8.3.3.
• After the verification of the fatigue criterion on each material point, post-
processing was performed, which included: calculation of a predicted mass loss
by considering that every point where the Dang Van criterion was violated
was removed from the surface; calculation of roughness parameters of the
modified surface.
The properties of the oil used in the test were obtained from measurements al-
ready presented in Chapters 5 and 6, where the oil is marked as “E2”. In particular,
the boundary coefficient of friction was taken to be 0.1.
A load sharing function specific to the combination of E2 oil and gear roughness
wasn’t available. One of the load sharing functions described in Figure 7.10 and
Equation 7.29, developed for the mineral oil used in the simulation of Section 7.3.3,
was selected. Concretely, the load sharing function corresponding to µBDR = 0.1:
f(Λ) = tanh
Ä
1.614 · Λ0.243ä (8.1)
Since the calculations of macroscopic stresses and surface displacements are per-
formed under the assumption of elastic half-spaces in plane strain, the only me-
chanical properties of the gear material relevant to these calculations are its Young
Modulus (210 GPa) and its Poisson Ratio (0.3).
The Dang Van high cycle fatigue criterion calls for two material fatigue param-
eters: αDV and βDV. As seen in Section 4.3.6, the latter is the fatigue strength in
fully reversed torsion for near infinite life of the material being analysed and the
former can be derived from the fatigue strength in a test in which normal stresses
are reversed as, for example, a rotational bending test. It is difficult to choose ex-
act values for these parameters because there is considerable variation of reported
values in the literature. A value of αDV = 0.52, found in the literature [151], was
chosen. βDV will be discussed in section 8.5.
As explained in the previous section, the micropitting tests consisted of numerous
load sub-stages, each with a distinct combination of contact load and initial surface
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Figure 8.1.: Areas of the flank were residual stress measurements were performed.
roughness. From this follows that each sub-stage had to be the subject of a distinct
simulation, each with its own set of results to be presented here.
8.3.2. Residual stresses
Residual stresses measurements by X-ray diffraction were performed by Anto´nio
Castanhola Batista at the Centro de Estudos de Materiais por Difracc¸a˜o de Raios-
X, Departamento de F´ısica, FCTUC, Universidade de Coimbra.
These measurements targeted the surface of the flanks of four gear teeth: two
teeth, referenced as N01 and N02, belonging to an untested pinion gear and two
others, referenced as U01 and U02, belonging to a pinion gear that had undergone a
full FZG test until the end of load stage K9, as described in Section 8.2. Each gear
tooth has two flanks, A and B, so that measurements were obtained for flanks N01A,
N01B, N02A, N02B, U01A and U02A. Additionally, six possible measurements
spots on a tooth flank were defined, as shown in Figure 8.1, where the irradiation
areas are shown: three positions within the pitch cylinder (p1, p3, p4) and three
positions without (p2, p5, p6). In some flanks, residual stresses were measured in
all spots, while in others only a few spots were measured. The results in terms of
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Table 8.2.: Hydrostatic part of the measured residual stresses (MPa)
position
flank p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
N01A -220 -193 -242 -170 -186 -184
N01B -197 -159 n/a n/a n/a n/a
N02A -221 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
N02B -191 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
U01A -429 -409 -421 -416 -377 -426
U02A -405 -405 -389 -420 -422 -412
Table 8.3.: Hydrostatic residual stresses used in calculations
depth (μm) 5 15 35 55 1000
residual pH (MPa) -207 -286 -383 -84 0
hydrostatic residual stresses are shown in Table 8.2, where measurements that were
not performed are marked as n/a.
It is found from the analysis of the results in Table 8.2 that the difference between
residual stresses above and below the pitch cylinder is small. It is also found that
there is a substantial difference between the hydrostatic residual stresses before
and after testing: they have become much more compressive, considerable work
hardening has occurred.
In spite of this, and because the evolution of the residual stresses in intermediate
stages of the test were not available, the average of the values of residual stresses
on the untested specimen were used in all fatigue calculations.
Another difficulty in describing the residual stresses is that all measurements
were taken on the immediate surface. It is known that residual stresses can vary
significantly within the first 30 μm below the surface, so that it is clearly inadequate
to use the surface residual stresses for the full range of volume affected by surface
damage. As a solution, it was assumed that the evolution of hydrostatic residual
stress below the surface is parallel to that of the stress σx in Table 7.1, so that
the value of the residual hydrostatic stress at each depth is computed by adding
80 MPa to the one read in Table 7.1. In this way, the residual stress at depth
5 μm is the average of the measured residual stresses in the untested teeth. The
results are shown in Table 8.3. Values for other depths were obtained by cubic
spline polynomial interpolation.
8.3.3. Roughness profiles
At the end of each load sub-stage, the topography of the active flanks of two pinion
teeth (tooth 1 and tooth 5) and of one wheel tooth were measured with a stylus
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Figure 8.2.: Filtered roughness profiles of tooth 1 and toot 5 of the pinion gear:
profiles taken at the end of each load sub-stage are stacked one above
the other.
profilometer by taking successive roughness profiles in a direction perpendicular to
the axial direction, that is to say, along the length of the tooth. Each topography
targeted a 6 by 6 mm area of the surface of the flank of a tooth with a resolution
of 0.993 μm in the profile direction and 10 μm in the axial direction.
Because the damage models are two-dimensional, only one profile could be se-
lected from each tooth to use in a simulation. It was decided that each topography’s
central profile would be used as input to the damage models. The resulting raw
profiles went through a gaussian filter with a cut-off length of 0.8 mm to separate
the roughness from the overall tooth shape.
These filtered roughness profiles were subjected to adjustments whose results are
illustrated in Figure 8.2, where the profiles of tooth 1 and toot 5 of the pinion
gear, taken at the end of each load sub-stage, are stacked one above the other. The
transition points A, B, C, D, E of Figure 7.3 are marked in the abscissa.
The profiles taken at successive load sub-stages on the same tooth were aligned
and stretched so that major permanent roughness features would be in the same hor-
izontal position. This can be seen in Figure 8.2, where, as an example, a roughness
peak can be observed in all profiles at approximately −1 mm horizontal position.
Each profile profile was 6 mm long, while the total length of the active profile
is approximately 8 mm. To supply the difference, a mirror image of the profiles
was added at each extremity and stitched to the original profiles, while taking care
that spurious roughness discontinuities didn’t appear and that alignment between
successive load sub-stage profiles remained aligned. The stitch positions are marked
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by vertical lines and are indicated in the abscissa of Figure 8.2.
The precises position of the profiles along the tooth length was unknown. How-
ever, it is well known that wear is least pronounced around the pitch point. Con-
sequently the profiles were slid along the horizontal until their least worn part
corresponded to an abscissa position of 0 mm (pitch point, or point C). These
pinion and wheel profiles were then used as input to each damage simulation.
The process described above does not solve all roughness positioning problems:
• The roughness profile used at the end of load sub-stage K3-1 may not be
the same as the one at the end of load sub-stage K3-2, for example; they
are probably offset in the axial direction. This means that differences in
successive profiles can be attributed not only to the evolution of the surface
with time, but also to differences between adjacent profiles.
• The overall position of the profiles along the length of a tooth can be wrong
by several tens of micrometres. Since pinion and wheel roughness profiles are
brought into contact, this ensures that the contact history during meshing
is probably different from its simulation’s contact history: it may seem, for
example, that a roughness peak on the surface of a pinion tooth was brought
into contact with another one on the opposing wheel tooth flank surface, when
they were really 50 μm away from one another at the crucial instant.
These difficulties ensure that the simulation is unlikely to predict the exact sur-
face damage on the pinion tooth flank. It is to be expected, however, that it will
predict surface damage whose details, like the size and shape of a micropit, are
correct in qualitative terms and whose overall measurements, like roughness and
mass loss, are correct in quantitative terms.
8.4. Simulation results
Only the effect of gear meshing on pinion teeth is analysed, since the pinion is gen-
erally acknowledged to be the element of the pinion/wheel assembly more affected
by micropitting. Figure 8.3 represents a pinion tooth as well as the system of coor-
dinates used to represent the position of any material point on or near the surface
of the active tooth flank. Notice that the origin of the axis is on the intersection
of the pitch cylinder with the tooth flank surface and that the xx-axis points to-
ward the dedendum of the pinion tooth. The surface velocities of both pinion and
wheel tooth are hence positive in this system: the velocity vectors both points in
the positive direction of the xx-axis. The initial contact between pinion and wheel
tooth occurs on the most positive point on the active surface of the pinion tooth
flank. Subsequent contact points travel from right to left, passing the pitch point
(x = 0) and finally reaching the pinion addendum.
The contact pressure and traction distributions on the tooth surface can be com-
puted at each successive time step by applying the mixed film lubrication model
described in Section 7.2.
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Figure 8.3.: Coordinates on the surface of the pinion tooth flank.
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Figure 8.4.: Tooth surface and average velocity as a function of meshing position.
Other intermediate quantities that must be first computed are shown in Fig-
ures 8.4 to 8.13.
Figure 8.4 represents the evolution of the surface velocities of the pinion tooth
flank surface (U1), of the wheel tooth surface (U2) and the rolling velocity (U)
defined by the expression:
U =
U1 + U2
2
(8.2)
Time is represented here as the nominal contact position on the pinion tooth flank
surface in the xx-axis and hence flows from right to left. There is no need to draw
a figure for each load sub-stage: they all share the same kinematics since load sub-
stages differ only in applied torque and contact load and in initial roughness of
the tooth flank surfaces. All results presented here will similarly use the nominal
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Figure 8.5.: Radii of curvature as a function of meshing position.
contact position on the pinion tooth flank surface as the time coordinate.
Figure 8.5 shows the variation with time of the radii of curvature of the pinion
tooth flank surface (R1) and of the wheel tooth flank surface (R2) at the point of
contact. Also shown is the effective radius of curvature R∗ = 2 · (R−11 + R−12 )−1 to
be used to calculate the Hertzian pressure and half-width. As in Figure 8.4, this
figure is valid for all load sub-stages.
Figure 8.6 shows the evolution of normal contact load, specifically the contact
load by mm of tooth width fN = FN/b, between the pair of teeth under consider-
ation. The variation is due to the distribution of load between the pairs of teeth
meshing simultaneously. In the particular case of an FZG type C gear, an “old” pair
has already been meshing when a pair of teeth initiates contact and the total load
is divided between both pairs. The abrupt variation around the 1.3 mm contact
position (point B in Figure 7.4) corresponds to the “old” pair ceasing its contact.
The second abrupt variation, around the (−1.7) mm contact position (point D in
Figure 7.4), corresponds to a “new” pair initiating its meshing. In this figure, sep-
aration of the sub-stages within each load stages is not needed since they share
the same load. The increment in torque and contact load on the tooth as the load
stages go from K3 to K9 can be clearly seen.
Figure 8.7 displays the evolution of the Hertzian maximum pressure and Fig-
ure 8.8 that of the Hetzian half-width as the meshing progresses. As in Figure 8.6,
the load sub-stages are not singled out. Again as in Figure 8.6, the transitions from
2 to 1 to 2 teeth pairs simultaneous meshing can be clearly seen.
Figure 8.9 shows the central lubricating film thickness (h0), calculated from Ham-
rock and Dowson’s formula [152]; hence assuming that the contacting surfaces are
smooth and disregarding dynamic effects from the variation of contact conditions.
Higher load stages, which correspond to higher loads, induce lower film thickness
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Figure 8.6.: Contact load between a pair of teeth as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.7.: Hertzian pressure as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.8.: Hertzian half-width as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.9.: Full film EHD central film thickness as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.10.: Full film EHD shear rate as a function of meshing position.
as expected.
Figure 8.10 shows the shear rate (γ˙) within the lubricating film, estimated as
follows:
γ˙ =
U2 − U1
h0
(8.3)
This simplified expression describes Couette flow; the Poiseuille component is hence
disregarded. Disregarded also is the effect of roughness, as it was in the estimation
of central film thickness. It becomes clear from the observation of the figure that
there is very little difference between the load stages with regard to shear rate, with
the exception of load stage K3, in which the oil is kept at a lower temperature than
in any other, thus favouring the formation of a thicker film and, all other things
being equal, a lower absolute value of the shear rate.
The evolution of local composite roughness with meshing is shown in Figure 8.11.
It is striking that the roughness never ceases to diminish even as the load stage is
increased from K3-1 to K9-1. The effects of wear are thus plainly seen even in this
test, specifically designed to favour the generation of micropitting.
Figure 8.12 presents the evolution with time of the specific film thickness (Λ),
calculated from the formula:
Λ =
h0
Rq
(8.4)
where h0 and Rq retain the meaning already assigned to them of central film thick-
ness and local RMS composite roughness, respectively. This is hence a local specific
film thickness. The specific film roughness is useful as an indication of the type of
lubrication [55]: full EHD, mixed film or boundary film lubrication. According to
the boundaries to the types of lubrications proposed by Spikes [56], the lubrication
remains firmly in mixed or even boundary film lubrication since Λ is always less
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Figure 8.11.: Local composite roughness as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.12.: Specific film thickness as a function of meshing position.
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Figure 8.13.: Coefficient of friction as a function of the meshing position in Full film
EHL and Mixed film lubrication.
than 3—less even than 0.5 for most of the meshing.
The computed coefficient of fiction (cof) history is shown in Figure 8.13. In
fact, two distinct cofs are shown, the EHD lubrication cof and the mixed film
lubrication cof. This is in accordance with the mixed lubrication model, which
consists in separating and then recombining the effects of lubrication and direct
asperity contact through a load sharing function that depends on Λ. In this case,
the mixed lubrication cof is more severe than the EHD lubrication cof because it
is combined with the higher boundary lubrication cof, considered constant at the
value of 0.1, obtained in Chapter 6.
Figure 8.14 shows a “snapshot” of the contact load and pressure at the instant
when the nominal contact is at position x = 2290 μm on the pinion tooth flank
surface, far below the pitch point and near the begining of the active zone of
the pinion tooth flank at point A in Figure 7.4, where the slide-to-roll ratio is
highest. The same instant is observed for each load sub-stage. Figure 8.14 puts in
evidence the way in which the contact stresses are obtained by combining Hertzian
and boundary contact stresses: the smooth part contributed by Hertzian stresses,
considered a good enough approximation to the EHD lubrication contact stresses;
and the rough part contributed by boundary film lubrication, considered to arise
from direct contact between roughness features.
It is particularly striking to observe that pressure spikes can occur outside the
Hertzian zone, in some cases as far removed as 0.1 mm: this is caused by the very
high roughness of the gears, which promote direct contact between the surfaces.
The contact pressure unsurprisingly tends to rise with the increase in load stage.
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Figure 8.14.: Snapshot of contact pressure (pmix) and surface traction (tmix) on the
pinion tooth flank surface at the instant when the nominal contact
is on position x = 2290 μm for load sub-stages: a) K3-1 (10 kcycle);
b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1 (100 kcycles); e)
K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1 (100 kcycles); h)
K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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However, the contact stresses in load stage K3 tend to diminish from sub-stage
to sub-stage. Load stage K3 is intended as a running-in load stage. This must
be interpreted as the effect of wear, smoothing roughness features and therefore
lowering the pressure spikes of the boundary film part of the lubrication. The
tooth flanks roughness at the start of K3 is in its original, unworn state so that
this effect is particularly felt in that first load stage. Although wear is not directly
incorporated in the numerical model, its effect is nevertheless introduced because
the tooth flank surface profiles are measured anew between each load sub-stage.
Figure 8.15 gives the same information for the instant during which the nominal
contact is on position x = 1100 μm, which is located below the pitch point, slightly
above point B of Figure 7.4: in this position, the pair of teeth under analysis
bears the applied torque alone and the maximum Hertzian pressure is highest. The
observations on Figure 8.14 can be repeated regarding Figure 8.15.
It is useful at this point to pause briefly in order to review the meaning of
“macroscopic stresses” and of “mesoscopic stresses” as explained by Dang Van [120]
and presented in Section 4.3.6. Macroscopic stresses are the “regular” stresses,
measured on the scale of the mm. The mesoscopic stresses are measured at a much
finer scale, that of a few grains of material, a few μm. The macroscopic stresses can
therefore be seen as moving averages of the mesoscopic stresses on the macroscopic
scale. The mesoscopic stress tensor can be obtained from the macroscopic stress
tensor by the formula:
Σ(x, z, t) = ρ(x, z) + σ(x, z, t) (8.5)
where Σ is the mesoscopic stress tensor, σ the macroscopic one and ρ a mesoscopic
residual stress tensor.
The macroscopic stresses are computed in the present work purely form the
contact loads. The effect of the initial, macroscopic residual stresses caused by
manufacturing is added at the time of computing the mesoscopic stresses by super-
imposing the hydrostatic part of this initial residual stress tensor on the mesoscopic
residual stress tensor.
Figure 8.16 displays a snapshot of the maximum macroscopic shear stress (τmax)
at the instant when the nominal contact position is x = 2290 μm for each of the load
sub-stages. The maximum shear stress level is superimposed on the undeformed
shape of the pinion tooth flank and the outline of the undeformed shape of the
wheel tooth flank is shown in its position during the instant under focus. The use
of the undeformed, instead of the deformed profiles, allows a better assessment of
the influence of roughness features on stresses. Only the maximum macroscopic
shear stress is shown here as representative of the overall macroscopic stress state,
since it would be impractical to represent all components of the macroscopic stress
tensor.
In this figure, very prominent roughness features can be observed simultaneously
with their effect on the macroscopic stresses: sharp roughness features cause very
sharp, localized stress spikes. The smoothing of the roughness feartures by wear is
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Figure 8.15.: Snapshot of contact pressure (pmix) and surface traction (tmix) on the
pinion tooth flank surface at the instant when the nominal contact
is on position x = 1100 μm for load sub-stages: a) K3-1 (10 kcycle);
b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1 (100 kcycles); e)
K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1 (100 kcycles); h)
K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.16.: Snapshot of the maximum macroscopic shear stress (τmax) under the
undeformed pinion and wheel tooth flank surfaces at the instant when
the nominal contact is on position x = 2290 μm for load sub-stages:
a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d)
K6-1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g)
K8-1 (100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j)
K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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also very obvious as the test proceeds form load sub-stage to load sub-stage and
from load stage to load stage.
Figure 8.16 also offers an explanation of how a pressure spike outside of the
Hertzian zone can occur. Consider sub-figure 8.16j: a roughness peak is located
on the wheel tooth surface at position x ≈ 2450 μm. The contact load is sufficient
for this peak to be brough into contact with the pinion tooth surface, thus causing
a pressure peak well outside of the Hertzian zone, as was previously seen in sub-
figure 8.14j.
The maximum macroscopic shear stress for the instant when the nominal contact
position is at x = 1100 μm on the pinion tooth flank surface is presented in a similar
manner in Figure 8.17. It shows a behaviour comparable to what is observed in
Figure 8.16. However, it can be seen in Figure 8.17 that the contact is more spread
out than in Figure 8.16, which is in accordance with the Hertzian half-width, already
presented in Figure 8.8, for each instant.
It was explained in Section 4.3.6 that the Dang Van criterion can be applied on
the mesoscopic stresses by applying the following formula:
βeq(x, z) = max
t
(αDV · pH(x, z, t) + τmax(x, z, t)) ≤ βDV (8.6)
where βeq(x, z) is the amplitude of the shear stress in a fully reversed torsion fatigue
test that is equivalent to the mesoscopic stress cycle undergone by the point (x, z)
under analysis.
This equivalent shear stress βeq is mapped onto an area of the pinion tooth
flank between positions x = 1990 μm and x = 2590 μm in Figure 8.18 and, as in
Figure 8.16, it is shown for each load sub-stage. The wheel tooth flank profile is
also shown in its position at the moment when the nominal contact position on
the pinion is at position x = 2290 μm. It can be seen that high values of βeq tend
to occur at the top of roughness features, although not exclusively so, since there
is necessarily an intense interplay between the roughness features of both contact
surfaces. Another detail worth noting is that the sub-stages within each load stage
do not inherit the same βeq field. Wear flattens the roughness features and the
stress history is consequently less harsh in later load sub-stages.
The same thing is presented in Figure 8.19 for the area spanning the surface of
the portion of the pinion tooth flank from x = 900 μm to x = 1400 μm.
The following few figures deal with the stress history of specific material points
in the pinion tooth flank.
The variation of some macroscopic stresses at a point immediately on the surface
of the pinion tooth flank and located at x = 2290 μm is presented in Figure 8.20.
The horizontal axis of Figure 8.20a represents the nominal contact position on the
pinion tooth flank surface, thus showing the passing of time from right to left. The
stresses shown in this sub-figure are the maximum macroscopic shear stress, the
Von Mises macroscopic shear stress and the macroscopic hydrostatic stress during
a meshing of the K3-1 load sub-stage. Each sub-figure shows the same information
for another load sub-stage. It can be seen that the material point suffers negligible
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Figure 8.17.: Snapshot of the maximum macroscopic shear stress (τmax) under the
undeformed pinion and wheel tooth flank surfaces at the instant when
the nominal contact is on position x = 1100 μm for load sub-stages:
a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d)
K6-1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g)
K8-1 (100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j)
K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.18.: Equivalent fully reversed shear stress (βeq) under the undeformed pin-
ion and wheel tooth flank surfaces in an area centred on position
x = 2290 μm for the end of load sub-stages: a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b)
K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2
(400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1 (100 kcycles); h) K8-2
(400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.19.: Equivalent fully reversed shear stress (βeq) under the undeformed pin-
ion and wheel tooth flank surfaces in an area centred on position
x = 1100 μm for the end of load substages: a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b)
K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2
(400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1 (100 kcycles); h) K8-2
(400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1 (1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.20.: History of macroscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
on the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages: a) K3-
1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1
(100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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stresses at instants when it is far away from the contact conjunction. It can also be
seen that the macroscopic stresses diminish from load sub-stage to load sub-stage
within the same load stage: as an example, the stresses displayed in Figure 8.20d
are larger than those shown in Figure 8.20e which are in turn larger than those in
Figure 8.20f. This must be attributed to the smoothing effect of wear on roughness.
The information in Figure 8.21 is the same information as in Figure 8.20 but for
a different material point, located 2 μm under the pinion tooth flank surface and
at x = 2290 μm.
Figure 8.22 presents the same information as Figure 8.20 but using the mesoscopic
stresses instead of the macroscopic stresses. These are the stresses actually used
in the Dang Van fatigue criterion. Comparison of Figure 8.22 with Figure 8.20
illuminates interesting differences. One is that the mesoscopic stresses away form
the high pressure zone are not negligible: they are in fact equal to the mesoscopic
residual stresses plus the initial residual stresses due to manufacturing.
Another difference lies in the history of the maximum shear stress. In the macro-
scopic case, the maximum shear stress spikes upward when contact pressure spikes.
In the case of the mesoscopic stresses, the maximum shear stress spikes toward 0
when the pressure spikes. This is relevant to the application of Equation (8.6).
The same information is shown in Figure 8.23 for the point located at x =
2290 μm and 2 μm below the surface.
If the quantity βeq,DV (x, z, t) is defined as:
βeq,DV (x, z, t) = αDV · pH(x, z, t) + τmax(x, z, t)
the equivalent alternate shear stress amplitude can be rewritten as βeq(x, z) =
maxt βeq,DV (x, z, t).
The history of the quantity βeq,DV (x, z, t) in the point on the pinion tooth flank
surface located at x = 2290 μm is displayed in Figure 8.24. As before, each sub-
figure represents the history during a particular load sub-stage. The figure shows
that βeq is often very similar to the value of βeq,DV at instants when the point is
not under loading, hence demonstrating the importance of the mesoscopic resid-
ual stress on fatigue initiation. This was also noticed in Section 7.3.3, where an
explanation was offered.
Figure 8.25 presents the same information as Figure 8.24 but for a point 2 μm
below the surface. At this shallow depth, the tendency for the most critical period
to occur when the point is unloaded is even more pronounced than on the immediate
surface.
It is interesting to note at this point how Figures 8.18 and 8.24 offer a comple-
mentary view of the severity of the load stages with regard to the Dang Van fatigue
initiation criterion. Figure 8.18h, when compared with Figure 8.18d, has a more
widespread distribution of material points with high βeq, although βeq reaches much
higher values in some material points of Figure 8.18d. Indeed, the βeq,DV in Fig-
ure 8.24h is at a much lower level than in Figure 8.24d. The analysis of Figure 8.24
alone could thus give the mistaken impression that fatigue initiation is easier in
load stage K6 than in load stage K9.
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Figure 8.21.: History of macroscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
and 2 μm below the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages:
a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-
1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.22.: History of mesoscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
on the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages: a) K3-
1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1
(100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.23.: History of mesoscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
and 2 μm below the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages:
a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-
1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.24.: History of mesoscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
on the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages: a) K3-
1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-1
(100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.25.: History of mesoscopic stresses in the point at coordinate x = 2290 μm
and 2 μm below the surface of the pinion tooth flank for load substages:
a) K3-1 (10 kcycle); b) K3-2 (30 kcycles); c) K3-3 (50 kcycles); d) K6-
1 (100 kcycles); e) K6-2 (400 kcycles); f) K6-3 (940 kcycles); g) K8-1
(100 kcycles); h) K8-2 (400 kcycles); i) K8-3 (940 kcycles); j) K9-1
(1440 kcycles).
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Figure 8.26.: βDV needed for the simulation of each load sub-stage of load stage K6
to give the correct mass loss in the pinion.
8.5. Comparison of test and simulation results.
As a temporary hypothesis, it was assumed that the mass loss in the gears was
due almost entirely to the removal of surface material weakened by fatigue. It
was also assumed that the number of load cycles undergone by the surfaces of the
teeth was large enough to be considered infinite, thus allowing the application of an
infinite life fatigue criterion, like the Dang Van criterion. The numerical procedure
to determine the mass loss in the pinion from the simulation results is thus to
find each point below the tooth surface that violates the Dang Van criterion for a
specific value of βDV . By removing from the gear each of these points as well as
the points directly above them, the mass loss can be estimated by the formula:
Ml = A× b× Z1 (8.7)
where A is the cross sectional area subtracted from the simulated tooth, b its width,
and Z1 the number of teeth of the pinion gear.
Conversely, with the knowledge of the real mass loss, one could determine the
value of βDV needed for the simulation to give the correct mass loss.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.26, which shows the values of βDV needed
so that the correct mass loss is calculated by the simulation of each sub-stage of
load stage K6.
Each rectangle represents a simulation. Consider, for example, the rectangle la-
beled “2–3 (1340 kc)”: it represents a simulation of load sub-stage K6-2 from which
the mass loss at the end of load sub-stage K6-3 is extrapolated, which means that a
prediction of mass loss during an interval equal to 1340 thousands of revolutions of
the pinion is attempted. From the beginning of load sub-stage K6-2 to the end of
load sub-stage K6-3, a mass loss of 4 mg was measured with an estimated precision
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Figure 8.27.: Comparison of the mass loss measured in each load stage with the
corresponding predicted mass loss with βDV = 200 MPa. K3 lasts
from 0 to 90 kc (thousands of revolutions of the wheel), K6 from 90
to 1530 kc, K8 from 1530 to 2970 kc, K9 from 2970 to 4410 kc.
of ±1 mg. For this range of mass loss, the corresponding range of βDV is calculated
to be 210–240 MPa.
It is striking that βDV is not the same in each simulated sub-stage shown in
Figure 8.26. The mass loss seems in fact to be related to βDV by a very smooth,
monotonous function converging to some constant value for high mass loss. This
suggest that the duration of the sub-stages is too short for the application of the
Dang-Van high cycle fatigue criterion. On the other hand, the regularity of the
relation between mass loss and βDV suggests that a Wo¨hler-type curve could be
constructed for βDV , thus extending the application of the Dang Van criterion to
shorter durations. However, these considerations neglect the effect of wear on mass
loss, which could be masking the true value of βDV .
If the value βDV = 200 MPa is adopted, the predictions of mass loss from the
simulations can be compared with the real mass loss, as they indeed are in Fig-
ure 8.27. The figure shows the mass loss of each load-stage, positioned on the
abscissa according to their sequence of execution during the test. The evolution
of the real mass loss is shown for each load stage. Shown as well is the mass loss
predicted by applying a simulation to the conditions at the start of each load stage.
The mass loss in load stage K6, for example, is computed from the simulation of
load sub-stage K6-1 with βDV = 200 MPa. The figure shows that the calculated
values are close to the measured ones except in the case of K8. This is difficult
to justify, but it may be supposed that some problem was encountered during the
measurement of mass loss for load stage K8, since this measurement is suspiciously
low when compared with load stages K6 and K9.
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Table 8.4.: Comparison of predicted and measured roughness parameters.
load profile RZ.din Ra Rq
stage μm μm μm
K3 initial 7.74 1.63 2.07
final 7.02 2.15 2.63
predicted 7.72 1.51 1.92
K6 initial 6.91 2.11 2.57
final 6.35 1.42 1.72
predicted 9.30 1.77 2.24
K8 initial 6.35 1.41 1.71
final 5.35 1.09 1.35
predicted 9.15 1.54 2.18
K9 initial 5.36 1.08 1.34
final 4.78 0.88 1.10
predicted 6.66 1.02 1.45
Using again the value βDV = 200 MPa, which gave good results for the calculation
of the mass loss, a few roughness parameters, RZ.din, Ra and Rq, were computed
and are shown in Table 8.4. As was the case for the calculation of mass loss, the
predicted roughness is computed with the results of the simulation of the first load
sub-stage of each load stage: for example, the results from the simulation of K3-1
are extrapolated to the whole of load stage K3 by using βDV = 200 Mpa.
For each load stage, Table 8.4 gives the roughness parameters of the initial and
final measured profiles as well as those of the predicted profile. It is clear that the
prediction is unsatisfactory.
To try to make sense of this discrepancy, it is useful to attend to Figure 8.28,
where, for each load stage, three roughness profiles are drawn between the positions
x = 1.05 mm and x = 1.65 mm on the pinion tooth flank surface: the roughness
profile at the beginning of the load stage, the roughness profile at the end of the
load stage and the roughness profile predicted by numerical simulation.
It should be noted at this point that even if the simulation did reproduce perfectly
the real mechanisms of removal of material from the tooth surface, one should not
expect the predicted and the real final surface profile to coincide exactly. There
are several reasons for this: first, it is impossible at present to position the pinion
and wheel tooth with the accuracy of 10 μm that would be needed to ensure that
the actual contact history would match the simulated contact history; second, a
roughness profile measurement performed manually, as these were, cannot attain
this degree of precision in reproducing a prior measurement as to position and
orientation on the surface or the tooth, so that it is very unlikely that a measurement
performed at the beginning of a load stage match exactly another performed at the
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Figure 8.28.: Comparison of predicted with measured roughness profiles at the end
of: a) load stage K3; b) load stage K6; c) load stage K8; d) load stage
K9.
end of the same load stage. Nevertheless, the similarity or dissimilarity of the profile
shapes can provide insight into this problem.
In sub-figure 8.28a, which shows the roughness for load stage K3, it is clear
that while the predicted roughness profile accentuates the initial roughness with
micropits, this is by no means what happened in reality: the actual roughness
profile at the end of load stage K3 is, if anything, smoother than the initial one.
It can hence be inferred that running-in and mild wear play a greater role than
contact fatigue in the loss of mass in load stage K3.
The previous reasoning applies to an even greater degree to load stage K6, whose
roughness profiles are represented in sub-figure 8.28b.
The roughness profiles of load stage K9 are shown in sub-figure 8.28d. Unlike
sub-figures 8.28a and 8.28b, the roughness profile at the end of load stage K9
is peppered with micropits, so that it resembles the predicted roughness profile,
although the latter has many more micropits. This seems to indicate that the
fatigue model is realistic although it does not account alone for the alterations in
roughness: wear still plays a very important role.
These observations can be applied, to a lesser extent, to Figure 8.28c, where the
profiles for load stage K8 are drawn.
The initial assumption, that the mass-loss in this micropitting test occurs almost
entirely through surface fatigue, is hence revealed to be probably false: to account
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satisfactorily for the mass loss on the tooth surface, a wear model should be used
simultaneously with the fatigue model.
8.6. Chapter summary
A real micropitting test performed with spur gears on a FZG test machine was
numerically simulated. The test was comprised of four load stages of increasing
load, the first three of which were also periodically interrupted to monitor the gear
tooth flank surfaces and lubricating oil alterations during load stages, thus dividing
each load stage into sub-stages.
The meshing of one pinion tooth flank with one wheel tooth flank was simulated
for each load sub-stage. The simulation consisted in applying a model that includes
a rough contact mixed film lubrication model and the Dang Van high cycle fatigue
criterion to check for contact fatigue on and near the surface of the pinion tooth
flank.
The analysis of the load sub-stages has shown that it is likely that a high cycle
fatigue criterion is not applicable to these load sub-stages because they are too
short to be considered near-infinite in duration. The same analysis nevertheless
suggests the possibility that a modified Dang Van criterion, in which a Wo¨hler
curve for the fully reversed shear stress fatigue strength would be used instead of
its ultimate value, could be used instead.
The analysis and comparison of the results of the simulations with the measured
mass loss and tooth flank profile have shown that a wear model must be included
to the overall numerical model if it is to represent accurately the changes in tooth
flank surface profile.
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9.1. Preamble
As discussed in Section 8.6, it is likely that wear plays an important part in the
evolution of the roughness profile even during FZG tests designed specifically to
ensure the development of micropitting. The present chapter consists in applying
the wear model described in Section 7.4 to the tests already described in Section 8.2.
Because, as shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.20, both the micropitting and the wear
model use the same mixed lubrication model, many of the results described in
Chapter 8 are common to the present analysis. In particular, Figures 8.3–8.15 and
accompanying comments describe equally well the simulation of mixed lubrication
necessary to the application of the wear model. These results and their discussion
will therefore be omitted from the present chapter.
9.2. Numerical simulation
The numerical simulation proceeded from the application of the model of Sec-
tion 7.20, much in the same way that the simulation of micropitting was performed
in the previous Chapter 8: the same roughness profiles and oil properties were used.
A difficulty in applying Archard’s wear law is in the definition of the value of the
wear coefficient κ. There is little agreement in the literature about the value to
be used in cases of lubricated contact, with authors using wear coefficients ranging
from 10−18 [153] to 10−12 [154].
The issue was sidestepped in the present case because we are mainly interested
in the distribution of volume loss along the profile more than in the rigorous pre-
diction of the volume loss. Since the mass of the pinion was measured after each
interruption of the test, the loss of mass Ml during each sub-stage is also known. If
it is accepted that the density ρ = 7850 kg/m3 of the gear steel remains constant
during the tests, the volume loss ∆V is easily computed:
∆V = Ml/ρ (9.1)
On the other hand, Equation (7.38) gives us a relation between κ and ∆V which
can be written, after appropriate manipulation of the expressions:
κ =
Ml
ρNturnsbZ1
∫ tE
tA
FN(t)|U2(t)− U1(t)|dt
(9.2)
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Figure 9.1.: Depth of wear along a pinion tooth flank during load stage K9
The right-hand side of the expression can be computed analytically before any
simulation has taken place, which means that an estimate of κ becomes available
at the beginning of the simulation.
The method is used for the simulation of load stage K9 as an example of the
method and to render the explanation clearer.
By weighing of the pinion, it was determined that it had lost between 19–21 mg
in the course of load stage K9. Assuming that all of the mass loss can be attributed
to wear, the wear coefficient is obtained from Equation (9.2), so that 4.36·10−18 <
κ < 4.82·10−18 m2/N.
Two wear simulations are then performed: one for the lower bound of κ and
another for the upper bound. At the close of the simulation, the wear depth along
the tooth flank surface has been determined, as shown in Figure 9.1.
Notice how a basic wear depth curve serves as baseline for peaks of wear. The
base curve corresponds to the EHL (smooth) portion of the contact pressure and
the wear peaks to the pressure spikes of the boundary lubrication part, coinciding
with strong interactions between roughness features on the surface of the pinion
and wheel tooth. Interestingly, Osman and Velex [155], who performed similar
simulations, except for omitting altogether the influence of roughness and adding
the influence of dynamic loads, obtained wear depth curves wose shape corresponds
to that of the baseline curve in Figure 9.1.
The roughness profile of the pinion tooth was measured immediately before load
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Figure 9.2.: Roughness profiles of load stage K9: measured initial roughness pro-
file (black), measured final roughness profile (blue) and predicted final
roughness profile (red)
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stage K9. It is hence possible to predict the final profile by subtracting the wear
depth distribution from the initial roughness profile. Since the roughness profile was
also measured at the end of load stage K9, it is possible to compare the prediction
to the actual measurement. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2, where three roughness
profiles are plotted against the coordinate x on the surface of the pinion tooth: the
black profile is the roughness profile at the beginning of load stage K9; the blue
profile is the roughness profile at the end of load stage K9; the red profile is the
prediction of final roughness profile.
9.3. Simulation results
The process explained in the previous section for load stage K9 was applied to
each load stage. Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the results in the case of load stage K3.
Figure 9.3 contains six sub-figures, each corresponding to a different simulation:
• Figure 9.3 a) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-
stage K3-1 using as a departure point the roughness at the beginning of load
sub-stage K3-1 and the corresponding pressure distribution history.
• Figure 9.3 b) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-
stage K3-2 using as a departure point the roughness at the beginning of load
sub-stage K3-1.
• Figure 9.3 c) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-
stage K3-3 using as a departure point the roughness at the beginning of load
sub-stage K3-1.
• Figure 9.3 d) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-stage
K3-2 using as a departure point the roughness at the end of load sub-stage
K3-1.
• Figure 9.3 e) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-stage
K3-3 using as a departure point the roughness at the end of load sub-stage
K3-1.
• Figure 9.3 f) shows the prediction of wear depth at the end of load sub-stage
K3-3 using as a departure point the roughness at the end of load sub-stage
K3-2.
Similarly, Figure 9.4 contains six sub-figures:
• Figure 9.4 a) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end
of load sub-stage K3-1 from the measured roughness profile at the beginning
of load sub-stage K3-1, shown in black, and compares it to the measured
roughness profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-1, shown in blue.
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Figure 9.3.: Depth of wear along a pinion tooth flank during load stage K3: a) from
beginning of K3-1 to end of K3-1; b) from beginning of K3-1 to end of
K3-2; c) from beginning of K3-1 to end of K3-3; d) from end of K3-1 to
end of K3-2; e) from end of K3-1 to end of K3-3; f) from end of K3-2
to end of K3-3
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Figure 9.4.: Variation of roughness profile of a pinion tooth flank during load stage
K3: a) from beginning of K3-1 to end of K3-1; b) from beginning of
K3-1 to end of K3-2; c) from beginning of K3-1 to end of K3-3; d) from
end of K3-1 to end of K3-2; e) from end of K3-1 to end of K3-3; f) from
end of K3-2 to end of K3-3
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• Figure 9.4 b) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end
of load sub-stage K3-2 from the measured roughness profile at the beginning
of load sub-stage K3-1, shown in black, and compares it to the measured
roughness profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-2, shown in blue.
• Figure 9.4 c) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end
of load sub-stage K3-3 from the measured roughness profile at the beginning
of load sub-stage K3-1, shown in black, and compares it to the measured
roughness profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-3, shown in blue.
• Figure 9.4 d) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end
of load sub-stage K3-2 from the measured roughness profile at the end of load
sub-stage K3-1, shown in black, and compares it to the measured roughness
profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-2, shown in blue.
• Figure 9.4 e) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end
of load sub-stage K3-3 from the measured roughness profile at the end of load
sub-stage K3-1, shown in black, and compares it to the measured roughness
profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-3, shown in blue.
• Figure 9.4 f) shows in red the prediction of the roughness profile at the end of
load sub-stage K3-3 from the measured roughness profile at the end of load
sub-stage K3-2, shown in black, and compares it to the measured roughness
profile at the end of load sub-stage K3-3, shown in blue.
The same principle was followed for load stage K6, whose results are shown in
Figures 9.5 and 9.6, and load stage K8, whose results are shown in Figures 9.7
and 9.8.
Table 9.1 compiles mass loss and wear coefficient data for the simulation cases
corresponding to Figures 9.4c, 9.6c, 9.8c and 9.2c. As an example, the first line
corresponds to the simulation of the case pictured in Figure 9.4c, load stage K3 in
its entirety, using a mass loss corresponding to the lowest boundary to the weighing
precision. The second column gives the mass loss for the whole tooth flank surface in
mg. The third column gives the mass loss per unit of tooth surface in 10−3 mg/mm2
averaged over the whole tooth surface. The fourth column gives the mass loss per
unit of tooth surface in 10−3 mg/mm2 averaged over the portion of the tooth surface
situated between the dedendum and the pitch line. The fifth column gives the mass
loss per unit of tooth surface in 10−3 mg/mm2 averaged over the portion of the tooth
surface situated between the addendum and the pitch line. The sixth column gives
the wear coefficient κ computed from Equation (9.2).
The second line of the table gives the same information for load stage K3 but
using the upper boundary to the weighing precision. Subsequent lines repeat this
pattern for load stages K6, K8 and K9.
In a similar way, Table 9.2 gives information on the evolution of the roughness of a
pinion tooth profile for simulations of complete load stages by listing the roughness
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Figure 9.5.: Depth of wear along a pinion tooth flank during load stage K6: a) from
beginning of K6-1 to end of K6-1; b) from beginning of K6-1 to end of
K6-2; c) from beginning of K6-1 to end of K6-3; d) from end of K6-1 to
end of K6-2; e) from end of K6-1 to end of K6-3; f) from end of K6-2
to end of K6-3
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Figure 9.6.: Variation of roughness profile of a pinion tooth flank during load stage
K6: a) from beginning of K6-1 to end of K6-1; b) from beginning of
K6-1 to end of K6-2; c) from beginning of K6-1 to end of K6-3; d) from
end of K6-1 to end of K6-2; e) from end of K6-1 to end of K6-3; f) from
end of K6-2 to end of K6-3
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Figure 9.7.: Depth of wear along a pinion tooth flank during load stage K8: a) from
beginning of K8-1 to end of K8-1; b) from beginning of K8-1 to end of
K8-2; c) from beginning of K8-1 to end of K8-3; d) from end of K8-1 to
end of K8-2; e) from end of K8-1 to end of K8-3; f) from end of K8-2
to end of K8-3
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Figure 9.8.: Variation of roughness profile of a pinion tooth flank during load stage
K8: a) from beginning of K8-1 to end of K8-1; b) from beginning of
K8-1 to end of K8-2; c) from beginning of K8-1 to end of K8-3; d) from
end of K8-1 to end of K8-2; e) from end of K8-1 to end of K8-3; f) from
end of K8-2 to end of K8-3
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Table 9.1.: Mass loss and wear coefficient
load sub-stage mass loss mass loss rate κ
mg 10−3 mg/mm2 10−18 m2/N
tot bpp app
K3 predicted-low 3 1.66 2.53 1.24 82.5
K3 predicted-high 5 2.77 4.21 2.07 137
K6 predicted-low 13 7.18 10.9 5.38 6.50
K6 predicted-high 15 8.28 12.6 6.21 7.50
K8 predicted-low 10 5.50 8.33 4.14 2.88
K8 predicted-high 12 6.60 10.0 4.96 3.46
K9 predicted-low 19 10.4 15.8 7.85 4.36
K9 predicted-high 21 11.5 17.5 8.68 4.82
parameters RZdin, Ra and Rq. The first line gives roughness parameters of the
roughness profile measured at the beginning of load stage K3, which corresponds to
the beginning of load sub-stage K3-1. The second line correspond to the roughness
profile measured at the end of load stage K3, which is also the end of load sub-stage
K3-3. The third line corresponds to the prediction of the roughness profile at the
end of K3 using the lower bound of the mass loss range. The fourth line corresponds
to the prediction of the roughness profile at the end of K3 using the upper bound
of the mass loss range. Subsequent lines follow the same pattern, but applied to
load stages K6, K8 and K9.
9.4. Discussion of the wear simulation results
It is useful at this point to discuss briefly the measured roughness profiles. The
profiles were measured with a stylus profilometer and it must be understood that the
pinion and wheel were positioned manually with regard to the measurement device,
and that they were measured at the end of each load sub-stage. Consequently, the
orientation and position of the measured device with ragard to the profilometer
changed from measurement to measurement. This is significant because a gear
tooth surface has a large curvature that must be filtered out by means of a Gaussian
filter: if the tooth is not measured in rigorously the same way, profiles taken from
successive measurements will appear slightly deformed versions of the previous one.
Additionally, the axial position of the profile cannot be guaranteed, so that some
slight variation of the roughness must be expected.
Another aspect that accrues from the uncertainty in the positioning of the rough-
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Table 9.2.: Roughness
load sub-stage RZdin Ra Rq
μm μm μm
K3 initial 7.65 1.60 1.98
K3 final 6.57 1.38 1.73
K3 predicted-low 7.40 1.55 1.90
K3 predicted-high 7.49 1.51 1.87
K6 initial 6.57 1.38 1.73
K6 final 7.03 1.79 2.24
K6 predicted-low 6.47 1.44 1.87
K6 predicted-high 6.67 1.48 1.92
K8 initial 7.03 1.79 2.24
K8 final 6.06 2.93 3.24
K8 predicted-low 6.69 2.15 2.56
K8 predicted-high 6.66 2.23 2.63
K9 initial 6.06 2.93 3.24
K9 final 4.56 4.06 4.20
K9 predicted-low 5.65 3.79 4.02
K9 predicted-high 5.64 3.89 4.11
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ness profiles is that it is nearly impossible to know with certainty the relative po-
sition of the roughness profiles on a pair of tooth which will mesh during the test.
A relative translation of 50 μm may cause the pressure history to be significantly
different, since some roughness features will appear to collide when they did not,
while others that did collide may have appeared to be safely separated in the simu-
lation. This means that it would be excessively optimistic to expect the predicted
roughness profiles to coincide precisely with measurements. However, one would
expect the overall shape of the predicted roughness profile to be similar to that of
the measured one.
With that in mind, there seems to be remarkable agreement between the pre-
dicted and the measured profiles of Figures 9.4, 9.6, 9.8 and 9.2. However, the
simulation predicts oscillations around the final profile that were not measured in
practice. Johnson [156] defended that wear may be attributable to ductile rup-
ture and low-cycle fatigue of the plasticised roughness peaks. In that case, the
oscillations (here on the scale of 1 μm) may simply be due to the fact that con-
tact pressures tend to be smoother when plasticity occurs: oscillations have typical
wavelengths of several micrometers. It should also be pointed out the the wear
model fails to predict micropitting, which can be observed in the profiles.
Figures 9.4, 9.6, 9.8 and 9.2 show that wear is significantly more severe in the
portion of the tooth surface below the pitch line of the pinion tooth, which corre-
spond to positive values of the x coordinate, than above it. This is in agreement
with observed facts.
In Table 9.1, it can be observed that the values of the wear coefficient κ must
vary significantly if the predicted mass loss is to fit the measured mass loss. It
is not certain that κ must remain constant under varying operating conditions;
indeed, considering the range of values reported in the literature, this seems unlikely.
Another justification to this is that normal wear must not account for the totality
of mass loss: there must be a balance between the predictions of the wear model
and those of the micropitting model.
Another interesting aspect is that the roughness parameters of Table 9.2 seem to
fail to capture similarities that become evident when observing graphical represen-
tation of the profiles. A case in point is that of Figure 9.2, where there is remarkable
similarity between prediction and measurement of the roughness profile, a similar-
ity that is not reflected in the roughness parameters of the corresponding four last
lines of Table 9.2.
9.5. Chapter summary
A simulation of wear in a real micropitting test was performed. The test was
comprised of four load stages of increasing load, the first three of which were also
periodically interrupted to monitor the gear tooth flank surfaces and lubricating oil
alterations during load stages, thus dividing each load stage into sub-stages.
The meshing of one pinion tooth flank with one wheel tooth flank was simulated
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for each load sub-stage. The simulation consisted in applying a model that includes
a rough contact mixed film lubrication model and in using a differential form of
Archard’s wear law.
The analysis of the load sub-stages has shown that much of the mass loss in the
test could be attributed to wear, but that a fatigue model is still needed to account
for the micropits, which did not appear in the simulation. Hence, it is necessary to
use both a wear and a fatigue model to account fully for the alterations of a pinion
tooth profile during a micropitting test.
While the simulation of a micropitting test has given valuable insights into the in-
fluence of wear on tooth profile alterations, more tests would be needed to ascertain
the validity of the present wear model, tests with better measurement precision,
particularly in weighing the lost mass.
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10.1. Conclusion
Chapters 1–4 presented the problem of micropitting and attempted to present the
state of the art on the several fields which are necessary to understand it, namely:
classification of surface damages, current knowledge about micropitting and wear,
gear lubrication and stresses and fatigue in rolling/sliding contact of spur gears.
In Chapter 5 the results of traction tests performed on six fully formulated gear
oils (2 minerals, 1 PAO and 3 ester based) were presented. The traction curves in
full film elastohydrodynamic lubrication showed that significant systematic differ-
ences between mineral and ester oils exist independently of their viscosity grade:
the ester oils systematically inducing a lower coefficient of friction than the miner-
als. The PAO oil acted as transition oil, with a behaviour and rheological properties
intermediate to those of the minerals and esters. This suggests that the base oil
is at least as important as the additives as regards its influence on the traction
behaviour of the oil.
A simplified traction model of elastohydrodynamic point contacts, which includes
a novel thermal model, was presented in this chapter. This model was used with
some of the experimental results to obtain rheological parameters defining the
elasto-viscoplastic behaviour of the oils. It was shown that they lead to a good
prediction of the friction. It was also shown that elastic deformation only plays a
significant role in EHD lubrication with the mineral and PAO oils, and only at low
(for gears) slide-to-roll ratios.
In Chapter 6 five oils, one mineral oil, one PAO oil and three ester oils, where
submitted to traction tests performed with constant temperature, contact load and
slide-to-roll ratio: Stribeck tests.
The standard Stribeck parameter was modified in order to include the piezovis-
cosity coefficient of each base oil considered. This novel parameter, the modified
Stribeck parameter, is dimensionless and places all curves with regard to the ab-
scissa so that there are definite positions in xx for each regimes of lubrication, even
when considering Stribeck curves for different oils.
Stribeck curves were traced from the experimental results and were presented
using the modified Stribeck parameter in the abscissa. The operating conditions,
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namely the oil temperature (T0), the contact load (FN) and the slide-to-roll ratio
(SRR), were discussed regarding their influence on the coefficient of friction in
mixed and boundary film lubrication.
• SRR is of little importance in these regimes.
• When T0 is varied on its own while keeping all other operating conditions
fixed, the value of Sp is lowered and the regime of lubrication is shifted towards
boundary lubrication.
• When comparing tests performed with similar values of Sp but distinct tem-
peratures, T0 is irrelevant for M1, P1 and E1 but is of considerable importance
in the case of E3 and E2.
• FN has an effect on the coefficient of friction that is the reverse, in mixed
film lubrication, of what is observed in full film lubrication: in mixed film
lubrication, an increase in FN leads to a decrease in the coefficient of friction.
It was also found that the relative performance of the oils regarding their coef-
ficient of friction is markedly dissimilar in full film, on one side, and mixed and
boundary film lubrication, on the other. This suggests that the base oil is most
important for friction in full film lubrication, while the additives can be said to
become determinant in boundary film lubrication.
While Chapter 5 and 6 may appear to be digressions from the main theme of this
work, they were necessary digressions, because the traction behaviour of lubricating
oils determine the tangential traction on the surface of tooth flanks. It is very
difficult to find a good characterisation of the traction behaviour of oils in the
open literature: these chapters constitute the beginnings of a “library” of such
information that enables the study of surface damage.
In Chapter 7 a model for mixed and boundary film lubrication of spur gears was
presented.
A model for micropitting initiation was also presented and an example of gear
tooth meshing was simulated which showed that:
• Within the framework of the Dang Van fatigue criterion, the most unfavourable
mesoscopic load state occurs outside of the contact solely under the influence
of the mesoscopic residual stresses.
• The model is able to predict and explain the characteristic orientation of
fatigue cracks on each side of the pitch line of a tooth.
A model for the determination of wear depth on the surface of gear tooth flanks
was presented. It was shown that the total wear volume on a tooth is independent
of the precise pressure distribution in the contact between teeth so long as the wear
coefficient can be considered constant.
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In Chapter 8 a real micropitting test performed with spur gears on a FZG test
machine was simulated numerically. The test was comprised of four load stages
of increasing load, the first three of which were also periodically interrupted to
monitor the gear tooth flank surfaces and lubricating oil alterations during load
stages, thus dividing each load stage into sub-stages.
The analysis of the load sub-stages showed that it is likely that a high cycle fatigue
criterion is not applicable to these load sub-stages because they are too short to
be considered near-infinite in duration. This suggested that a modified Dang Van
criterion, using the fatigue strength obtained from a Wo¨hler curve, could be used
advantageously instead of its ultimate value.
Comparison of the results of the simulations with the measured mass loss and
tooth flank profile showed that the micropitting model was unable to account alone
for the variation of the pinion tooth profile and that wear is likely to be acting in
competition with fatigue to alter the profile.
In Chapter 9 a wear model was used to simulate the tests discussed in the previous
chapter. The simulation showed significantly more severe wear on the portion of the
surface of the pinion tooth below the pitch line than above it, which is in agreement
with observations.
There seemed to be remarkable agreement between the predicted and the mea-
sured profiles regarding the general shape of the profile, although micropits were
not predicted.
10.2. Future work
Future work that would improve understanding of surface damage has already been
hinted at: a campaign of long duration wear and fatigue tests should be planned
to validate the micropitting and wear models, which should also be somehow inte-
grated to give accurate profile variation results. At the moment, they are distinct
and no reasonable criteria has been given to predict if a material point will be
removed from the surface by mild wear or by fatigue.
The mixed lubrication model might benefit from some improvements, especially
with regard to the determination of load sharing. Some effort toward obtaining
S-N curves for case hardened steel would increase substantially the accuracy and
predictive power of the micropitting model.
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